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Abstract
Structural optimization relies on precisely known material data and accurate
yet computationally efficient damage prediction models. In this regard,
non-proportional fatigue represents a major source of uncertainty due to a
more complex material behavior. While non-proportional loads are found in
a large variety of industries, the associated modeling uncertainties lead to
increased levelized cost of energy in terms of wind turbines, an unacceptable
condition given the urgency of a sustainable global economy.

In the wind energy industry tests on the coupon, sub-component and
full-scale level are predominantly based on uniaxial loads. In addition, the
specimen quality in these tests does not always match the mass-production
quality. This is particularly true for the design-driving adhesive joints of rotor
blades, where hand-mixed specimens are the state of the art even though
dosing machines are applied in rotor blade manufacture. The numerical
uncertainty regarding non-proportional fatigue is thus amplified based on a
deficit of experiments with representative specimens.

This thesis presents a new concept to both accurately and efficiently
predict the non-proportional fatigue life by example of a fiber-reinforced rotor
blade adhesive. In order to achieve this, the influence of non-proportional
loads on the cycles to failure of the adhesive needed to be identified with
high certainty. Therefore, manufacturing-induced defects such as pores or
stress concentrations on account of the specimen geometry were minimized,
resulting in the first virtually defect-free rotor blade adhesive specimens
that are suitable for multiaxial experiments. A detailed multiaxial material
characterization in static and fatigue loading conditions revealed several
misconceptions in comparison to literature such as a rather ductile material
behavior, associated modeling differences of (elasto-plastic) shear stresses, a
more representative yield criterion (Drucker-Prager) and S-N model (Stüssi-
Haibach).

Based on the unique experimental data, it was demonstrated that global
rainflow-counted equivalent stresses lead to a good fatigue life prediction
for proportional loads, while an over-prediction of the fatigue life of up
to two orders of magnitude in non-proportional loads is possible. Critical
plane algorithms were calibrated using the new experimental data set and
found to be substantially more accurate, but impractical due to an extensive
computation time and complicated validation. However, a FFT-based re-
proportionalization of the stress state in combination with a S-N-based
correction factor allows to use global equivalent stresses again in phase
shift-induced non-proportional conditions. This way, accurate fatigue life
predictions are possible that are several orders of magnitude faster than the
critical plane approach. Although demonstrated with a rotor blade adhesive,
the new approach can be used with any equivalent stress criterion and thus
for any material when a phase shift is the main source of non-proportionality.
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Kurzfassung
Strukturoptimierungen beruhen auf präzisen Materialdaten sowie akkuraten
und dennoch recheneffizienten Schadensvorhersagemodellen. Diesbezüglich
stellt die nicht-proportionale Ermüdung aufgrund eines komplexeren Materi-
alverhaltens eine große Unsicherheitsquelle dar. Während nicht-proportionale
Belastungen in einer Vielzahl von Branchen vorkommen, führen die damit ver-
bundenen Modellierungsunsicherheiten bei Windenergieanlagen zu erhöhten
Stromgestehungskosten, was angesichts der Dringlichkeit einer nachhaltigen
Weltwirtschaft inakzeptabel ist.

In der Windenergiebranche basieren Versuche im Coupon-, Sub-
Komponenten- oder Vollmaßstab überwiegend auf uniaxialen Lasten. Hinzu
kommt, dass die Probenqualität dieser Tests nicht immer der Serienproduk-
tion entspricht. Dies gilt insbesondere für auslegungskritische Rotorblattver-
klebungen, für die handgemischte Proben Stand der Technik sind, obwohl in
der Rotorblattfertigung Dosiermaschinen eingesetzt werden. Die numerische
Unsicherheit bezüglich der nicht-proportionalen Ermüdung wird daher auch
durch einen Mangel an Experimenten mit repräsentativen Proben verstärkt.

Diese Arbeit präsentiert am Beispiel eines faserverstärkten Rotorblatt-
klebstoffes ein neues Konzept die nicht-proportionale Lebensdauer akkurat
und recheneffizient vorherzusagen. Um dies zu erreichen, musste der Einfluss
nicht-proportionaler Lasten auf die Versagens-Zyklen des Klebstoffs mit
hoher Genauigkeit ermittelt werden. Daher wurden fertigungsbedingte Män-
gel wie Poren oder Spannungskonzentrationen infolge der Probengeometrie
minimiert, was zu den ersten nahezu defektfreien Rotorblattklebstoffproben
für multiaxiale Experimente führte. Eine detaillierte multiaxiale Material-
charakterisierung unter statischen und dynamischen Lasten deckte mehrere
Fehleinschätzungen seitens der Literatur auf, wie z.B. ein eher duktiles
Materialverhalten, damit verbundene Modellierungsunterschiede von (elasto-
plastischen) Schubspannungen, sowie ein repräsentativeres Fließkriterium
(Drucker-Prager) und S-N Modell (Stüssi-Haibach).

Auf der Grundlage der einzigartigen experimentellen Daten konnte ge-
zeigt werden, dass globale rainflow-gezählte Vergleichsspannungen zu einer
guten Lebensdauervorhersage für proportionale Belastungen führen, die-
se bei nicht-proportionalen Belastungen die Lebensdauer aber um bis zu
zwei Größenordnungen überschätzen. Critical plane Algorithmen wurden
mit dem neuen experimentellen Datensatz kalibriert und führten zu sub-
stantiell genaueren Ergebnissen, sind aber aufgrund hoher Rechenzeiten
und einer komplizierten Validierung nicht praktikabel. Eine FFT-basierte
Re-Proportionalisierung des Spannungszustands kombiniert mit einem S-N-
basierten Korrekturfaktor ermöglicht es jedoch, unter Phasenverschiebungs-
induzierten nicht-proportionalen Bedingungen, globale Vergleichsspannungen
zu verwenden. Auf diese Weise sind genaue Lebensdauervorhersagen mög-
lich, die um mehrere Größenordnungen schneller sind als der critical plane
Ansatz. Obwohl der neue Ansatz an einem Rotorblattklebstoff demonstriert
wurde, kann er mit jedem Vergleichsspannungskriterium und somit jedem
Material verwendet werden, solange Phasenverschiebungen der Hauptgrund
der Nicht-Proportionalitäten sind.
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1

1 Introduction

This chapter establishes the research motivation of this thesis. The state of the art of non-
proportional fatigue is presented with an emphasis on adhesive joints of wind turbine rotor
blades. Based on that, a research gap and corresponding objectives for this thesis are identified.
Hereafter, the cumulative thesis concept is outlined and followed by a declaration of contributions
to the incorporated publications.

1.1 Motivation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
1.2 State of the art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
1.3 Research gap and objectives. . . . . . . . 19
1.4 Thesis concept . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21



2 Section 1.1 Motivation

1.1 Motivation

With the overall goal of a sustainable global economy [1, 2], it is key to minimize the carbon footprint
of all products and services. In terms of engineering structures and machinery, this also corresponds
to a thorough understanding of material degradation processes and cost-effective lightweight design,
i.e., structural optimization. However, uncertainties associated with complex loading conditions
limit the optimization potential given that the operational safety has to be assured at all times.

It is thus of utmost importance to characterize the degradation behavior of materials under such
complex (multiaxial) loading conditions and validate associated damage prediction models, as this
enables a safe operation of highly optimized structures [3, 4]. The advent of digital twins [5–7] also
relies heavily on reliable material data and computationally efficient models, respectively. Applied
to the renewable energy sector, structural optimization and the aforementioned approaches act as a
multiplier to reduce carbon emissions, since they can result in lower cost of clean energy, which will
accelerate the transition to a sustainable global economy.

Therefore, this thesis analyses the effects of a major source of modeling uncertainty concerning
structural optimizations: non-proportional fatigue [8–11]. Numerous studies have shown that the
experimental and numerically predicted fatigue life of a material can be substantially different under
non-proportional loading compared to proportional conditions. In fact, fatigue life prediction models
that were validated for proportional loading can lead to (very) non-conservative predictions in
non-proportional scenarios [12–16]. To investigate this phenomenon, new experiments are conducted
based on a short fiber-reinforced adhesive [17] which is commonly used in the manufacture of wind
turbine rotor blades. As the bond lines are critical design drivers for rotor blades [18–20] and
still contribute significantly to blade-related turbine downtimes [20–22], the high-precision material
characterization necessary to reliably analyze non-proportional fatigue will also be beneficial for
future blade designs. On account of the challenging experimental setup, this work is the first to
investigate non-proportional fatigue on rotor blade adhesives.

1.2 State of the art
The state of the art of non-proportional fatigue is presented in this Section with a concise summary
of typical structures, which are prone to this load state. Rotor blades of wind turbines are among
these structures, hence their manufacturing process is presented with an emphasis on the adhesive
joints. Hereafter, the typical verification process of fatigue life prediction methods is discussed.

1.2.1 Non-proportional fatigue
A load state is classified as non-proportional when the principal stress/strain orientation is a
(continuous) function of time [8–11]. Therefore, multiple material planes get loaded and the damage
evolution is altered in comparison to a proportional load state with a constant principal stress/strain
orientation. The latter, however, is assumed in common fatigue life prediction methods, such as
uniaxial rainflow-counted equivalent stresses, leading to a diminished fatigue life prediction quality
[8–11]. This will also be demonstrated in detail in Section P4-6.3. The influence of non-proportional
loads is generally observed to be material-dependent [23], which adds additional complexity.

Sources and experimental recreation of non-proportional loads

Non-proportional loads can be caused and experimentally recreated in a variety of ways, which are
summarized in Figure 1.1. The minimum requirement is a biaxial load state that, e.g., introduces a
time-dependent normal stress σ(t) and shear stress τ(t). A proportional load is generated when the
ratio between the normal and the shear stress is constant with respect to time. Any change of this
constant relation will lead to a non-proportional load history. Therefore, the general definition of a
non-proportional load history is simplified to σ(t)/τ(t) ̸= const for this biaxial setup.
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Figure 1.1: Sources of non-proportional loads. By example of a biaxial (tension/compression-torsion) load
state, a non-proportional load emerges whenever the ratio between the normal and the shear stress history is
not constant. With inspiration from [11, 24].

Viable options to trigger a non-proportional load state in experiments are:

• altered signal shapes, e.g., sine wave vs. triangular signal,

• use of different stress ratios for normal stresses
(
Rσ = σmin

σmax

)
and shear stresses

(
Rτ = τmin

τmax

)
,

• a phase shift ϕ in between an axial and torsional load,
• different test frequencies of the normal and shear stresses, i.e, fσ ̸= fτ .

The implementation of these options should be possible for any programmable multiaxial testing
machine and is thus not a decisive factor. However, the evaluation of the respective results and the
corresponding verification of fatigue life prediction methods will depend on the available (uniaxial)
data that was previously recorded. For instance, the usage of different test frequencies (fσ ̸= fτ )
may also introduce additional complexity on account of viscoelastic material behavior. In case this
behavior was not previously characterized in detail, the effects of non-proportionality may not be
resolvable from the data. In addition, the adjustment of different levels of non-proportionality should
be as easy as possible. Hence, the most frequently used option to generate non-proportional loads is
a phase shift ϕ, as this option introduces no unintended effects concerning the fatigue life and allows
for a straightforward adaption of the required level of non-proportionality. A detailed discussion on
the estimation and magnitude of the level of non-proportionality will be given in Section 6.2.1.

It is worth noting that even a multiaxial variable amplitude stress history is proportional when
σ(t)/τ(t) = const, and a superposition of a static load with a varying one is non-proportional. The
apparent complexity of the stress history is hence not necessarily an indication for non-proportionality,
but rather the independence of the load components. Hence, the presence of a residual or thermal
stress in combination with a varying uniaxial load can also lead to a non-proportional load state.
The same applies for any rotating system, where a rather constant centrifugal load is superimposed
with cyclic (shear) loads or in case a shaft is subjected to a constant torque in combination with
cyclic bending loads.
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Overview of structures subject to non-proportional fatigue

Figure 1.2 presents prominent examples of machines and structures that are prone to non-proportional
fatigue loads. In all cases the superposition of multiple loads results in a multiaxial and non-
proportional load state. Another important aspect that is linked to the fatigue design of machines
and structures are maintenance intervals [25–28]. This is because short maintenance intervals,
such as those used in aerospace [27, 28], increase the probability to detect fatigue damage initia-
tion and allow for a more precise validation of fatigue life prediction methods under operational loads.
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Rotor blades of wind energy turbines face
complex fatigue loads due to the rotation of
the rotor in a stochastically varying wind field
[29–31]. Since non-proportional loads are an-
alyzed by example of a rotor blade adhesive
in this thesis, the loads on rotor blades are
analyzed in more detail subsequent to this
overview.

Offshore structures & ships encounter ran-
dom loads from waves (swell & wind sea), wind,
currents and sea pressure [32–38]. Container
ships face cargo loads and ballast tank pres-
sure [33]. Ice loads [39] need to be considered
alongside residual stresses (in welds) [24, 34–
36, 40].

Cars & trucks endure multiaxial (non-
proportional) loads in powertrain components [41]
and the suspension [42], e.g., at the steering
knuckle [23, 43–47]. Road-induced loads from sur-
face roughness (vertical) are superimposed with
loads from cornering (lateral) and acceleration
(longitudinal) [46].

Aircraft & helicopters typically face chang-
ing load conditions during take-off, cruise
and landing [28, 48–53]. Maneuvers like-
wise change the operational and aerodynamic
loads dynamically [50]. Flights at high al-
titudes introduce temperature and pressure
changes [53].

In addition to the aforementioned examples,
multiaxial and non-proportional loads are also
found in bridges [54–56], railway components [57–
59] and other structures [60–64].

Figure 1.2: Examples of multiax-
ial, non-proportional fatigue across
industries, sorted according to the
approximate load cycles per main-
tenance interval.
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Non-proportional loads on rotor blades of wind turbines

Rotor blades transform the kinetic energy of the wind into a rotation of the rotor system based on
arising aerodynamic forces. The magnitude and orientation of these and other resulting forces is
governed by the wind speed and is hence linked to the three-dimensional structure of the wind field.
Major load sources on wind turbine rotor blades are summarized in the following in addition to a
brief description of wind field characteristics and wind turbine control algorithms.

Wind field characteristics. The wind field can be described by a height-dependent mean wind
speed (wind shear) that is superimposed with a turbulent layer, cf. Figure 1.3 (top). The wind shear
is commonly described as a logarithmic or exponential function. However, the turbulent layer can
introduce localized changes to this generalization.

Relative inflow wind speed. The resulting aerodynamic force at each blade section can be
subdivided into a tangential force that leads to the rotation of the rotor and a thrust force parallel
to the wind direction, cf. Figure 1.4. On account of the rotation, the inflow direction at each blade
section shifts from the wind direction towards the rotational flow velocity. The rotational component
of the inflow velocity is proportional to the radial position of the particular blade section and the
rotational speed of the complete rotor. Since the aerodynamic forces depend on the square of the
inflow wind speed and the inflow angle, the loads also become a function of these quantities and the
radial position.
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Control of wind turbines. Modern wind turbines are operated in two basic modes. The first is
the partial load regime, where the power output is maximized by adapting the rotational speed of the
rotor (via the generator torque) to the wind speed. Once the rated power of the generator is reached,
the control strategy is changed to power (and load) limitation via a constant rotational speed of
the rotor and by pitching the blades. In this context, pitching the blades refers to a decrease of the
angle of attack (indicated as α in Figure 1.4), i.e., a rotation of the blades leading edge towards the
wind direction.

In plane loading. Loads that arise parallel to the rotor plane are called in plane loads. These are
a combination of the tangential aerodynamic forces and a gravitational component, cf. Figure 1.4.
The resulting deformation on account of gravity is shown in Figure 1.3 (left). On account of the
large inertia of the complete rotor, the gravitational in plane loads are rather deterministic, meaning
that localized turbulence will not significantly alter their magnitude. Only a steady increase of the
mean wind speed (in the partial load control regime) will globally change the gravitational in plane
loads, as this will change the rotational speed of the rotor. However, turbulence-induced wind speed
changes will lead to localized changes of the tangential forces and therefore to localized alterations of
the aerodynamic in plane loads. It is important to note that the in plane loads of a particular blade
are a function of the azimuth position. This is because the wind gradient generally leads to higher
aerodynamic forces at the upward position compared to the downward position, i.e., resulting in a
sinusoidal aerodynamic load with each rotation (for steady wind shear conditions). The in plane
bending moment on account of gravity is also sinusoidal. However, the maximum and minimum
of the gravitational in plane bending moment does not coincide with the aerodynamic one, since,
i.e., the maximum is found when the blade is parallel to the ground and not in its upward position.
The magnitude of the gravitational bending moment is also independent of the wind speed, only
its frequency is affected by a changing rotational speed of the rotor in the partial load regime. To
describe the loads on a cross sectional level, the in plane loads are transformed to edge- and flapwise
loads, whereat edgewise refers to a direction parallel to the chord line of an airfoil at a particular
radius and flapwise refers to a direction perpendicular to the chord line, cf. Figure 1.4. In the partial
load regime, the in plane loads mainly contribute to an edgewise load. However, this changes when
the blade is pitched and is dependent on the radial position on account of the blade twist (indicated
as θt in Figure 1.4).

Out of plane loading. The thrust component of the aerodynamic forces, cf. Figure 1.4, leads
to an out of plane deformation which is visualized in Figure 1.3 (right). The resulting bending
moment is again a function of the azimuth position on account of the wind gradient. Localized
turbulence likewise translates into changing out of plane loads. In direct comparison to the in plane
loads, the out of plane loads are practically unaffected by gravity. However, since most wind turbine
rotors rotate at an angle (tilt angle of the nacelle and cone angle at the hub), the gravitational
load contribution is not zero, even in the un-deformed configuration of the blades or without a
pre-bend1. Out of plane loads predominantly lead to flapwise loads in the partial load regime and
the corresponding displacements are typically significantly larger than their in plane counterparts,
cf. Figure 1.3. This is because the blade stiffness in edgewise direction is generally larger than in
flapwise direction due to the geometric shape of the airfoils, which leads to a high second moment of
inertia in edgewise direction. When the blade is pitched, the impact of out of plane load components
on the flapwise loads is reduced and shifted towards the edgewise direction.

1A pre-bend is introduced to a rotor blade during manufacturing. It is utilized to increase the distance of the blade
tip towards the tower (tower clearance) and is therefore an intentional out of plane tip displacement towards the wind
direction. This way, the blade stiffness can be lower compared to a blade design without a pre-bend, thus reducing
blade weight and cost.
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Torsion. Both the in plane and the out of plane loads also introduce torsion as the aerodynamic
center and the center of gravity of each cross section are usually not found at the same position as
the shear center, cf. Figure 1.3 (mid). In addition, the aerodynamic (pitching) moment coefficient
of airfoil sections is a source of blade torsion. Some blade designs also utilize a geometrical or
structural bend-twist coupling, where peak flapwise loads are lowered by passively pitching the blade,
which introduces additional torsion [65, 66]. Even in case a geometrical bend-twist coupling may
not be present in a particular blade design, an (unintentional) structural coupling is likely to occur
in general, as this is related to the geometrical airfoil shape and the anisotropy of the composite
materials used. Moreover, torsion is introduced to the blade when in plane and out of plane loads
are superimposed. This is because these load components lead to a second order eccentricity in the
deformed state. Therefore, a large out of plane tip displacement represents the lever arm for in
plane loads, which inevitably leads to torsion towards the blade root, cf. Figure 1.3. As mentioned,
the aerodynamic forces are proportional to the square of the inflow velocity, which itself increases
linearly towards the tip. Based on that, the outward part of the blade generates the majority of
the aerodynamic forces necessary for a high power output of the turbine. This also means that an
eccentricity-based torsion becomes significant for long, flexible blades with large tip displacements.
A pre-bend blade design is particularly interesting in this regard, as it introduces a large out of
plane eccentricity for small wind speeds, but counteracts the out of plane eccentricity for medium
wind speeds when the out of plane loads lead to a rather straitened blade. On account of the
different flapwise and edgewise stiffness of rotor blades, pitching will significantly alter the respective
eccentricities and therefore change their contribution to blade torsion.

plan
e of  rota

tion

chord line

Figure 1.4: Aerodynamic loads at a blade cross sec-
tion. The wind speed within the rotor plane u2 is
superimposed with the rotational component urot lead-
ing to a relative inflow urel. This causes a lift force
dFL ⊥ urel and a drag force dFD ∥ urel. The com-
bination of these forces results in a tangential / in
plane force dFQ and a thrust / out of plane force dFT.
The angle of attack and twist angle of the blade are
indicated as α and θt, respectively.
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Centrifugal loading. Due to the rotation of the rotor, a centrifugal load is present. The magnitude
of this load is dependent on the rotational speed of the rotor and is therefore mainly influenced
by the mean wind speed in the partial load regime. Turbulence only has a negligible effect in this
case. Since the center of gravity usually does not coincide with the elastic center, the centrifugal
load introduces an uneven distribution of (normal) strains in radial direction. In addition, the
airfoil geometry and anisotropic material properties lead to coupling effects, so that the extension
caused by the centrifugal load may also lead to bending, torsion, etc. Centrifugal loads also lead
to a stiffening effect that counteracts flapwise and edgewise tip displacements and therefore affects
eccentricity-based torsion.

Non-linearities. The vast size of the blades, their complex shape and large deformations lead
to a variety of geometric non-linearities such as cross-sectional deformations, e.g., the Brazier
effect [67, 68] and local buckling [20, 69]. In addition, material non-linearities are present. These are,
for instance, related to the anisotropic behavior of the used materials in combination with non-linear
fatigue degradation processes. As these non-linear effects can significantly alter local stresses and
strains, they have to be modeled for accurate fatigue life predictions. Therefore, non-linear finite
element (FE) analyses are required. On account of the extreme cycle numbers of rotor blades and
the fact that non-linear analyses are computationally more expensive than linear ones, accurate
fatigue life predictions become challenging. Manufacturing-induced imperfections such as pores,
local fiber misalignment or waviness may even require additional local models or local adjustments
of the probabilistic material parameters. It is particularly important to note that the mentioned
non-linearities are (typically) not included in aeroelastic analyses. However, local changes of the
geometry due to non-linear deformations will change the stiffness matrix and may also significantly
affect the aerodynamics and hence alter the loads. Concerning the adhesive joints of rotor blades,
cf. Section 1.2.2, cross sectional deformations such as transverse shear deformation, trailing edge
panel breathing and local buckling introduce additional stresses, which are essential for an accurate
fatigue life prediction.

Residual & thermal stresses. During the manufacturing of rotor blades2, residual stresses may
arise from different thermal expansion coefficients and chemical shrinkage of the used materials
during curing. While effects such as chemical shrinkage exclusively affect the matrix material and
adhesive, they can lead to local fiber waviness and hence indirectly influence the fibers. Viscoelastic
material properties also allow for relaxation effects, so that accurate modeling of residual stresses is
not trivial. Apart from that, the operation of wind energy turbines in more extreme site conditions,
e.g., arising from cold climate or desert regions, may introduce thermal stresses or significantly
change the material properties.

Dynamic phenomena. In addition to the aforementioned load sources, wind turbine rotor blades
are subjected to a variety of dynamic phenomena, which introduce additional loads. Among other
sources, these arise from the tower passage, yaw-misalignment, mass-imbalances of the blades and
resulting vibrations from various sources. Unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelastic phenomena also
add loads.

2The manufacturing process will be discussed in more detail in Section 1.2.2.
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Superimposed and coupled with the non-linear structural behavior, the aforementioned loads
result in a multiaxial and non-proportional stress state [19, 70–73], which is transferred to the
hub [15, 74] and subsequent components [24, 75, 76]. A variety of examples from Figure 1.1 apply
that lead to this non-proportional stress state, which will be discussed in the following to ease
understanding of the origin of the non-proportionalities:

σ(t), τ(t)
A rather constant centrifugal load introduces a local quasi-static normal
stress. Superimposed with cyclic shear stresses from torsion or shear forces,
this leads to a non-proportional load state. Note that this holds for any
rotating system and in terms of wind turbines applies even in case the
wind field is represented by a constant wind speed. In addition, this load
case can also be caused by residual stresses.

σ(t), τ(t)
Residual stresses can distort the stress ratios of different load contributions.
So even in case a certain load introduces (in-phase) sinusoidal normal
and shear stresses, a superimposed residual stress can introduce a non-
proportional load state. Analog to the previous example, this load case
can also be caused by a centrifugal load, since the resulting normal stress
offset is likely to be higher than the corresponding shear stress offset.

σ(t), τ(t) On account of the vast size of the rotor and its large inertia, the contri-
butions of different load sources affect different time-scales and therefore
appear at different frequencies. For instance, the sinusoidal in plane load
caused by gravity has a different frequency than turbulence-induced out of
plane loads or dynamic phenomena.

σ(t), τ(t)
Since the in plane loads are a combination of stochastic aerodynamic
loads and deterministic gravitational loads, they are (to a certain degree)
decoupled of the (stochastic, mainly aerodynamic) out of plane loads. This
also means that normal and shear stresses are introduced to the blade
both on a deterministic and stochastic level. Therefore, normal and shear
stress components (with a similar frequency) can also be phase-shifted.

It is important to note that the (cross-sectional) design of rotor blades can introduce a geometrical
de-coupling of the resulting stresses, e.g., the spar caps will carry the majority of normal stresses. This
geometrical de-coupling is blade design-dependent and so is the resulting level of non-proportionality.
A study on three different blade designs demonstrated that the level of non-proportionality during
normal operation can be substantially different [72]. The radial regions where high levels of non-
proportionality are found also change depending on the operational mode of the turbine, i.e., the
blade pitch will affect the stress distribution. In addition, the fidelity level of the finite element
blade model and the chosen load introduction technique is also likely to affect the observable level of
non-proportionality. As mentioned before, a more detailed discussion on the estimation of the level
of non-proportionality and its dependencies on various variables will be presented in Section 6.2.1.
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Critical plane approach for non-proportional fatigue life predictions

With time dependent principal stress/strain directions, a non-proportional load causes damages on
different material planes. Therefore, the critical plane (CP) approach evolved to individually analyze
the damage of the respective material planes in order to find the most damaged one, which is usually
referred to as the CP and used for fatigue life predictions [8–11]. This analysis strategy leads to a
sequence of complex sub-algorithms on each analyzed plane, which are summarized in the following.

1. The global stress history (complete stress tensor σ as a function of time t) is projected onto a
particular plane. A half sphere is sufficient to represent all possible (critical) plane orientations,
as two diametrically opposite points on a complete sphere define the same plane orientation [77],
cf. Figure 1.5. The projection is done using the normal vector n of the respective plane and
the in-plane vectors u and v, which are given by

𝛾
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z
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v

Figure 1.5: Projection of the
stress tensor onto a plane.

n =

 cos(γ)
sin(γ) cos(φ)
sin(γ) sin(φ)

 , u =

 0
− sin(φ)
cos(φ)

 , v =

 sin(γ)
− cos(γ) cos(φ)
− cos(γ) sin(φ)

 , (1.1)

where γ and φ describe latitude and longitude, respectively. This
leads to a normal stress (σnn) that is perpendicular to the plane
and two shear stresses (τnu, τnv) parallel to the plane orientation:

σnn(t) = nT ·σ(t)·n, τ nu(t) = uT ·σ(t)·n, τ nv(t) = vT ·σ(t)·n . (1.2)

The projected stress history is referred to as the CP stress history.

2. Filtering algorithms such as the multiaxial racetrack filter (MRF) [78] can be applied to shorten
the CP stress history and increase the computational efficiency of subsequent algorithms.
Conventional uniaxial filters such as peak-valley algorithms are not suitable, because different
points in time might be filtered out for each stress component, so that the synchronization
between the different stress components could get lost [78]. Figure 1.6 visualizes the principle
of the MRF. In this two-dimensional example, a circle is moved along the stress path, whereat
each point that is not associated with a change of the translation direction of the circle can be
filtered. This approach also works for higher dimensions.
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Figure 1.6: Operating principle of the MRF for a
two-dimensional stress history. Adapted from [78].
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3. A multiaxial rainflow count is used to identify cycles for the (filtered) CP shear stress history.
Different algorithms for this task are available in literature [79–86], while the Wang-Brown
algorithm [79, 80] and particularly its modified version [9, 83] are frequently used. Figure 1.7
depicts the main idea of the modified Wang-Brown algorithm (MWB). Among other rules, the
algorithm is based on the search for the (next) point Pj+1 that is outside a circle with radius
PiPi+1 in ascending order of all points, i.e., the (rearranged) stress history [9, 83]. When such
a point is found, the new circle radius is calculated as PiPj+1 and the next point outside the
circle needs to be found. All points that were identified this way form a half cycle. A full cycle
is identified when the (binned) start and end points of two half cycles match, which is rare
for random multiaxial load cases [9]. On account of the sequential search method, it is not a
priori known how many points form a half cycle. This leads to the implementation problem
that the required memory for a cycle can not be pre-defined, which significantly increases the
computation time either by overestimating the memory demand or by repeated re-allocations.

Figure 1.7: Multiaxial rainflow counting by example of the modified Wang-Brown algorithm [9, 83].

As briefly mentioned before, the algorithm is performed on a rearranged (filtered) CP shear
stress history. The rearrangement of this two-dimensional point cloud is based on the identifica-
tion of the two most distant points in an Euclidean sense (distance defined as dij). For a history
of length l, this means that l · (l − 1) /2 distances have to be calculated to find the largest one
in a brute-force approach. In wind energy contexts, where a load history is typically 10 min
long and sampled with 50 Hz, this means an overhead of approximately 4.5 · 108 calculations
(defined as c) before the cycle identification algorithm can start, cf. Figure 1.8 (top).
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Note that a standard loads assessment for wind turbines results in hundreds of 10 min time
series that have to be evaluated in this way. To reduce this additional effort, the author of
this thesis proposes to utilize a convex hull algorithm before the Euclidean distances dij are
calculated, which results in an improvement of several orders of magnitude in computation
time, cf. Figure 1.8 (bottom).

4. An enclosing surface method is employed to identify a shear stress amplitude and mean value
of the two-dimensional shear stress history of each previously found (multiaxial) cycle. Several
methods have been proposed for this step reaching from geometrical simplifications of the shear
stress path (minimum ball [87], minimum rectangle [88], minimum ellipsis [89]) to mechanical
analogies referring to the polar moment of inertia (PMOI) [90, 91], cf. Figure 1.9.

Polar Moment of  Inertia MethodMinimum EllipsisMinimum RectangleMinimum Ball

Geometrical Simplifications Mechanical Analogies

Figure 1.9: Overview of enclosing surface methods to calculate the amplitude and mean value of a
two-dimensional shear stress path of a particular cycle.

In addition to the accuracy of the respective enclosing surface methods, their computational
efficiency is (again) an important factor, as these algorithms will be repeated for potentially
thousands of times on each investigated plane. The mechanical analogy of the PMOI method-
ology is thus also beneficial in this regard as no iterative optimizations are required to fit a
certain minimum shape to the shear stress path.

5. Combined equivalent stresses and corresponding damages of each cycle are calculated using CP
damage criteria. This step in particular is associated with a large variety of options to account
for different material behavior or loading conditions, e.g., [37, 51, 63, 87, 92–109]. Criteria
that involve shear stresses are usually coupled with an enclosing surface method, cf. Figure 1.9.
This leads to a vast number of overall combinations, since a single damage criterion might lead
to different fatigue life predictions depending on the incorporated enclosing surface method. In
addition, CP damage criteria involve material parameters, which need to be calibrated based
on multiple S-N test results. Most frequently a normal stress- and a shear stress-related S-N
curve are required at a stress ratio of R = −1 (ratio between the minimum and maximum
stress). While normal stress-related S-N tests are very common, shear stress-related S-N tests
are relatively scarce. An experimental campaign may therefore be necessary for an accurate
calibration of the chosen damage criterion. The resulting equivalent stress is compared to a
single S-N curve to determine the damage of each cycle. Mean stress corrections, e.g., via a
constant fatigue life (CFL) / Haigh diagram [110–118], are typically not included in classical
CP models, but can be incorporated before the calculation of the equivalent stresses.

6. In the last step, the damage of all cycles is accumulated. Most commonly this is done linearly
[119], although non-linear damage accumulation hypotheses have also been proposed [120].
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In addition to the aforementioned sub-algorithms for the analysis of a single plane, another
global algorithm is required to decide which planes shall be analyzed in the first place. Given
that the search space is a half sphere, equal angle increments for both altitude and longitude seem
appropriate. However, a dissection of the half sphere based on equal area segments leads to a more
homogeneous distribution with less segments especially at the poles [77], as shown in Figure 1.10.
Several (adaptive) algorithms were proposed [121–124] to further reduce the number of segments,
while maintaining a good precision of the CP location. However, even with these algorithms the
number of segments is still considerably high. In combination with the evaluation of complex
multiaxial sub-algorithms, this leads to an extensive computational effort. So even in case the CP
approach was successfully validated for a certain material, its industrial application in iterative
structural optimization processes will be rather limited, e.g., to known stress hot spots of a component.

Equal Increments Equal Areas Adaptive Areas

Figure 1.10: Dam-
age half sphere dis-
cretization based on
different strategies.
Based on [122].

Although the CP approach was proven to yield good fatigue life predictions for non-proportional
load cases, the computationally intense process in combination with the required calibration data
and vast number of sub-algorithms leads to a difficult validation and application process. Figure 1.11
presents an overview of the aforementioned algorithms required for a CP analysis. Only in case
a very controlled experimental setup, including high-quality specimens and well-known uniaxial
material data, is available, it might be possible to identify potential errors of the sub-algorithms
with high certainty. A robust, easy-to-use and widely applicable method is not existent (to the
knowledge of the author). Recent developments even increased the number of failure criteria [97] and
associated methods as most research focused on improving aspects of the CP approach for confined
applications or materials. Therefore, the only common agreement found in literature is that such
a unified approach is not existent [16, 41, 125–129]. Some researchers even state that this may be
impossible to achieve [79].

A detailed comparison of the CP methodology and the global uniaxial equivalent stress-based
approach (current state of the art in wind energy) will be given in Chapter 6.
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Figure 1.12: Rotor blade manufacturing - part 1/2.

1.2.2 Rotor blade manufacturing

Modern rotor blades of wind energy turbines are the largest mass-produced composite components
of any kind. The manufacturing is typically subdivided into the fabrication of half shells (providing
the aerodynamic shape) and shear webs, which are joined using structural adhesives [130–136].
Figures 1.12 and 1.13 summarize the manufacturing steps and depict the typical cross-sectional
layout.

The manufacturing process starts with a dry fiber layup of the aerodynamic half shells and
shear webs, which are manufactured in parallel. Hereafter, the fibers are infused with resin in a
vacuum infusion process. In some cases, planks of the unidirectional spar caps are pre-fabricated
in a pultrusion process [137, 138] and included in the aerodynamic shells during the dry fiber
placement. The spar caps carry the majority of (flapwise) normal stresses in the blade. To
avoid buckling, the shells are sandwich structures, which are made of a rather thick foam or
balsa wood core and bi- or triaxial glass fiber face sheets. The same applies for the shear webs,
which contribute to the geometrical stability, carry shear loads and divert the cross section into
multiple sections to further reduce the risk of buckling and improve shear / torsional stiffness.
The joining process is subdivided into the shear web assembly and the full assembly.
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Figure 1.13: Rotor blade manufacturing - part 2/2.

In the shear web assembly, the webs are joined with one of the half shells and the bond
line can be inspected along the complete length of the blade. Surplus adhesive that is pushed
outward of the bonding locations can be removed and the outer surface of the bond line can be
shaped with templates. In contrast, the adhesive joints in the full assembly (blade mold closing)
can only be inspected and shaped in the accessible regions inside of the complete blade. In this
case, surplus adhesive remains in inaccessible regions as dead weight. Subsequent to the adhesive
curing process [135, 136] of the full assembly, the root connection is prepared and the blade is
grinded and coated for UV protection, aesthetics, etc. [131, 139, 140]. Leading edge protection
coating/tapes [140–143] are finally applied to avoid erosion among other optional devices such
as vortex generators [144–146].
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At all manufacturing steps, cost-effectiveness and hence production efficiency is key to achieve
a low levelized cost of energy. Therefore, the material choice is not only based on the material
properties of the finished product, but also on the respective manufacturing conditions, such
as curing times and drapeability. In this regard, reproducibility of, e.g., the fiber orientation
and layup, is essential to minimize uncertainties. However, the degree of automation in the
production of blades is low and a matter of research [132–134], so the manufacturing quality of
each blade may differ. Digital twins of as-built configurations emerged as an option to estimate
the differences between the ideal design model and the real physical model [5]. For both the
design optimization and the digital twin modeling, a precise knowledge of the material properties
and their standard deviations is essential for good results and low uncertainties.

Adhesive application

Adhesives in rotor blade manufacture are highly viscous, thixotropic pastes [130]. Most of which
are two-component and epoxy-based systems [17, 147–150]. Short fiber reinforcements are also
common to enhance, e.g., the fatigue strength [17, 149]. Given the vast size of the blade molds
and economic constraints, the thickness of the adhesive joints also serves as a compensation
for manufacturing tolerances. Thus, adhesive joints with heights of 10-15 mm are common
[130, 136, 151, 152]. This is in stark contrast to other industries, where the bond line thickness is
usually in the sub-millimeter range, because strength and stiffness of a bond line usually decrease
with increasing thickness [153–157]. To assure a safe bond of the respective components, the
width of the bond lines is also considerable and in the order of 100 mm, e.g., at the trailing edge.
A typical rotor blade assembly can thus require hundreds of kilos of adhesive.

To meet the industry requirement of an efficient blade mold usage, the adhesive is applied us-
ing (several) dosing and dispensing machines [130]. The mixing process is usually vacuum-based,
pump-driven and involves a static mixer. The application of the adhesive is done using either a
simple hose in combination with a manually operated template or using customized outlet shapes
to achieve a specific bond line cross sectional geometry. Recently a versatile adhesive applicator
was developed by Fraunhofer IWES, which allows to modify the bond line geometry during the
application process [158], cf. Figure 1.14. With this, manual touch-ups or template changes
along the blade length become obsolete. At the same time, the material application is more
precise and leads to less waste. It is also likely that the orientation of potential reinforcement
fibers can be influenced with this device, since the fiber orientation is usually linked to the flow
velocity and nozzle shape. However, the mold closing process will still lead to squeezing effects,
which may introduce a change in the fiber orientation.

Figure 1.14: Demonstration of the Variable Glue Applicator for wind turbine rotor blades [158]. ©#11
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Adhesive specimen

Despite of established vacuum-based mixing processes and semi-automized adhesive application
techniques, specimen manufacture involved (predominantly) manual processes in recent publi-
cations [152, 159–162] on rotor blade adhesives. This comes at a high cost, as inhomogeneities
such as pores will introduce large scatter and prohibit the characterization of the neat material
behavior due to effects of defects. Therefore, even the uniaxial material properties at the coupon
level are associated with large uncertainties and the variance of the neat material properties
remains unknown [3] when the specimen manufacture (especially the mixing process) is done
manually. The difference in mixing quality and porosity, respectively, associated with hand-
and machine-mixing (laboratory planetary centrifugal mixer) is shown in Figure 1.15. Although
the machine-based mixture is not free of pores due to the application process during the speci-
men manufacture, the overall porosity level is significantly lower compared to a hand-mixing
process [163].

Hand-Mixed Machine-Mixed

20 mm

Figure 1.15: Demonstration
of different mixing qualities
achieved with either hand- or
machine-mixing, each with 10
samples from plate specimens.
While pores are not entirely
removed due to the adhesive
application process, machine-
mixing leads to a higher
quality, i.e, lower porosity
level. Specifically, the poros-
ity level was 0.91 ± 0.60 % for
the machine-mixed samples in
contrast to 4.94 ± 1.89 %. Im-
ages and porosity estimation
based on [163].

Subsequent sub-component and full-scale tests are likely to add additional uncertainties
on account of more complex geometries, test setups and a typically lower number of tests, cf.
Figure 1.16. The relative merit of more complex tests is thus linked to the quality of prior coupon
tests.

The necessity to investigate multiaxial and non-proportional loads generally leads to a more
complex experimental setup and specimen geometry. Depending on the available testing machin-
ery, different options such as plates [164, 165], cruciform types [166–170] and tubes [159, 160, 171]
can be used on a coupon level. The increased geometrical complexity of the specimens is unfor-
tunately likely to contribute to (even) more manufacturing-induced defects. So far, a virtually
defect-free rotor blade adhesive specimen that is suitable for multiaxial and non-proportional
tests does not exist. Moreover, the alternative of a detailed characterization of apparent defects
such as pores or mixing inhomogeneities is missing in the respective publications of already
existing multiaxial adhesive specimens [159, 160]. Hence, a neat material characterization has
not been achieved (published), yet.
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1.2.3 Verification of fatigue life prediction methods

In general, the verification of fatigue life prediction methods starts with tests on generic coupon
specimens and simplified (uniaxial) loading conditions [172]. This way, the behavior of a single
material or composite can be analyzed for a particular load state and given manufacturing
quality. Typically, the test results, e.g., S-N curves, are then used to predict failure for other
load cases (Haigh diagram interpolation) or more complex structures. Since tests on uniform
and small-scale specimens may not represent the properties on a larger scale, e.g., in terms of
manufacturing quality or regarding the load distribution and residual stresses, sub-component
tests [19, 152, 173–182] are conducted to quantify potential differences. Structurally very complex
components such as rotor blades of wind turbines are required to be tested in full-scale in the
context of the certification process [183]. Figure 1.16 visualizes the different verification steps.
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Figure 1.16: Structural verification
pyramid by example of typical (material)
tests conducted at Fraunhofer IWES. Increas-
ing complexity is addressed by testing different scales
from coupon specimens to entire rotor blades. While
these tests represent the industrial standard, they
are (predominantly) uniaxial. However, multiaxial
and non-proportional (material) tests are required
to assure a safe application of damage and fatigue
life prediction models for field operation conditions.

Although the aforementioned verification steps represent the industrial standard, the respec-
tive tests are (predominantly) carried out in uniaxial loading conditions. Hence, all resulting
model validations are strictly speaking confined to this load state and extrapolations to multiaxial
loading are based on additional engineering models. A variety of these additional (multiaxial)
models were indeed validated with good precision, however solely for proportional loads [184, 185].
Unfortunately, a model that was successfully validated in proportional loading is not necessarily
suitable for non-proportional loading. In fact, a (very) non-conservative fatigue life prediction
is likely if non-proportional loads are not accounted for. Given that complex non-proportional
loads are found for field operation conditions [20, 72], the (uniaxial) test data leave engineers
with an incomplete picture of the structural behavior, i.e., high uncertainties.
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In recent years, biaxial rotor blade tests were developed [186–194]. However, the level of
non-proportionality in these tests was not quantified in any of the aforementioned publications.
With exception of [193] non-proportional loads were not even discussed, which means that
there is a general lack of awareness for these load cases. In addition, a precise coupon-level
characterization of non-proportional effects is required for ideally all materials used in a blade to
be able to validate fatigue models and the blade design in multiaxial and non-proportional load
states. Therefore, the relative merit of multiaxial blade tests is limited with respect to (fatigue)
model validations in case the respective coupon-level data is missing, even though multiaxial
blade tests represent a significant improvement over uniaxial tests regarding the complexity of
the loads. Additionally, proportional multiaxial tests might lead to a confirmation bias, because
engineering models appear to be validated, but fail in non-proportional conditions, as mentioned
before. This will also be shown in Chapter 5.

1.3 Research gap and objectives

Based on the presented state of the art, a research gap and associated objectives for this thesis
are identified in the following.

1.3.1 Research gap

Concerning the industry standard of structural verification tests, cf. Figure 1.16, the lack of
multiaxiality and especially non-proportionality represents an incomplete data set for structural
optimization purposes. In addition, the structural integrity of operational turbines is at risk if
non-proportional effects are not accounted for.

High uncertainties of basic material parameters due to unrepresentative (hand-mixed) adhesive
specimen manufacturing limit the structural optimization potential and do not represent the
industrial manufacturing quality. In addition, these uncertainties are transferred to conclusions
on best-fit material models such as yield criteria. A high porosity level or mixing inhomogeneity
during the material characterization stage may therefore lead to significant errors in the prediction
of the structural behavior of components. These errors will likely be amplified when the predictions
are done for components with a different manufacturing quality, i.e., in blade manufacture. On
the contrary, a defect-free material characterization will lead to significantly reduced scatter and
enables to model effects of defects with additional tests of lower quality specimens. Moreover,
defect-free specimens are essential to reliably identify influences of multiaxial and non-proportional
loads, as these load states might involve additional material degradation effects, which potentially
lead to increased scatter on their own.

The fatigue life prediction of rotor blade bond lines in literature was primarily based on
rainflow-counted equivalent stress histories, a methodology which is known to be limited to
proportional load states. More sophisticated concepts that account for non-proportional loads,
such as the CP approach, demand a significant amount of calibration data, which are not
available. Additionally, the CP approach is so computationally extensive that an iterative
structural optimization process requires significant hardware resources, i.e., CPU time. Even a
successful application of the CP approach may therefore be limited to academic research and
could be too impractical for industrial applications. A computationally efficient method without
loss of accuracy is thus essential to account for non-proportional loads in structural optimization
processes, e.g., in future rotor blade design iterations. Such an approach will also be beneficial for
other industries, as non-proportional loads are found in a large variety of engineering applications,
cf. Figure 1.2.
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1.3.2 Objectives

The aforementioned research gap leads to the following overall objective of this thesis:

Accurate and computationally efficient fatigue life prediction under multiax-
ial, non-proportional loads by example of a fiber-reinforced rotor blade adhesive.

In order to fulfill this ambitious overall objective, several work packages are defined below, each
of which contributing to an improvement of the state of the art.

1) Specimen Optimization. To be able to reliably identify the influence of non-proportional
loads on the material behavior, defect-free specimens have to be designed and manufactured.
Any kind of inhomogeneity or stress concentration might lead to high standard deviations and
hence render the influence of non-proportional loads inconclusive. A tubular geometry is required
to conduct experiments in combined axial and torsional loads at Fraunhofer IWES. When
successful, the optimization will also enable a the characterization of the bulk material, which
can then be the basis to model effects of defects, e.g., pores. The achieved manufacturing quality
needs to be verified via µCT scans and compared to industrial manufacturing techniques and
hand-mixed specimens in order to benchmark the achieved optimization.

2) Yield Surface Determination. The material needs to be characterized in tension, compres-
sion and torsion and biaxial combinations thereof. This way, the yield surface of the material can
be determined and compared to suggestions in literature to assess the influence of manufacturing-
induced defects on the yield behavior. A thorough analysis regarding torsion-induced shear
stresses is required to account for the wall thickness of the specimens in the test section.

3) Uniaxial Fatigue Tests. The material will be subjected to several uniaxial cyclic loads to
record S-N curves. Different S-N models need to be discussed to identify the best-fit, which can
subsequently be used to provide an engineering approximation for the gigacycle fatigue regime.
Additionally, the S-N data will provide the basic parameters necessary for non-proportional
fatigue life predictions based on the CP approach. As with the static tests, the results need
to be compared to literature to investigate the impact of pores on the material properties, i.e.,
the fatigue life. Stiffness degradation measurements are required alongside the S-N tests to
characterize the continuous degradation in fatigue loading.

4) Non-Proportional Fatigue Tests. Biaxial (tension/compression-torsion) fatigue tests need
to be conducted with different levels of non-proportionality. By comparison of a proportional
baseline configuration and non-proportional scenarios, the influence of non-proportional loads on
the cycles to failure can be analyzed. In addition, the previously determined yield criterion will
be used to predict the fatigue life in combination with a uniaxial rainflow count. This way, the
influence of non-proportional loads can be demonstrated based on experimental results. At the
same time, the impact of a tension-compression asymmetry on the fatigue life prediction can be
discussed.

5) Multiaxial Fatigue Life Prediction. In this last step, all the acquired experimental data
shall be used for a detailed comparison of the fatigue life prediction quality of state of the art
methods for non-proportional fatigue. An emphasis shall be put on limitations and drawbacks of
the respective methods to derive a new computationally efficient and yet accurate method.
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1.4 Thesis concept

With the definition of the research gap and associated objectives, the cumulative concept of this
thesis is summarized in this Section.

1.4.1 Outline

The results related to the majority of the aforementioned work packages were published open-
access in peer-reviewed, high-quality journals. Since all papers were written in a consecutive
manner, they are included in this thesis as its Chapters, cf. Figure 1.17.
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Figure 1.17: Cumulative thesis outline. The results of the majority of the work packages are presented in
separate, but consecutive journal papers, which are included in this thesis as Chapters.

Subsequent to the presentation of the results of the work packages, the fulfillment of the
overall objective is evaluated in the conclusion. New research questions that emerged on the
basis of this work are summarized in an outlook.
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1.4.2 Declaration on the included publications

The large majority of the content of the included publications was prepared by the author of
this thesis. However, as with every complex research project, the support of a team is what
enables its complexity. This is especially true for projects with a sophisticated experimental
background like this thesis. Therefore, the author contributions to the included publications are
clarified here. In addition, the contribution of the included publications to the overall objective
are stated to emphasize their relevance for this thesis.

Design and manufacturing optimization of epoxy-based specimens
for multiaxial tests
M. Wentingmann, N. Manousides, A. Antoniou, C. Balzani
Materials & Design, 212:110213, 2021

1st Paper In the first paper, the foundation for the experimental work is established via
a FE-based optimization of the tubular specimen geometry. A subsequential
optimization of the manufacturing process is achieved using vacuum mixing
and 3D printing to assure a homogeneous and virtually pore-free mixture.
These optimizations are essential to the overall objective, as a minimization
of specimen-related uncertainties will maximize the possibility to identify
the influence of non-proportional loads. Thus, the manufacturing quality,
i.e., the level of porosity, is assessed for each specimen via µCT scans.
In addition, the porosity level of the optimized specimens is compared
to hand-mixed specimens and a sample from an industrial dosing and
dispensing machine. The comparison revealed that the porosity level of the
dosing machine sample is comparable to the one of the optimized specimens,
which indicates that hand-mixed specimens lead to an oversimplified and too
conservative estimation of the material properties. The author contributions
are described in the following:

Michael Kuhn (birth name: Wentingmann) implemented the FE para-
metric study and prepared technical drawings for the manufacturing of the
molds. He manufactured the specimens and associated 3D printed parts
(mixing adapters and mold inserts for injection) and was responsible for the
design of the printed parts. He instrumented the specimens (strain gauge
rosettes) and performed the static tests. He wrote the paper and made the
illustrations, which involved post-processing the µCT scans.

Nikolas Manousides applied µCT scanning to assess the porosity of all
specimens, pre-processed the scans and provided segmented data.

Alexandros Antoniou supervised Michael Kuhn at Fraunhofer IWES and
provided scientific advice and support with executing the experiments.

Claudio Balzani supervised Michael Kuhn at Leibniz University Hannover
and provided conceptual guidance/scientific supervision of all project phases.

All co-authors helped to review the paper before submission and participated
in the journal review process. Changes to the manuscript during these
revisions were implemented by Michael Kuhn.
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Yield surface derivation for a structural adhesive based on multiaxial
experiments
M. Wentingmann, N. Manousides, A. Antoniou, C. Balzani
Polymer Testing, 113:107648, 2022

2nd Paper The second paper describes the results of quasi-static uniaxial tensile, com-
pression and torsion tests and their biaxial combinations. Based on that, the
yield surface is identified using a derivative-based yield detection in combina-
tion with a new elliptical scaling approach that allows to calculate equivalent
stresses and strains for biaxial load cases without an a priory defined yield
criterion. In addition, an elasto-plastic approach to estimate shear stresses
on account of a torsional load is developed. The Drucker-Prager criterion
was found to be in very good agreement with the measurements and more
conservative in shear than previously proposed criteria for the adhesive.
Both the novel elasto-plastic shear stress estimation and proposed yield
surface identification method are important contributions to the overall
objective of this thesis, as the accuracy of the yield prediction is improved
significantly. In addition, the validation of a yield criterion opens up the
possibility to use it for equivalent stress-based fatigue calculations with low
uncertainty concerning its applicability to multiaxial stress states. There-
fore, this paper finalizes the static material characterization necessary to
continue with fatigue testing and modeling. The author contributions are
described in the following:

Michael Kuhn (birth name: Wentingmann) manufactured and instru-
mented the specimens (strain gauge rosettes) and performed the static tests.
He developed and implemented all proposed methods, wrote the paper and
made the illustrations, which involved post-processing the µCT scans of the
specimens.

Nikolas Manousides applied µCT scanning to assess the porosity of the
specimens, pre-processed the scans and provided segmented data.

Alexandros Antoniou supervised Michael Kuhn at Fraunhofer IWES and
provided scientific advice and support with executing the experiments.

Claudio Balzani supervised Michael Kuhn at Leibniz University Hannover
and provided conceptual guidance/scientific supervision of all project phases.

All co-authors helped to review the paper before submission and participated
in the journal review process. Changes to the manuscript during these
revisions were implemented by Michael Kuhn.
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Fatigue properties of a structural rotor blade adhesive under axial
and torsional loading
M. Kuhn, N. Manousides, A. Antoniou, C. Balzani
Fatigue & Fracture of Engineering Materials & Structures,
46:1121-1139, 2023

3rd Paper In the third paper, uniaxial S-N tests were performed. The data from these
tests represent the basis for the calibration of CP criteria and provide the
opportunity to construct a Haigh diagram to account for mean stress effects
in the stress-based fatigue life prediction. Therefore, this work contributes
to the overall objective of this thesis by providing the necessary data for
a non-proportional fatigue analysis. Different S-N models are compared
and the Stüssi model is identified as the best-fit. An engineering approach
for the gigacycle fatigue regime is developed on the basis of the Stüssi
S-N model and a tangential Haibach extension line, since the maximum
number of cycles was limited to ≈ 106 in the experiments. As with the
static tests, the results are compared to literature. It is demonstrated that
the porosity content of the respective specimens exhibits a (very) significant
influence on the cycles to failure, which again underlines the importance of
sophisticated manufacturing techniques. A load level-dependent stiffness
degradation model is proposed and used to estimate the residual fatigue
life of run-out specimens. The predictions are in good agreement with the
sigmoidal-shaped S-N models, e.g., Stüssi, and hence indicate their validity,
as the S-N and stiffness degradation modeling is independent from each
other. The author contributions are described in the following:

Michael Kuhn manufactured the specimens and performed several S-N
tests. He developed and implemented all proposed methods, wrote the
paper and made the illustrations, which involved post-processing the µCT
scans of the specimens.

Nikolas Manousides applied µCT scanning to assess the porosity of the
specimens, pre-processed the scans and provided segmented data.

Alexandros Antoniou supervised Michael Kuhn at Fraunhofer IWES and
provided scientific advice and support with executing the experiments.

Claudio Balzani supervised Michael Kuhn at Leibniz University Hannover
and provided conceptual guidance/scientific supervision of all project phases.

All co-authors helped to review the paper before submission and participated
in the journal review process. Changes to the manuscript during these
revisions were implemented by Michael Kuhn.

Open Access

funded by TIB

based on the

DEAL agree-

ment.

A large majority of the S-N tests and the programming of the biaxial
testing machine was done by Martina Karalus and Henning Schnellen, who
accompanied the tests as technicians at Fraunhofer IWES.
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Effects of non-proportionality and tension-compression asymmetry
on the fatigue life prediction of equivalent stress criteria
M. Kuhn, N. Manousides, A. Antoniou, C. Balzani
Fatigue & Fracture of Engineering Materials & Structures,
46:3161-3178, 2023

4th Paper The fourth paper establishes experimental evidence of the influence of
non-proportional loads on the cycles to failure of the investigated adhesive.
Therein, the level of non-proportionality is found not to alter the cycles
to failure of the adhesive. A state of the art fatigue life prediction using
rainflow-counted equivalent stress histories is confirmed to yield good results
for the proportional baseline configuration of the experiments. However, an
increased level of non-proportionality leads to substantially non-conservative
predictions using this method. Since this kind of fatigue life prediction
methodology is applied in a variety of, e.g., wind energy-related publi-
cations, this work demonstrates the importance of a correct modeling of
non-proportional loads in fatigue analyses and is hence directly contributing
to the overall objective of this thesis. In addition, the influence of a tension-
compression asymmetry on the fatigue life prediction is analyzed. It is found
that the stress space representation of the Haigh diagram must be adapted
to the equivalent stress space to avoid non-conservative predictions when
asymmetric yield criteria such as the Drucker-Prager criterion (validated
for the adhesive in the 2nd Paper) are used. Since this stress space adaption
leads to different equivalent stress ratios, the asymmetric Haigh diagram
in the engineering stress space is transformed into a symmetric one in the
equivalent stress space, which might lead to gaps in the Haigh diagram. A
hybrid formulation of the Drucker-Prager criterion is proposed to alleviate
this problem, so that the asymmetrical Drucker-Prager yield criterion can
be used with a Haigh diagram in the engineering stress space again. The
author contributions are described in the following:

Michael Kuhn manufactured the specimens and performed several biaxial
S-N tests. He developed and implemented all proposed methods, wrote the
paper and made the illustrations, which involved post-processing the µCT
scans of the specimens.

Nikolas Manousides applied µCT scanning to assess the porosity of the
specimens, pre-processed the scans and provided segmented data.

Alexandros Antoniou supervised Michael Kuhn at Fraunhofer IWES and
provided scientific advice and support with executing the experiments.

Claudio Balzani supervised Michael Kuhn at Leibniz University Hannover
and provided conceptual guidance/scientific supervision of all project phases.

All co-authors helped to review the paper before submission and participated
in the journal review process. Changes to the manuscript during these
revisions were implemented by Michael Kuhn.

Open Access
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based on the

DEAL agree-

ment.

A majority of the biaxial S-N tests and the programming of the biaxial
testing machine was done by Martina Karalus and Henning Schnellen, who
accompanied the tests as technicians at Fraunhofer IWES.
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2 Design and manufacturing optimiza-
tion of epoxy-based adhesive speci-

mens for multiaxial tests
1st Paper

With the overall objective to reliably identify influences of non-proportional loads, a precise
material characterization is required to be able to separate non-proportional effects from others.
A defect-free adhesive specimen suitable for multiaxial tests is hence essential. However, this
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a b s t r a c t

Specimen design and manufacturing quality are decisive factors in the experimental determination of
material properties, because they can only be reliably determined if all undesired influences have been
minimized or are precisely known. The manufacture of specimens from highly viscous, two-
component and fiber-reinforced structural adhesives presents a challenge from this point of view.
Therefore, a design and manufacturing optimization procedure for fiber-reinforced structural adhesives
and multiaxial testing was developed. It incorporated a finite element parametric study to minimize
stress concentrations in the specimen geometry. Vacuum speed mixing was combined with 3D printed
mold inserts to enable the manufacture of homogeneous specimens with negligible porosity. The method
was demonstrated by means of a structural adhesive used to manufacture wind turbine rotor blades,
while the manufacturing quality was verified with high-resolution X-ray microscopy (lCT scanning),
enabling detailed detection of pores and geometrical imperfections. The results of uniaxial and biaxial
static tests show maximized strength and stiffness properties, while the scatter was minimized in com-
parison to that stated in international literature. A comparison of the mechanical properties and associ-
ated manufacturing techniques is given. The comparison includes a porosity analysis of a specimen from
an industrial dosing machine used for rotor blade manufacture.
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1. Introduction

Complex multiaxial loads arise in a variety of engineering disci-
plines, most of which use structural adhesives in joining processes.
To ensure the safe operation of these systems, it is therefore neces-
sary to evaluate the performance of structural adhesives in multi-
axial load scenarios.

1.1. Bond lines in wind turbine rotor blades

Among the fields of application of structural adhesives, the
wind energy industry in particular is confronted with big chal-
lenges in the manufacture of rotor blades. In the manufacturing
process of a typical rotor blade, the aerodynamic shells and shear
webs are manufactured separately and adhesively joined. Owing
to economic constraints and the size of the separate parts, the
adhesive also serves as a compensation for manufacturing toler-
ances. Hence bond lines with a thickness of 10 to 15 mm are usual,
depending on the radial and chordwise position [7,19,24,29].

In addition, rotor blades of wind turbines have to withstand
high multiaxial loads within their expected lifetime of 20 years.
The multiaxiality results from the stochastic wind load in the flap-
wise direction, which is superimposed with gravitational edgewise
loads caused by the rotation of the rotor.

To take account of these loads and manufacturing conditions,
adhesives have been developed especially to meet the require-
ments of the wind energy industry. These adhesives are usually
two-component, epoxy-based adhesives with high viscosity. Some
are short fiber-reinforced to improve the material properties, e.g.,
the fatigue performance and cohesive strength [13].

As large quantities need to be applied in a short period of time,
the mixing and application process is performed using dosing and
dispensing machines [29]. Subsequent to the adhesive application,
the shear webs are installed with special positioning equipment
and the aerodynamic shells are joined using hinged mold setups,
for example. Previously applied surplus adhesive is pushed inward
and outward of the targeted bonding location in these production
steps.

1.2. State of the art specimen manufacture

In recent publications dealing with rotor blade adhesives, the
mixing process used in the specimenmanufacture has been simpli-
fied and done manually [24,25,35]. This leads to inhomogeneous
mixing results and higher levels of porosity, which in turn diminish
the mechanical properties of the cured adhesive.

This trend may be amplified during the mold injection process
as the injection speed, injection position, mold geometry, vents,
etc., can all contribute to the formation of air traps and therefore
might increase the levels of porosity and the inhomogeneities. In
[11], the presence of voids was attributed to manual pouring and
casting, as voids also occurred in specimens, which were mixed
in degassed conditions. The specimens in [9] also exhibited high
levels of porosity, however, the manufacturing methods used for
mixing and mold injection are not clearly specified, therefore
hand-mixing seems likely.

This gives rise to the question of how the properties derived
from these simplified specimens represent the industrial mixing
quality of rotor blade manufacturing and also the associated
mechanical properties. This is especially important for multiaxial
bulk adhesive specimens, which are particularly challenging to
manufacture. However, due to the multiaxiality of the loads of a
rotor blade, cf. Section 1.1, multiaxial bulk specimens are required
to analyze the cohesive properties in complex loading conditions.

1.3. Aims and outline

To identify material properties unaffected by porosities or inho-
mogeneities, this work focuses on the geometry and manufactur-
ing optimization of specimens suitable for multiaxial tests. While
the motivation for this work is based on wind energy applications,
the developed methodology and results have multidisciplinary
applicability.

Section 2 summarizes the finite element-based geometry opti-
mization of the specimen. In Section 3, the manufacturing opti-
mization steps are explained. The resulting specimen quality is
discussed in Section 4, and the results of the uniaxial and biaxial
static experiments are shown and compared to international liter-
ature in Section 5. In Section 6, the specimen quality in this work is
compared to a specimen from an industrial dosing and dispensing
machine used for rotor blade manufacture. The transferability of
the laboratory material characterization to the rotorblade manu-
facturing process is discussed.

2. Specimen design optimization

Several specimen geometries and test configurations are avail-
able in the literature for multiaxial tests, e.g., plates [12,26], cruci-
form types [8,16,27], and tubes [9,30,35]. In general, tubular
specimens are described as being most versatile, mainly because
multiaxial loads can be applied via arbitrary combinations of nor-
mal forces and torsion. The load state can also be proportional or
non-proportional depending on the phase shift of the normal and
torsional loads. In addition, tubular specimens do not require spe-
cial load frames, demonstrating enhanced compatibility with test-
ing machinery.

Owing to the aforementioned reasons, the specimen design in
this work was chosen to be tubular.

2.1. Optimization objectives

To reliably determine material properties, the following objec-
tives should be met:

1. minimize stress concentrations and maximize the probability of
failure within the test section (i.e. sufficient tapering required)

2. approximately constant shear stress in the cross section of the
test section (i.e. limitation of the maximum wall thickness)

3. the clamping area must withstand the clamping loads (i.e. lim-
itation of the maximum inner radius)

4. the resulting test loads must be reasonable for the testing
machine chosen in both static and fatigue operation to avoid
control issues at low load levels (i.e. limitations of the inner
radius and the minimum wall thickness)

5. the specimen must not buckle (i.e. limitations of specimen
height and wall thickness)

The first objective can be met in a finite element parametric
study comparing the maximum equivalent stress in the tapered
and clamping section router with that of the test section rtest , lead-
ing to the definition of a stress ratio a given by

a ¼ router

rtest
: ð1Þ

The stress ratio needs to be smaller than 1.
Objectives 2–4 can be fulfilled by setting proper boundary con-

ditions. Objective 5 can only be realized by means of a linear buck-
ling analysis, since a non-linear analysis requires too much
computational time for several thousand design variations (design
points). Fig. 1 visualizes the design parameters used for this study.
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2.2. Boundary conditions

The clamping diameter dC and clamping length LC are specified
by the testing machine. For this study, a servohydraulic Walter
+ Bai LFV 100-T2000 with cylindrical specimen grips was used.
The machine has independent control circuits for axial and tor-
sional loads and can therefore be used for multiaxial testing [34].
The cylindrical grips set the clamping diameter of the specimen
to dC = 30 mm and the clamping length to LC = 43 mm.

The minimum wall thickness tT was chosen to be 2 mm to
ensure that the specimen would not be damaged in the demolding
process and to meet objective 4. The maximum wall thickness was
limited to 3 mm to account for optimization objective 2.

The maximum inner radius was set to ri;max = 6.5 mm to meet
objective 3 with a sufficient safety factor and to allow for a wide
range of RT and RC .

The overall height of the specimen H was restricted to 185 mm,
because at this height the maximum capacity of the vacuum mixer
is reached for all parameter combinations, see Section 3.1.

The test section height was fixed to a minimum of 16.5 mm in
order to facilitate the application of strain gauges or other kinds of
instrumentation.

Parameter combinations which violated any of the aforemen-
tioned boundary conditions were discarded. This limited the max-
imum values for RC and RT in order to keep to the specified
minimum height of the test and clamping section.

2.3. Adhesive system

For the experimental campaign, the EPIKOTETM Resin MGSTM BPR
135G3 adhesive system was used in combination with the EPIKUR-
ETM Curing Agent MGSTM BPH 137G. The solvent free system is

epoxy-based, glass fiber-reinforced and very common in the wind
energy industry. The adhesive shows shear thinning behavior for
all available hardeners [13]. More detailed information on the
resin/hardener combinations and related shear thinning, glass
transition and mechanical behavior can be found in the technical
data sheet of the adhesive [13].

The dimensions of the reinforcement fibers are not published.
The fiber volume content was estimated at approximately 8–12 %
by means of a preliminary lCT-analysis, but further verification
is necessary.

2.4. Finite element modelling

The finite element parametric study was set up in Ansys�

Mechanical [2] in combination with a parameterized geometry
model in Ansys� SpaceClaim [3]. The parameterized geometries
were meshed using solid elements with quadratic shape functions
(SOLID186 and 187). The element length outside the test and
tapering section was chosen to be 3.5 mm. Inside the tapering
and test section the element length was reduced to 0.75 mm,
resulting in roughly 250,000 nodes on average for the entire mesh.
All design points were evaluated assuming isotropic linear elastic-
ity in separate setups for tension, torsion, compression, and linear
buckling.

The stiffness properties were adapted from [35]. The global fail-
ure criteria of Stassi-D’Alia [28] and Beltrami [4] were employed as
both criteria have been used to evaluate rotor blade adhesives else-
where [9,23,35,36]. In contrast to the maximum distortion crite-
rion formulated by von Mises (Eq. 2 below, which predicts
deviatoric failure), the Beltrami criterion (Eq. 3 below) also
includes hydrostatic and therefore volumetric failure. This is con-
sidered to be valid for polymers in general [5,20] and also for rein-
forced polymers [14]. In Eqs. 2 and 3, r1;r2;r3 denote the
principal stresses, while m is the Poisson ratio. For incompressible
materials with a Poisson ratio of 0.5 the Beltrami criterion con-
verges to the von Mises criterion.

rvM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðr1 � r2Þ2 þ ðr2 � r3Þ2 þ ðr3 � r1Þ2

2

s
ð2Þ

rB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

1 þ r2
2 þ r2

3 � 2mðr1r2 þ r1r3 þ r2r3Þ
q

ð3Þ

The Stassi-D’Alia criterion is suitable for adhesives since it takes
into account the asymmetry of the static strengths in tension and
compression. This is expressed by the factor j, which is the ratio
between the compressive and tensile strength, see Eq. 4.

rS ¼
ðj� 1ÞI1 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðj� 1Þ2I21 þ 4jr2

vM

q
2j

ð4Þ

In Eq. 4, I1 denotes the first invariant of the stress tensor, and rvM
the equivalent stress according to Eq. 2. When the tensile and com-
pressive strengths are equal, j is equal to 1 and Eq. 4 becomes Eq. 2.
Therefore rvM can be seen as a special case of rS. Using the data
published in [35] results in a strength ratio factor of j ¼ 2:03.

2.5. Sensitivity study

A sensitivity study was conducted to limit the design space. The
design space of this study is shown in Table 1. A total of 2631
design points were evaluated, which is fewer than the combina-
torics of all parameters predict, because not all parameter combi-
nations result in valid geometry models in compliance with the
boundary conditions specified in Section 2.2.

Although the wall thickness and the inner radius showed no
clear trend regarding the stress ratio a, the tapering radius RT

Fig. 1. Specimen design parameters for the finite element parametric study.
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showed distinct dependencies. With increasing RT a significant
decrease in a was observed, which was within expectations. On
the other hand, RC had no systematic influences on the stress ratio,
see Fig. 2.

Nevertheless, RC is still important when it comes to the mold
injection process, where a smooth transition from test to clamping
section helps to prevent the formation of air traps, see Section 3.2.
Therefore, RT and RC were limited to their respective maxima,
which depend on the other variables ri; t, and H. Since a large spec-
imen height H allows for larger values of RT and RC , the minimum
height was set to 165 mm. The design space for the final evaluation
is shown in Table 2.

2.6. Results

The final design and the resulting stress ratios are shown in
Table 3. The ratios are just below or equal to the threshold of 1
for each equivalent stress criterion mentioned in Section 2.4.

To be able to compare the final configuration with previously
published tubular geometries, those used in [9,35] were analyzed
in the same way as the design points of this study. The comparison
revealed that both of these specimens show significant stress con-
centrations at the end of the tapered section. For this comparison,
the transition between tapering and test section was smoothed
with a radius of 4 mm in both cases, which is big enough to avoid
numerical singularities and still small enough to be an accurate
geometry approximation.

The predictions of a show different trends for the compression
load case. While the Beltrami criterion predicted a > 1 for the
geometries of [9,35] and therefore failure outside the test section,
the Stassi-D’Alia criterion predicted failure within the test section
(a < 1). This difference originates from the fact that only the latter
accounts for the asymmetry of tensile and compressive strengths.
Hence, for this linear elastic study, the results of the Beltrami cri-
terion for tension and compression are the same.

Table 1
Design space for the sensitivity study of the finite element parametric study (2631
evaluable design points in total).

Parameter min [mm] incr [mm] max [mm]

H – – 185
tT 2 0.1 3
ri 4 0.1 6.5
RT 38 12 110
RC 20 4 36

Fig. 2. Results of the sensitivity study for the tensile load case. Stress ratio a versus the tapering radii RT and RC . While a decreases for increasing test section tapering radii RT ,
the tapering radius towards the clamping section RC shows no distinct trend. The parameter ranges of tT ; ri and RC are shown at the top with corresponding visualizations of
the specimen geometry. The parameter ranges are indicated as minimum: increment: maximum.

Table 2
Design space for the final evaluation of the finite element parametric study (1430
evaluable design points in total).

Parameter min [mm] incr [mm] max [mm]

H 165 5 185
tT 2 0.1 3
ri 4 0.1 6.5
RT max. possible value
RC max. possible value
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Considering the linear buckling load factors in compression, the
geometries used in [35] and this work are approximately equal at
k ¼ 8:54 and k ¼ 8:84, respectively. The geometry used in [9]
achieves k ¼ 10:54, which is related to a 60 mm distance between
the clamping sections instead of 100 mm in the case of [35], and
89 mm in the case of the specimen proposed in this work.

The material properties derived from the optimized specimen in
this study should be more reliable, considering that the stress con-
centrations and measurement uncertainties associated with it
were successfully minimized. In terms of buckling, the specimen
is expected to act in a comparable way to the specimen in [9,35].

3. Manufacturing optimization

The specimen geometry will only have a significant impact on
the experimental campaign if the manufacturing quality is suffi-
ciently high, since local imperfections such as pores also introduce
stress concentrations. Therefore, a detailed examination of the
manufacturing options and their optimization potential was car-
ried out.

3.1. Optimal mixing quality

To obtain a homogeneous, pore-free mixture, a planetary cen-
trifugal vacuum mixer [32] was used. The operating principle of
such a mixer is shown in Fig. 3. The resin and hardener are placed
in a mixing container, which spins in an inclined position while at
the same time rotating in the normal plane. This generates a whir-
ling motion and mixes the resin with the hardener uniformly
within a few minutes.

As the standard mixing containers do not have an outlet suit-
able for cartridge guns or pumps, the container was replaced with

a dosing cartridge. The cartridge chosen was smooth on the inside,
so that no stiffeners or other internal structures could disturb the
mixing process [22]. It also had a large inner diameter, so that it
could be used to mix reasonable amounts of adhesive with good
mixing aspect ratios. The mixing aspect ratio is defined as the infill
height of the material (Hmaterial) divided by the diameter of the mix-
ing container (Dcontainer), Eq. 5.

Fig. 3. Mixing procedure of a planetary centrifugal vacuum mixer. The mixture is
rotated at an angle, while the container is forced into a revolution in the normal
plane.

Table 3
Comparison of the stress ratio a, linear buckling load factor in compression k, and geometry parameters of the final configuration in this work with previously published
multiaxial adhesive specimen designs. The stress distribution for the tensile load case is shown as an example with regions of high stress in red and low stress in blue. *
Documented as 0 mm, but set to 4 mm in order to avoid numerical singularities.

Parameter Zarouchas et al. [35] Fernandez et al. [9] This Work

a

Tension
Beltrami – 1.1189 1.0496 0.9880

Stassi-D’Alia – 1.2336 1.1155 0.9961

Compression
Beltrami – 1.1189 1.0496 0.9880

Stassi-D’Alia – 0.9696 0.9636 0.9776

Torsion
Beltrami – 1.0706 1.0433 0.9996

Stassi-D’Alia – 1.0707 1.0432 0.9995

k lin. buckling load factor (compr.) – 8.5375 10.5420 8.8439

Geometry

H mm 120.0 160.0 175.0
tT mm 2.5 3.0 2.8
ri mm 12.5 7.5 4.7
RT mm *4.0 *4.0 72.0
RC mm *4.0 *4.0 14.0
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Kmix ¼ Hmaterial

Dcontainer
ð5Þ

Incorporating tolerances of the resin and hardener densities and the
inner cartridge diameter, the resulting aspect ratio for this study is
about Kmix ¼ 0:7, which is the upper limit of the recommended
range of 0.2 to 0.7. To make the cartridge compatible with the con-
tainer mount of the mixer, a 3D printed adapter was developed.

To find the optimal mixing parameters, the same mass of adhe-
sive was mixed with nine different mixing parameter settings. The
surface temperature was measured with an infrared thermometer
(accuracy: �1.5 �C, resolution: �30 to 500 �C) directly after the
mixing process. The mixtures were cured at room temperature
and cut along their longitudinal axis. The cured parts were pho-
tographed and the mixing quality was evaluated by analyzing the
respective rgb-color histograms. Supplementary to the histograms,
the multivariate coefficient of variation of the rgb-colors and the
number of unique rgb-colors (Cunique) were interpreted as a metric
of homogeneity. The multivariate coefficient of variation was cal-
culated according to [1], Eq. 6.

CV ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l|Rl

l|lð Þ2
s

ð6Þ

Therein l is the vector of the corresponding mean values and R is
the covariance matrix.

A mixing time of 3 min in combination with a revolution speed
of 1500 rpm led to a very homogenous mixture, which was pore-
free and reliably reproducible. The surface temperature increased
to 40 �C, which is 10 �C more than the recommended conditions
stated in the adhesive data sheet [13], but since this rather mild
temperature increase only affects the pot life, this was accepted
in order to reduce the viscosity, which is expected to help with
the mold injection process. Fig. 4 shows an exemplary excerpt of
the mixing parameter analysis including the configuration chosen.

3.2. Mold design and injection process

The design of injection molds is an important factor for the
overall quality of the specimen, as it impacts the probability that
air traps will be created. Two major issues for this study were
identified:

1. The tubular specimen design in combination with the chemical
shrinkage of the adhesive requires the option to pull or push out
the center rod after the curing process.

2. Owing to the high viscosity of the adhesive, it is not possible to
pour it into the mold. Instead, it needs to be injected in a con-
tinuous motion.

To solve the injection problem, two possible solutions were
considered, which are shown in Fig. 5. The first option is to use
the center rod itself for the injection. This has the advantage that
the flow front is likely to be homogeneous. On the other hand,
the center rod cannot be supported at the bottom, so the wall
thickness has to be large enough to maintain sufficient stiffness
in order to hold the centered position during the injection process.
A small inner diameter of the rod combined with large lengths and
a high viscosity of the adhesive will lead to very high friction. The
hollow rod is also difficult to clean, so that a disposable hose is
required inside it, further decreasing the injection diameter and
increasing the friction inside the rod.

The second option is to inject from the side, which solves the
friction problem. This also allows the rod to be supported at the
bottom of the mold, ensuring that it stays centerd. It also makes
it feasible to push the rod out rather than being limited to pulling
it out. However, this option will make injection more difficult,
because the adhesive will be pushed against the rod, pile up and
leave voids at the opposite side.

In order to decide on one of the injection options, both were
tested with 3D printed mold setups. As the overall friction of the
rod injection option was too high to be overcome by available tech-
nical options, the main focus was shifted to disposable, 3D printed
mold inserts to homogenize the flow front of the side injection
option.

Three different insert design concepts were tested in several
iterations. Table 4 shows the different insert designs and the
resulting flow fronts of the last design iterations for different time
steps. The overall last design iteration (No. 8) led to the formation
of a very homogeneous flow front, ensuring the same mixing qual-
ity inside the mold as in the cartridge after the mixing process. The
homogeneity of the flow front is expected to provide a homoge-
neous distribution and orientation of the reinforcement fibers of
the adhesive. It should be noted that the insert design is directly
related to the injection speed due to the shear thinning behavior
of the adhesive.

To vent the cartridge in parallel to the injection process, the car-
tridge piston was perforated, and equipped with a semipermeable

Fig. 4. Result excerpt of the experiments to find the optimal mixing parameters. On the left, the mixing time was too short, leading to an inhomogeneous mixture visualized
by brighter colors in the middle of the cured part, as a result of the centrifugal mixing procedure. The final configuration is shown on the right. The rgb-color histograms were
analyzed in terms of mean value l, standard deviation r, coefficient of variation cv , multivariate coefficient of variation CV and unique number of colors Cunique . Mixing
parameters: mixing time tmix , revolutions per minute nrev and surface temperature Tsurf .
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membrane and a 3D printed adapter for an electric cartridge gun to
ensure that the piston would not tilt, see Fig. 6. For the cartridge to
mold connection, a straight 3D printed nozzle was used to prevent
a bent hose causing the formation of air traps.

The final mold design is shown in Fig. 7. The bottom lid needed
to be split to be able to demold the specimen including the injec-
tion nozzle. The vent was positioned below the top lid and made
of four 3D printed polycarbonate parts, which were able to with-

Table 4
Mold inserts (3D printed) to homogenize the flow front of the side injection. The upper section shows the different design strategies,
while the lower section depicts video snapshots of the injection process at different relative injection times. Insert 8 was chosen as the
final design, as it led to a homogeneous flow front which could be reliably reproduced.

Fig. 5. Injection Options. Rod injection leads to very high friction, but the flow front is likely to be homogeneous. The side injection option introduces less friction, but the
adhesive will pile up at the center rod. For both options, the center rod must be pushed or pulled out because of the chemical shrinkage of the adhesive.
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stand the temperatures present in the tempering process. Similar
to the bottom lid, the vent was split to ensure easy demolding,
cleaning and reuse.

The upper and lower sections of the mold were extended to be
able to cut the areas close to the injection and venting points, so
that the final specimen would not be affected by race tracking
effects due to a changing flow front in these areas.

4. Quality assurance

To limit unknown influences on the material properties, the
manufacturing was documented in detail and examined using
high-resolution X-ray microscopy (lCT scanning). It is thus more
likely that the scatter of the material properties can be linked to
the material itself, rather than being interpreted as the effects of
defects.

4.1. Manufacturing performance

In respect of the mixing quality, see Section 3.1, it was possible
to precisely adjust the mixing ratio of resin and hardener. The resin
and hardener were weighed with a linearity of 50 mg [15], leading
to an average mixing ratio (by weight) of 100: 44.99 � 0.04. There-
fore, it is expected that the mixing ratio is eliminated as a source of
uncertainty.

The tempering process was carried out with a programmable
oven [18] and controlled with separate temperature sensors inside
the molds. Fig. 8 shows the temperature profile of the first speci-
men production batch (nine specimens). At first, the oven stayed
unheated for 6 h to slowly initiate the curing process. The profile
defined in the data sheet [13] was set subsequently, and consisted
of a 1 �C/min heat-up, 4 h at 75 �C and a 1 �C/min cool-down. The
time delay of the adhesive temperature in relation to the oven tem-

Fig. 6. Cartridge piston preparation to generate a venting airflow in order to prevent the transfer of voids into the mold.

Fig. 7. Final mold configuration. The mold is filled in an upright position. Venting channels are provided by 3D printed parts. The center rod is pressed out of the closed mold
with a hydraulic press. The cured specimens are cut at the indicated red lines after demolding.
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perature led to the adhesive spending less time within the peak
temperature regime, but since the oven was not actively cooled
there was additional heat flow before the heat-up (exothermal)
and during the cool-down (residual heat). The average oven tem-
perature on opening was 34.4 �C.

Humidity and ambient temperature in the accredited labora-
tory were kept at 50 � 10 % and 23 � 2 �C at all times. Influences
of varying humidity or ambient temperature on the material prop-
erties during storage, manufacture or testing are therefore
expected to be negligible.

4.2. High-resolution X-ray evaluation

To check the porosity and geometrical imperfections of the
specimens a Zeiss Xradia 410 Versa high-resolution X-ray micro-
scope [6] was used. The scans were limited to the tapered and test
section of the specimens to save time, since low levels of porosity
in the clamping sections will most likely not affect the specimen
performance. Avizo software [31] was used to export convex hull
point clouds of the specimens’ contour, the center rod and the
pores. The post-processing was done in Matlab [17].

In most cases, small pore clusters were found at the end of the
upper tapered section, which were generated by slight cross sec-
tional injection speed differences and resulting race tracking
effects. At the lower end of the specimens, small pores were
detected, that are considered to be the result of race tracking
effects within the cartridge at the end of the injection process.
However, in both cases the pores were so small that it is very unli-
kely they have an effect on the material properties measured in the
test section.

To verify the impact of the optimizations presented in this
paper, three hand-mixed specimens were made in addition to
the optimized ones. Table 5 shows the post processed scans of
ten optimized specimens and the hand-mixed specimens. While
the porosity of the optimized specimens is negligible, the hand-
mixed specimens clearly show severe porosity.

The minimal cross sectional areas were extracted from the scan
data, further increasing the determination accuracy of the engi-
neering material properties.

5. Uniaxial and biaxial static tests

Uniaxial and biaxial static tests were performed to assess the
impact of the optimizations on the material properties of the
adhesive.

5.1. Instrumentation

Two strain gauge rosettes were applied to every specimen in
diametrically opposite positions to be able to detect and compen-
sate load imbalances. The strain gauges chosen had a low stiffness
and self-temperature compensation suitable for epoxy resins [33].

The servohydraulic testing machine [34] used in this study was
equipped with a load cell calibrated for class 0.5 to ensure good
data quality.

5.2. Uniaxial tests

The tensile tests were performed using the optimized and hand-
mixed specimens shown in Table 5. A displacement rate of 1 mm/
min was used for both specimen types. Fig. 9 shows the estimated

Fig. 8. Exemplary tempering profile for the specimen manufactured. Production
batch 1 of 24.

Table 5
Qualitative porosity comparison of the machine-mixed and hand-mixed specimens from this study. Pores are shown in red. While the
machine-mixed specimens have negligible overall porosity and none at all in the test section, hand-mixing results in high levels of
porosity throughout the specimens. The specimen numbers are given below the respective depictions.
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frequency distributions of the ultimate engineering tensile stress
and the corresponding characteristic strength. The characteristic
strength is calculated as the 5th percentile of the estimated fre-
quency distributions. Compared to the results of [9,37], the
strength of the optimized specimen is much higher and in good
agreement with the strength documented in the data sheet of
the adhesive (75 MPa) [13]. In addition, the scatter and therefore
the uncertainty is much lower. The same pattern was found for
every other mechanical property measured, which is shown in
Table 6. The scatter detected is most likely attributable to slight
orientation and distribution variations of the reinforcement fibers.
Different levels of microporosity, too small to be detected with the
scan accuracy used, are also possible, but since the vacuum mixer
is very efficient, this is not as likely.

It should be noted that the exact distribution and orientation of
the reinforcement fibers is not known. This would require a much
higher scan resolution than the one used, which was sufficient to
determine porosities and geometrical imperfections. The low scat-

ter seen in the data could therefore be the result of homogeneously
chaotic or homogeneously aligned fiber orientations. The latter,
anisotropic case seems more likely since the relationship between
the elasticity modulus and the shear modulus, Eq. 7, which is valid
for isotropic materials, is not valid for the properties derived in this
work, see Table 6. An anisotropy is also found for the results of
[37]. In [9] the Poisson ratio was not measured, so that the poten-
tial degree of anisotropy is unknown.

G–
E

2ð1þ mÞ ð7Þ

The hand-mixed specimens from this work also exhibit a higher
strength than the specimens of [9,37], which indicates that the
geometry optimization worked well. However, this difference
could also arise from an even higher level of porosity in the spec-
imen of [9,37] or may be related to the small number of specimens.
Alternating fiber directions could also affect the comparability of
the results. The modulus of elasticity of the hand-mixed specimen

Fig. 9. Estimated frequency distributions of the ultimate engineering tensile strength of Zarouchas et al. [37], Fernandez et al. [9] and this work. Red lines indicate the
characteristic strength calculated as the 5th percentile of the frequency distributions, n is the number of specimens. ru corresponds to rf for all hand-mixed specimens due to
brittle behavior (high level of porosity).

Table 6
Comparison of material properties derived from uniaxial tests of bulk tubular specimens. Properties measured in this work were derived by averaging the measurements of the
two strain gauge rosettes used to compensate minor load imbalances. Stiffness properties were determined within the strain range of 0.1–0.2 %. The mean value l, standard
deviation r and coefficient of variance cv are shown for the tensile failure strength rf , tensile failure strain ef , modulus of elasticity E, Poisson ratio m, and shear modulus G.

Parameter Property Unit Adhesive This Work This Work Zarouchas Fernandez
Data Sheet [13] optimized hand-mixed et al. [37] et al. [10]

rf l N
mm2

75 76.03 57.12 48.17 50.40
r n/a � 0.92 � 5.78 � 6.22 � 3.83
cv % n/a 1.21 10.12 12.92 7.60

ef l lm
m

29000 31399 14084 10228 17900
r n/a � 2353 � 1585 � 1330 � 3025
cv % n/a 7.49 11.25 13.00 16.90

E l N
mm2 5500 5711 5315 5412 3928

r n/a � 56 � 192 � 164 � 503
cv % n/a 0.97 3.62 3.03 12.80

m l – n/a 0.373 0.372 0.398 n/a
r n/a � 0.005 � 0.016 � 0.013 n/a
cv % n/a 1.44 4.34 3.28 n/a

G l N
mm2 n/a 1597 n/a 1511 1477

r n/a � 29 n/a � 75 � 75
cv % n/a 1.82 n/a 4.94 5.10
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in this work is very close to the results of [37], however. It is thus
possible to conclude that the difference in failure strength and
strain is likely linked to the stress concentrations and the geometry
optimization, respectively.

The averaged engineering stress strain curves of the optimized
and hand-mixed specimens in this work are shown in Fig. 10.
While the failure strength rf of the optimized specimen is 1.33
times higher than that of the hand-mixed ones, the total failure
strain ef is 2.23 times higher. The plastic strain ef ;pl increased more
than 5-fold. Hence, the porosity difference leads to a brittle mate-
rial in the hand-mixed case and a ductile material in the machine-
mixed case. The stiffness difference was estimated as 7 %. The typ-
ical tensile fracture pattern is shown in Fig. 11.

5.3. Biaxial tests

The biaxial tests in this work were performed with displace-
ment control due to the large strains measured in the tensile tests.
The displacement rates were adjusted for each axial to torsional
load ratio in order to keep the principal strain approximately equal
for each ratio at the beginning of the linear elastic section. The
effects of different strain rates on ductility and strength were thus
minimized. The typical fracture pattern with an initial strain rate
ratio of _e0= _c0 ¼ 1=4 is shown in Fig. 12.

The failure strengths derived from the biaxial tests are shown in
Fig. 13. An ellipsis was fitted to the data set in a non-linear least
squares optimization under the assumption that the major axis
of the ellipsis coincides with the x-axis. The measurement scatter
is indicated by the minimal distance to the ellipsis. As in the case
with the tensile tests, it can be observed that the optimized spec-
imens in this work show a higher strength and significantly
reduced scatter.

Note that all shear related calculations in [9,35] are based on St.
Vernant theory. For the sake of comparison this is adopted in this
work and shear stresses are calculated according to Eq. 8.

s ¼ T � ro
p
2 r4o � r4i
� � ð8Þ

Herein, T is the torque, ro the outer radius and ri the inner radius of
the test section.

6. Porosity analysis of industrial dosing machines

To enable the comparison of the achievable pore density of the
laboratory mixer and an industrial one, cured adhesive inside a
conveyor hose of a typical industrial dosing and dispensing
machine [21] was analyzed. The processed adhesive was the same
system as in this work, see Section 2.3, while 137GF hardener was
used instead of 137G. It was assumed that the difference in hard-
ener does not affect the pore density. The cured adhesive inside
the hose was lCT-scanned with an accuracy comparable to that
used for the tubular specimens in this study.

Fig. 10. Averaged engineering stress strain curves of the tensile tests for the machine-mixed and hand-mixed specimens in this work. Gray areas represent the standard
deviation of the normal stresses. Dashed lines indicate the range from minimum to maximum failure strain, n is the number of specimens.

Fig. 11. Typical fracture observed in the tensile tests.
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Fig. 14 shows a 3D depiction and cross sectional views of the
inner hose contour and the pores detected. Similar to the
machine-mixed specimens in this work, only very small pores
were identified, which are probably the result of race tracking
effects caused by small ripples on the inner contour of the con-
veyor hose. The mixing quality in terms of porosity is therefore

comparable to that of the manufacturing procedure presented in
this work. However, it must be noted that only one specimen from
a single dosing machine was analyzed, so that further experimen-
tal verification is necessary. It should also be mentioned that large
voids can still be present inside the bond lines due to the applica-
tion process or subsequent manufacturing steps, although the
overall porosity might be low.

As shown in Section 5.2, the adhesive exhibits anisotropic
behavior due to the reinforcement fibers. Since the orientation of
the fibers is dependent on the flow front during the injection pro-

Fig. 12. Typical fracture observed in the biaxial tests with an initial strain rate ratio
of _e0= _c0 ¼ 1=4.

Fig. 13. Comparison of engineering failure stresses of bulk adhesive specimens from this study, Zarouchas et al. [35] and Fernandez et al. [9]. Owing to the high quality of the
specimens used in this work, the failure strength is higher than that of the hand-mixed specimens in [9,35]. The initial strain rate ratios shown are only valid for the
specimens in this study. Measurement scatter is indicated by the minimal distance to a best-fit ellipsis.

Fig. 14. Qualitative porosity analysis of cured adhesive inside a conveyor hose of an
industrial dosing and dispensing machine. The scanned part had a height of 83 mm
and an inner diameter of 19 mm (3/4”). The inner contour is shown in gray, pores
are highlighted in red. The adhesive is not shown to increase the visibility of the
pores.
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cess on the coupon level, the fiber orientation of rotor blade bond
lines will likely also depend on the application process used for the
adhesive. Squeezing effects caused by the blade mold closing pro-
cess mean that the fiber orientation may diverge from the applica-
tion direction set beforehand by the dosing machine operator.
Therefore coupon test results are only generally transferable to
rotor blade bond lines if the fiber distributions and orientations
are known. Other influencing factors such as the tempering process
also affect the transferability of coupon tests. The estimation of in-
situ bond line properties therefore remains a challenging task.

7. Conclusion

Multiaxial testing provides the opportunity to test materials
and structures in load cases that are close to real world loads of
components. However, owing to the more complex test setup,
the potential uncertainties associated with these tests are higher
than in uniaxial tests. When the material quality is severely
affected by the manufacturing processes, e.g., in the case of two-
component, fiber-reinforced structural adhesives with high viscos-
ity, the overall uncertainties might be too high to derive reliable
material models if the manufacturing is simplified and done
manually.

This study therefore focused on the design and manufacturing
optimization of specimens made of a fiber-reinforced structural
adhesive used for the manufacture of wind turbine rotor blades.
The specimen geometry was optimized in a finite element para-
metric study to avoid stress concentrations. The mixing quality
was subsequently optimized using a planetary centrifugal vacuum
mixer. To ensure that the mixture was injected into the molds
without generating additional porosity and to achieve a homoge-
neous flow front, 3D printed mold inserts were developed.

The presented optimization procedure is expected to be gener-
ally transferable to other types of materials if the mixing parame-
ters and the injection speed are adjusted with respect to the
viscosity of the respective material. The limiting factor with high
viscosity materials is expected to be the mold injection process
and the friction generated therein. The choice of the failure criteria
in the finite element optimization might also differ with other
materials, although the optimization strategy and objectives stay
the same.

High-resolution X-ray tomography was used to check geometri-
cal imperfections and the porosity of the specimens. The scans ver-
ified that the porosity of the specimens is negligible. Other effects
such as the mixing ratio or the tempering cycle were precisely con-
trolled as well. It is therefore concluded that the optimization pre-
sented in this paper enables the determination of material
properties unimpeded by manufacturing simplifications.

Owing to the high quality of the specimens, the material prop-
erties measured showed significantly less scatter compared to
those published in international literature. This is expressed by
very low coefficients of variation for strength and stiffness proper-
ties of about 1 %. Furthermore, the optimized specimens showed
increased failure strength (+33 %), stiffness (+7 %), and failure
strain (+123 %) compared to hand-mixed specimens in tensile
tests. The measured failure strain difference incorporates a more
than 5-fold increase in the plastic strain, so that the machine-
mixed specimens can be classified as ductile, while the hand-
mixed specimens are more brittle due to their high porosity.

The lCT-analysis of cured adhesive inside a conveyor hose of an
industrial dosing and dispensing machine revealed that the mixing
quality in terms of the porosity is as low as that of the manufactur-
ing procedure presented in this work. However, the transfer of cou-
pon test results to rotor blade bond lines is only valid if the effects
of the distribution and orientation of the reinforcement fibers, as

well as all other manufacturing effects on the in- situ characteris-
tics, are known. The fiber orientation inside the specimens in this
work is not yet known, but since the flow front within the injection
process is very homogeneous, the fibers are likely distributed in
the same manner in all the specimens. This is also reflected by
the low scatter of the test results. The relationship of the stiffness
moduli in tension and shear indicates anisotropic behavior, there-
fore a certain degree of alignment of the reinforcement fibers
seems likely, but further experimental validation is required.

Apart from that, it is expected that the material properties
derived from the specimens in this work represent a significantly
more accurate material characterization than that obtained from
hand-mixed specimens.
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A B S T R A C T

Yield surface determination is an essential part of a material characterization, enabling the qualification of a
suitable yield criterion. In the case of two-component, fiber-reinforced structural adhesives the manufacturing
quality of the specimens is directly linked to the determination accuracy of the yield surface. Therefore, this
work was based on specimens that have been optimized in a previous study utilizing a structural, epoxy-based
adhesive designed for the manufacture of wind turbine rotor blades. This allowed for a precise identification of
a yield locus in combined tension–torsion and compression–torsion experiments. A practical elasto-plastic shear
stress correction was developed to account for the transition between elastic and plastic states. In addition,
a scaling method of an elliptical yield locus fitting function is proposed to calculate equivalent stresses and
strains. The obtained results are discussed regarding influences of viscoelasticity and are compared to existing
yield criteria.

1. Introduction

The yield surface determination of a material is an important exper-
imental procedure for engineering purposes. Up to the yield point, ar-
bitrary multiaxial stress–strain states can be converted to scalar equiva-
lent stresses and strains using yield criteria. This allows for a simplified
structural analysis for most engineering problems. The experimental
verification of the yield surface is therefore an important step to qualify
yield criteria.

1.1. Definition of yielding

Yielding is defined as the onset of plastic deformation. While some
metals show a pronounced yield point, most other materials gradually
work harden. For the latter kind of materials, the yield point is usually
defined using an offset plastic strain in such a way that the level
of plasticity is tolerable and the stress state can be approximated as
linear elastic. The applicable plastic strain may vary depending on the
intended use of the material and the required level of safety. Some
engineering problems may lead to the definition of yield when the
proportional limit is reached while others allow a plastic strain of up
to 0.2 % .

As an alternative, it has been proposed in [1,2] to define the yield
point as the absolute maximum of the second derivative of the stress–
strain curve. This way, the yield point represents the point at which

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: research@iwes.uni-hannover.de (M. Wentingmann).

the rate of change of the tangent modulus, i.e., the curvature of the
stress–strain curve, is maximized [1,2].

Both yield point definitions are shown in Fig. 1.

1.2. Experimental yield point detection

Tubular specimens in combination with universal tension–torsion
testing machines offer a versatile test setup for the yield locus deter-
mination, as arbitrary biaxial stress states (𝜎∕𝜏) can be reached with
different combinations of normal and torsional loads. These and similar
setups have been used extensively to characterize the initial and post
yield loci of metals [3–7] and polymers [8–10].

To identify a yield point experimentally based on the offset strain
definition, the deviation from the linear elastic stress–strain relation-
ship must be detected. This can be achieved by calculating the plastic
strain either in-situ or in retrospect. Once the plastic strain has reached
a level that can be associated with yielding, the yield point is identified.
If the plastic strain can be calculated in-situ, it is possible to use the
specimen again at another stress ratio in case the plastic strain has been
sufficiently small [5].

The general problem associated with this approach is that the plastic
strain offset must be an equivalent strain. Otherwise the discrepancy
between normal and shear strains in the engineering stress–strain space
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Fig. 1. Definition of yielding via an arbitrary plastic offset strain or the absolute maximum of the second derivative of the stress–strain curve as proposed in [1,2]. The curves
depict the results for a tensile specimen from this work, see Section 4.1.

denoted by 𝜀 and 𝛾, respectively, will lead to incorrect yield points.
Consider for example the biaxial formulation of the plastic von Mises
strain 𝜀vM,pl given by

𝜀vM,pl =
√

𝜀2 + 𝛾2

3
. (1)

If this formula is used to calculate plastic offset strains in the torsion
test, the offset strain in shear 𝛾 must be

√
3-times bigger than the offset

normal strain 𝜀 in the tension test to reach an equal equivalent offset
strain in both tests.

This discrepancy also arises for normal strains if a material exhibits
a strength asymmetry in tension and compression, which is observed
for several kinds of polymers [11]. The offset strain discrepancy van-
ishes, if the proportional limit can be precisely identified, since the
offset strain in this point is zero by definition. This allows for a yield
point detection without an a priori knowledge of an appropriate yield
criterion. However, this limit is very challenging to detect, as it requires
a very sensitive strain measurement and a very fine tuned testing
machine. Alternatively, the proportional limit can be estimated based
on a backwards interpolation to the linear elastic region if the entire
stress–strain curve was recorded [5,12].

In case an applicable yield criterion is known a priori, the yield
point detection is easier, as the plastic strain offset can be calculated
using the equivalent strain formulation in-situ or in retrospect. This
may apply if the material of interest belongs to a well characterized
class of materials. For instance if the yield point needs to be detected
for a metal alloy [3].

Considering the derivative-based yield point definition given in [1,
2], yielding can be detected subsequent to the recording of the com-
plete stress–strain curve. No arbitrarily chosen strain offsets are re-
quired in this approach, but since a recording of a stress–strain curve
results in a discrete time series, a continuous function fit is necessary
to calculate derivatives. This may result in a yield point, which is de-
pendent on the fitting function used. A sensitivity analysis is therefore
advisable.

1.3. Structural adhesives for wind turbine rotor blades

Although many yield criteria have been identified for different kinds
of polymers, the validation of a yield criterion for structural adhesives
used in the wind energy sector is not well described in literature.

Especially for the case of short fiber-reinforced adhesives, which are
commonly used for the manufacture of rotor blades, information is
limited to [8,10].

The stress–strain responses in [8,10] were characterized as brittle
and therefore the failure stress–strain state was used to identify a yield
criterion. The brittle material behavior was, however, attributed to non-
representative specimen manufacturing methods (hand-mixing), which
led to high levels of porosity. It has been shown recently that the used
adhesive is not brittle if the manufacturing is done in a comparable
way to rotor blade manufacture (machine-mixing) [13]. The results
published in [8,10] are therefore not representative for the porosity
level that is achieved with industrial dosing machines and modern rotor
blades, respectively.

1.4. Aims and outline

In this paper, the yield surface is determined for a short fiber-
reinforced structural adhesive, based on the optimized, machine-mixed
specimens presented in [13]. This way, a yield criterion is identified
which is unaffected by manufacturing induced defects of the underlying
specimens.

In Section 2, the specimen manufacturing and the test setup are
briefly summarized. A practical elasto-plastic shear stress correction
is developed in Section 3 to account for the transition between the
fully elastic and fully plastic shear stress regime. The yield surface
determination is carried out in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5.

2. Specimens and test setup

The tapered, tubular specimens for the experimental campaign were
made of EPIKOTE™ Resin MGS™ BPR 135G3 in combination with
EPIKURE™ Curing Agent MGS™ BPH 137G [13]. The system is an
epoxy-based, short glass fiber-reinforced structural adhesive and com-
monly used in the wind energy industry [14].

The manufacturing was based on machine-mixing and the manufac-
turing quality was verified via high-resolution X-ray microscopy (𝜇CT
scanning) using a Zeiss Xradia 410 Versa [15] in order to guarantee ho-
mogeneous specimens with negligible porosity. A qualitative porosity
comparison of the specimens used for this study is given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Qualitative porosity comparison of the specimens manufactured in [13] and used for this study. Pores are indicated in red. Initial strain rate ratios of the biaxial tests are
indicated as �̇�0∕�̇�0. The specimen numbers are given below the respective depictions.

The fiber distribution and orientation within the specimens is not
yet known, because the scan resolution was not high enough to resolve
single fibers. However, the low scatter of the stiffness and strength
properties in combination with a well controlled manufacturing pro-
cedure led to the conclusion that the fibers are either orientated homo-
geneously chaotic or homogeneously aligned. The latter was identified
as more likely, since the isotropic relationship of the stiffness properties

is not valid, i.e.

𝐺 ≠ 𝐸
2(1 + 𝜈)

. (2)

Herein, 𝐺, 𝐸, and 𝜈 are the shear modulus, the Young’s modu-
lus, and the Poisson’s ratio for an isotropic material. Therefore an
anisotropy is likely present [13].
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Fig. 3. Test setup for every static test conducted in [13].

The experiments were conducted in displacement control using a
servohydraulic Walter + Bai LFV 100-T2000, which enables multiaxial
coupon tests via independent control of axial and torsional loads [16].
Data quality was ensured with a class 0.5 calibrated load cell and
two low stiffness strain gauge rosettes on each specimen, which were
specifically designed for measurements on epoxy resins [17]. It was
possible to account for minor load imbalances by installing the strain
gauges diametrically opposite to each other. The test setup is shown in
Fig. 3. More detailed information about the manufacturing and testing
conditions can be found in [13].

3. Elasto-plastic shear stress correction

To be able to detect yield points in torsional load states, a smooth
elasto-plastic shear stress transition is required and derived in the
following.

3.1. Shear stress formulae

The torque 𝑇 applied to a tubular specimen is equal to the area
integral of the radial shear stress distribution 𝜏(𝑟, 𝛾) multiplied by the
radius 𝑟 as given by the relationship

𝑇 = ∫
𝐴

𝜏(𝑟, 𝛾) ⋅ 𝑟 d𝐴 = 2𝜋

𝑟o

∫
𝑟i

𝜏(𝑟, 𝛾) ⋅ 𝑟2 d𝑟 . (3)

Therein, 𝑟o is the outer radius and 𝑟i the inner radius. In the purely
elastic case, the shear stress gradient within the wall thickness of a tube
is linearly dependent on the radius. Replacing 𝜏(𝑟, 𝛾) in Eq. (3) with a
linear relationship and subsequently solving the integral results in

𝜏el =
𝑇 ⋅ 𝑟

𝜋
2

(
𝑟4o − 𝑟4i

) = 𝑇 ⋅ 𝑟
𝐽

. (4)

Eq. (4) can also be rewritten with the polar moment of inertia 𝐽 . This
formulation is also known as St. Vernant torsion and should be used to
determine elastic properties such as the tangent shear modulus 𝐺.

The other extreme case is the purely plastic stress state, where
the radial shear stress distribution can be approximated as constant.
Applying this relationship to Eq. (3) yields

𝜏pl =
3𝑇

2𝜋
(
𝑟3o − 𝑟3i

) . (5)

In between the elastic and plastic case, the radial shear stress
distribution can be characterized as elasto-plastic, referring to a plastic
outer annulus combined with an elastic inner annulus. A simplified
empirical approximation for this stress state and thin-walled tubular
specimens is given in the ASTM Standard E2207-15 [18] by

𝜏ASTM = 𝑇
𝜋
2

(
𝑟2o − 𝑟2i

) (
𝑟o + 𝑟i

) . (6)

This approach provides similar results as Bredt’s Equation [19],
which is more common in European literature.

3.2. A practical approach for the elasto-plastic transition

Since the transition between the elastic and elasto-plastic stress
state formulated in Eqs. (4) and (6) is not continuous, the yield point
estimation becomes difficult. Therefore, a practical approach for a
smooth transition is proposed in the following.

Assuming that the initial stress state is fully linear elastic and the
stress state close to failure is completely plastic, Eq. (4) and (5) were
interpreted as boundary stress states. These boundaries were connected
using a spline function, resulting in an estimated, but continuous shear
stress–strain curve.

Since the radial shear strain distribution remains linear for the
entire range from elastic to fully plastic, it can be calculated based
on a shear strain measurement, e.g., on the outer annulus. Given the
calculated radial shear strain distribution, the radial shear stress distri-
bution was read from the estimated stress–strain curve. The resulting
torque was computed numerically using Eq. (3). On the basis that the
calculated torque could be compared to the measured one, the spline-
transition function could be validated. As a result of that, the start-
and end-points of the spline could be optimized iteratively. Additional
spline nodes can be used to manipulate the slope if required. This
procedure is visually summarized in Fig. 4.

In this work the spline was iteratively optimized using a genetic
algorithm (Global Optimization Toolbox, Matlab [21]) and two addi-
tional spline nodes for both the uniaxial torsion tests (Section 4.2) and
the biaxial experiments (Section 4.3). In case the failure state is not
fully plastic, the spline nodes can be iteratively adapted in between 𝜏el
and 𝜏pl.

It should be noted that the differences between the fully elastic
and fully plastic formulations of Eqs. (4) and (5) depend on the ratio
between the outer and the inner radius of the specimen (called radial
ratio in the following). The same holds for Eqs. (4) and (6), see Fig. 5.
The higher the radial ratio, the lower the differences of the predicted
shear stresses. However, even for very thin-walled (high radial ratio)
specimens, the proposed elasto-plastic transition is still relevant, be-
cause an ideal radial ratio close to 1 leads to an infinitely thin wall
thickness, which is not manufacturable. In fact, the ASTM Standard
E2207-15 [18] advises not to exceed a radial ratio of 0.89 to avoid
buckling. At this ratio the difference between the elastic and plastic
state is still 5 % [20], which causes a significant discontinuity in the
case of a yield point analysis.

Considering that the ratio 𝜏pl∕𝜏el is constant until failure and that the
adhesive was proven to exhibit significant ductility [13], it is expected
that the shear failure stresses given in [8,10] need to be corrected with
the respective ratios shown in Fig. 5. This is because the values stated
in [8,10] were the result of high porosity levels (effect of defects) rather
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Fig. 4. Spline-based elasto-plastic shear stress approach. The fully elastic (𝜏el) and fully plastic (𝜏pl) formulations of Eqs. (4) and (5) are interpreted as boundaries. In between a
continuous transition spline is used. Based on a shear strain measurement, the radial shear strain distribution can be calculated. The shear stresses are subsequently read from the
estimated spline for the respective strain distribution. Using numerical integration, the radial shear stress distribution can be converted to torque with Eq. (3). Since the torque is
also measured, an iteration is set up, which varies the start- (𝛾el) and the endpoint (𝛾pl) of the spline and optional additional nodes until the calculated torque converges to the
measured one.

Fig. 5. Ratios of shear stress predictions from Eq. (4) to (6) plotted against the ratio of inner and outer specimen radius in the test section. Geometry examples from [8,10,13]
are shown with their respective ratios of 𝜏pl∕𝜏el and 𝑟i∕𝑟o. Specimens with a radial ratio > 0.89 are prone to buckling [18,20].

than a brittle behavior of the material itself. It is therefore likely that
the material surrounding the pores plasticized significantly, but as the
overall porosity level was very high, this was not perceived as global
specimen behavior.

4. Yield surface derivation

Due to changes of the specimen geometry during the static tests, the
engineering stress–strain state does not represent the true stress–strain
state. Therefore, the normal stresses and strains in the tension quadrant
were estimated by the expressions

𝜀 = ln
(
1 + 𝜀eng

)
, (7)

𝜎 = 𝜎eng
(
1 + 𝜀eng

)
, (8)

while those in the compression quadrant were calculated by

𝜀 = − ln
(
1 − |𝜀eng|

)
, (9)

𝜎 = 𝜎eng
(
1 − |𝜀eng|

)
. (10)

The applied true strain correction can also be found in [22]. The
true cross sectional area 𝐴∗ can be calculated based on the constant
volume assumption inherent to the true strain formulae:

𝐴∗ =
𝐴0

1 + 𝜀eng
. (11)

Therein 𝐴0 indicates the initial (engineering) cross section.

It was assumed that the cross-sectional properties do not change
on account of torsional loads. Engineering shear stresses and strains
were therefore interpreted as true stresses and strains. However, radial
changes on account of normal loads were taken into account, so that
the normal stress–strain correction did also affect the shear properties
in the biaxial experiments. To apply this additional correction it was
assumed that the ratio of the inner and outer radius is always constant:

𝑟o
𝑟i

=
𝑟∗o
𝑟∗i

= 𝐶 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. (12)
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With Eq. (12) and the true cross section 𝐴∗ from Eq. (11), the true
inner and outer radii can be found by

𝑟∗i =
√

𝐴∗

𝜋
(
𝐶2 − 1

) , 𝑟∗o =
√√√√√

𝐴∗

𝜋
(
1 − 1

𝐶2

) . (13)

It should be noted that for most of the experiments, the failure
strains exceeded the capabilities of the applied strain gauges. How-
ever, this did not affect the yield point derivation, since the failure
of the strain gauges occurred significantly later than yielding and at
the beginning of the fully plastic regime, which can be seen in the
corresponding figures referred to in the following. It was assumed
that the strain increment did not change after strain gauge failure,
which corresponds to a linear extrapolation of the strain based on the
last measured strain rate. Although this is expected to be a sufficient
approximation, the strains subsequent to strain gauge failure should be
treated with caution.

All tests were performed in displacement control on account of the
ductility of the material. A displacement rate of 1 mm/min was used
for the tensile tests, which corresponded to an initial strain rate of
292 ± 5 (μm/m)s−1. Note that the strain rate was not constant due to
displacement control. To minimize potential strain rate effects in the
torsional and biaxial tests, the displacement rate was adjusted in such
a way that the initial principal strain rate was similar to the tensile
test. This way, the comparability of all tests is maximized for the given
testing conditions.

4.1. Yielding in tension

The yield point detection in tension was carried out for plastic
offset strains within the range of 100 to 2000 μm/m (0.01–0.2 %) and
based on the derivative approach [1,2]. The true stress–strain diagram
for tension is shown in Fig. 6 with values of the yield and ultimate
stress–strain state.

It can be observed that the derivative-based yield point (𝜀y , 𝜎y) is
approximately centered between the yield points with plastic offset
strains of 100 μm/m (𝜀y,0.01, 𝜎y,0.01) and 2000 μm/m (𝜀y,0.2, 𝜎y,0.2). For
comparison purposes, the offset strain of the derivative-based yield
point was calculated and found to be 451 ± 71 μm/m.

Since the derivative-based approach requires a continuous stress–
strain function, the yield point is dependent on the fitting function
of the discrete and noisy time series measured in the experiment. For
this study, individual high order polynomial functions for each stress–
strain curve were used subsequent to a Savitzky–Golay filter [23],
which was applied to smoothen the measured stress–strain curve. These
smoothened stress–strain curves were used as the basis for all calcula-
tions including the material property determination. However, as the
filtering degree was carefully adjusted, the smoothening only eased the
yield point evaluation and did not affect other material properties such
as the respective modulus, e.g., the mean difference in Young’s modulus
was found to be 0.1 % if it was derived based on the unsmoothened
stress–strain curves.

A sensitivity analysis was carried out to investigate the influence of
the polynomial order of the fitting function on the yield point position.
In the case of the tension test, convergence is reached at a polynomial
degree larger than 20, see Fig. 6. In terms of a regular function fit,
a polynomial degree of this magnitude is likely over-fitted and might
lead to bad results if the function is used for predictions. In this case,
however, each function fit is solely used for the yield point determi-
nation and not for extrapolation purposes. Therefore, even very high
polynomial degrees are justified, which is why this fitting approach has
also been used in other polymer yield point studies such as [24].

To find the absolute maximum of the second derivative, the start
and end regions of the strain domain were excluded as indicated
in Fig. 1 by gray lines. Within these excluded regions small stress
fluctuations led to big disturbances of the derivatives. The limitation of

the start region was based on the lower limit of the employed stiffness
evaluation range (1000-2000 μm/m [13]). The excluded end region
was determined via a relative strain offset to the ultimate strength
position. Using the mentioned domain restriction, the maximum of
the second derivative was distinctly identifiable for each recorded
stress–strain curve in this work.

4.2. Yielding in torsion and compression

It has been shown in [10] that the adhesive exhibits a significant
strength asymmetry in tension and compression. The offset strains in
shear and compression used for the yield point detection are therefore
both affected by the aforementioned strain discrepancies to the tension
test in the engineering stress–strain space Reng, see Section 1.2. Since
the work hardening of the adhesive was not accounted for in [8,10], the
reported equivalent stress formulation could not be used in this work.

The derivative-based yield point detection [1,2] is not affected by
this problem in case of uniaxial loading, because it solely depends on
the characteristic shape of the true stress–strain curve. Therefore it was
used to determine the yield points in torsion and compression.

The true stress–strain curves for the torsion and compression test are
shown in Fig. 6. The adhesive shows almost perfect plastic behavior in
the torsion test, which justifies the transition assumption to the fully
plastic regime in the spline-based shear stress determination explained
in Section 3.2. For each estimated shear stress–strain (transition) curve,
the remaining difference of the predicted torque and the measured one
was negligible (0.49 % on average) until strain gauge failure.

In the compression tests, the specimens buckled after exceeding a
critical plastic strain. This critical strain was significantly larger than
the yield strain. Therefore, similar to strain gauge failures, this did
not affect the yield point detection. The determination of buckling was
based on a frame by frame video analysis of the experiments. The main
reason for the compression buckling was attributed to the increased
ductility of the specimens due to machine-mixing, which led to very
low levels of porosity and a 5-fold increase of the plastic strain in
the case of the tension test compared to hand-mixed specimens [13].
This increase in plastic strain was unexpected and was not accounted
for in the geometry optimization of the specimens [13], that had to
rely on the hand-mixed results of [8,10]. Therefore the buckling load
factors associated with the geometries used in [8,10,13], which were
found to be comparable in magnitude [13], are only valid for hand-
mixed material parameters and do not apply for ductile, machine-mixed
specimens.

4.3. Yielding in biaxial stress states

The yield point detection requires a uniaxial stress–strain curve.
For biaxial, axial-torsional load cases these curves must be calculated
with an equivalent stress–strain formulation. This formulation is not
yet known for the adhesive, but can be derived based on an elliptical
function fit of the uniaxial yield points, which will be explained in the
following.

Each yield criterion can be used as an equivalent stress–strain
formulation if the criterion is scaled with the yield strength and yield
strain, respectively. Consider the idealized, fictitious yield locus shown
in Fig. 7, which is described by the expression

𝜎vMS =
(𝜅𝜎 − 1)𝐼1 +

√
(𝜅𝜎 − 1)2𝐼21 + 4𝜅𝜎𝜎2vM
2𝜅𝜎

. (14)

Therein, 𝜅𝜎 is the absolute ratio of the compressive and tensile yield
strength, 𝐼1 denotes the first invariant of the stress tensor and 𝜎vM is the
equivalent stress according to von Mises [25]. This expression is known
as the Stassi-D’Alia criterion [26], while similar expressions were used
by Raghava [27] and Christensen [28]. However, since it originated in a
paper by Schleicher [29], which was based on von Mises work [25] and
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Fig. 6. Stress–strain diagram for uniaxial tension, torsion and compression with mechanical properties regarding the yield, ultimate and failure stress–strain state. The scatter
of the respective points is depicted by the size of the boxes. The yield point (𝜀y , 𝜎y) is based on the absolute maximum of the second derivative of the stress–strain curve. The
dependency of 𝜎y on the polynomial degree 𝑝 of the stress–strain curve fit is shown in the inserted figure, where the mean value of all specimens is shown in black and the
standard deviation is indicated in gray. The other yield points were detected with the respective plastic offset strains indicated in the indices. Strain gauge (SG) failure is indicated
at the 𝑥-axis. In case of the compression test the ends of the stress–strain curves mark the first crack, not the complete failure. Buckling initiation was estimated based on a video
analysis.

was also commented by von Mises, it is referred to as the von Mises–
Schleicher criterion in this work. Using Eq. (14) with the exemplary
properties given in Fig. 7 results in 50 MPa for each point on the yield
locus, which is equal to the yield strength in tension. Whether a certain
point is on the yield locus can also be checked with the equation for

the (shifted) ellipsis itself, which is defined by
(
𝜎 − 𝜎0

)2
𝑎2

+ 𝜏2

𝑏2
= 1 . (15)

In case a point is not on the yield locus, the equivalent state can still
be calculated by scaling the original yield ellipsis. Assume the point
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Fig. 7. Depiction of the ellipsis scaling approach based on an idealized, fictitious yield locus. Every point on a yield locus will lead to an equivalent stress, which is equal to the
yield strength in tension. If a point (�̂�𝑖 , 𝜏𝑖) is not on the original yield locus, the intersection point (𝜎𝑖 , 𝜏𝑖) can be found. The relative ratios of these points can be used to calculate
a scaled ellipsis (red) and therefore the scaled yield strength, which resembles the equivalent stress for (�̂�𝑖 , 𝜏𝑖)

Fig. 8. Flow chart of the ellipsis scaling approach to calculate equivalent stresses based on an original ellipsis fit (yield locus) of experimental results.

(�̂�𝑖, 𝜏𝑖) in Fig. 7 shall be converted to the equivalent stress–strain space
Reqv. Based on the coordinates of the respective point, a linear equation
can be computed, which passes the origin. This linear equation is given
by

𝜏 = tan (𝜑) ⋅ 𝜎 (16)

and can be inserted into Eq. (15) to find their intersection point (𝜎𝑖, 𝜏𝑖).
Once the intersection point is found, the scaled ellipsis parameters
(�̂�0, �̂�, �̂�) can be calculated, because the ratios of the scaled ellipsis
parameter and the measured yield ellipsis remain constant:

�̂�𝑖
𝜎𝑖

=
𝜏𝑖
𝜏𝑖

=
�̂�𝑖
𝑏

=
�̂�𝑖
𝑎

=
�̂�0,𝑖
𝜎0

=
�̂�y,t,𝑖
𝜎y,t

= 𝜉𝑖 . (17)

Based on the scaling factor 𝜉𝑖 the scaled yield strength �̂�y,t,𝑖 can be
found, which reflects the equivalent stress for the given point (�̂�𝑖, 𝜏𝑖).
A flow chart of the required computations is given in Fig. 8. The yield
strain can be found in a similar way when the 𝜎 − 𝜏 coordinates are
replaced with the corresponding 𝜀 − 𝛾 coordinates.

In case a time series needs to be converted to Reqv, this procedure
must be repeated for each point within the series. The proposed scaling

process was compared to different yield criteria for randomized time
histories, showing perfect agreement. Therefore, the conducted biaxial
experiments were converted to Reqv using the proposed scaling method,
followed by the yield point detection based on the second derivative of
the equivalent stress–strain curve. The results of the biaxial experiments
are summarized in Fig. 9 and Table 1.

The benefit of this scaling approach is that it only requires the
original yield locus as an input, which can be an ellipsis fit of uniaxial
experiments. An a priori knowledge of an appropriate yield criterion
is therefore not necessary to calculate equivalent stresses and strains
in terms of multiaxial experiments in combination with the derivative-
based yield point detection. A potential bias of the results, due to
an a priori chosen yield criterion is therefore minimized. The only
assumption made, is that the initial yield locus is an ellipsis, which is
valid for most engineering materials.

4.4. Yield locus

The best fit ellipses passing the yield points of the uniaxial ten-
sion, torsion and compression tests were found based on a non-linear
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Fig. 9. Stress and strain yield locus of the analyzed adhesive with indications of the initial strain rate ratio �̇�0∕�̇�0. Both ellipses were fitted to the yield points of the uniaxial
experiments. The yield points of biaxial ratios were determined based on the proposed ellipsis scaling approach and the resulting equivalent stress–strain curves (Reqv) shown on
the right. The equivalent stress–strain curves are clipped at �̄� = 31500 μm/m to improve the visibility of the linear elastic part.

Table 1
Summarized yield points for all static experiments conducted. For each initial strain rate ratio �̇�0∕�̇�0 the amount of tested specimens is indicated by 𝑛. The derivative-based yield
point (�̄�y , �̄�y ∈ Reqv) was determined using a polynomial fit to uniaxial stress–strain curves. In the case of the biaxial tests, these curves were estimated based on the ellipsis scaling
approach presented in this work. 𝜀 and 𝛾 as well as 𝜎 and 𝜏 represent the stress–strain space coordinates (Reng) of the respective yield points in the equivalent stress–strain space.
�̇�0∕�̇�0 [–] 𝑛 [-] �̄�y [μm/m] 𝜀 [μm/m] 𝛾 [μm/m] �̄�y [N/mm2] 𝜎 [N/mm2] 𝜏 [N/mm2]

1/0 10 7337 ± 231 7337 ± 231 0 ± 0 39.32 ± 0.99 39.32 ± 0.99 0.00 ± 0.00
3/2 5 7980 ± 733 7675 ± 748 5436 ± 315 42.05 ± 3.20 40.62 ± 3.26 7.16 ± 0.46
3/4 5 7545 ± 408 6674 ± 410 8842 ± 318 39.88 ± 1.65 35.09 ± 1.57 12.59 ± 0.76
1/2 5 7470 ± 153 5823 ± 144 11898 ± 308 40.25 ± 0.98 30.64 ± 0.64 17.58 ± 0.60
3/8 5 7512 ± 317 5220 ± 297 13873 ± 481 39.50 ± 1.26 26.71 ± 0.80 19.79 ± 0.80
1/4 5 7332 ± 306 4001 ± 344 16086 ± 343 38.99 ± 0.68 20.70 ± 0.55 22.88 ± 0.34
1/8 5 7430 ± 296 2475 ± 170 18973 ± 711 39.74 ± 0.76 11.91 ± 0.33 27.20 ± 0.55
0/1 10 7337 ± 463 0 ± 0 21375 ± 1349 39.32 ± 1.54 0.00 ± 0.00 30.05 ± 1.18

−1/8 5 6976 ± 200 −2739 ± 296 21715 ± 567 38.40 ± 1.56 −17.31 ± 1.02 31.25 ± 1.28
−1/0 10 7337 ± 309 −16051 ± 675 0 ± 0 39.32 ± 1.20 −81.21 ± 2.49 0.00 ± 0.00

least squares optimization assuming that the major axis of the ellipses
coincide with the 𝑥-axis. The resulting ellipses equations are given by

(𝜎 + 20.95)2

60.272
+ 𝜏2

32.042
= 1 , (18)

(𝜀 + 4357)2

116942
+ 𝛾2

230342
= 1 . (19)

As explained in Section 4.3, these ellipses were subsequently used
to calculate the equivalent stress–strain curves and the derivative-based
yield points of the biaxial tests. These yield points were found to be very
close to the mean ellipses. Only a few yield points were located outside
the standard deviation of the ellipses. It is therefore concluded that the
estimated ellipses in Fig. 9 accurately represent the yield locus for the
investigated material.

The standard deviation of the ellipses is a result of the scatter of the
uniaxial tests, cf. Table 1. It can be expressed by the ratio of the upper
or lower limits (mean value ± standard deviation) of the identified yield
strength or yield strain, leading to a set of yield strength and strain
ratios given by

𝜅𝜎 =
|𝜎y,c|
𝜎y,t

, 𝜅𝜏 =
𝜏y
𝜎y,t

, (20)

𝜅𝜀 =
|𝜀y,c|
𝜀y,t

, 𝜅𝛾 =
𝛾y
𝜀y,t

. (21)

The respective standard deviations are shown in Fig. 9. Another way
to verify the validity of the results is to check the equivalent Young’s
modulus �̄� of the equivalent stress–strain curves, which are shown on
the right of Fig. 9. For all curves depicted �̄� is 5881 ± 192 N/mm2,
which corresponds to a coefficient of variation of 3.3 % and represents
a sufficiently small deviation from the ideal case of a unified modulus,
confirming the applied methodology.

5. Result discussion

The results of the previous section are discussed below with respect
to applied simplifications and accuracy.

5.1. Bi-modularity

The elastic modulus in compression was found to be 2.1 % higher
than the modulus in tension. Assuming that the measurement data of
the elastic moduli was normally distributed, this difference was verified
to be significant by means of a t-test. In case of the Poisson’s ratio
the difference is 6.7 %. The material can therefore be classified as bi-
modular, see Table 2. The bi-modularity of the adhesive is also reflected
by different values of the yield strength ratio (𝜅𝜎 = 2.07) and yield
strain ratio (𝜅𝜀 = 2.19). Although all mentioned differences are rather
small, it is expected that they will have a significant influence in a
fatigue analysis.
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Table 2
Stiffness parameters and check for bi-modularity. Differences to [13] originate from the use of true stresses and strains.

Fig. 10. Shear stress relaxation observed in a torsion setup test during a phase of constant angular displacement.

Fig. 11. Tensile stress relaxation in 3 consecutive phases with constant displacement.

5.2. Viscoelasticity

The yield locus was determined without viscoelasticity taken into
account, although viscoelastic behavior, such as stress relaxation, was
observed during preliminary tests.

The observed shear stress relaxation is shown in Fig. 10 and the
tensile stress relaxation in Fig. 11. Note that in both cases the stress
recovery was recorded with constant displacement, not with constant
strain, since the specimens used for these preliminary tests were not

equipped with strain gauges. The specimens also did not fail at the end
of the recording shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

The shear stresses were calculated based on the fully plastic for-
mulation, Eq. (5), as the recovery was observed in the fully plastic
regime. Moreover, it is emphasized that this observation was a by-
product of the machine setup test and was not directly intended as
a stress-relaxation test. Hence, e.g., the recorded relaxation time is
quite short. Nevertheless the results are shown here as proof of the
viscoelastic behavior.
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Fig. 12. Idealized viscoelastic hysteresis loop. Due to relaxation effects, the
stress–strain state in this example is still completely elastic.

Power law functions were used to fit and extend the data of the
torsion and tension relaxation phases. In the case of the torsion test it
is predicted that about 20 % of the initial stress level is recovered after
15 min.

The tensile stress recovery was analyzed in three consecutive phases
with an additional specimen to investigate the influence of the load
level and plasticity on the stress recovery. The load level of phase 2
was chosen in such a way that it roughly corresponds to the tensile
yield point identified in Section 4.1. The results show an increasing re-
laxation rate with increasing levels of plasticity. The tensile relaxation
was also found to be slower than the shear stress relaxation, which is
interpreted as another indication of the anisotropy of the material and
the manufactured specimens, respectively.

It is expected that the viscoelastic behavior will postpone the yield-
ing and therefore lead to higher yield strengths and strains. This is
because recovery effects where mostly suppressed by the continuous
loading (displacement control) within the yield locus experiments.
Some amount of plastic strain in the stress–strain diagrams (Fig. 6) will
therefore recover when the test is stopped. Fig. 12 visualizes this effect.
As a result, the yield locus derived in this work is assumed to be a
conservative estimation.

Apart from that, the stress recovery will influence the development
of residual stresses within the adhesive, e.g., during the rotor blade
manufacturing process.

5.3. Comparison to existing yield criteria

The derived stress yield locus was compared to several yield criteria
that have been used to evaluate rotor blade adhesives elsewhere [30–
32]. The comparison is shown in Fig. 13.

The von Mises–Schleicher criterion, Eq. (14), which was reported as
a good fit in [8,10] (mentioned as the Stassi-D’Alia criterion, cf. Sec-
tion 4.3) was found to be non-conservative leading to an overestimation
of the yield strength in shear of about 7.9 %. This again underlines the
importance of high quality specimens as well as proper consideration
of elasto-plastic shear stresses, cf. Section 3.2.

The Drucker–Prager criterion [33] given by

𝜎DP =
(𝜅𝜎 − 1)𝐼1 + (𝜅𝜎 + 1)𝜎vM

2𝜅𝜎
(22)

is more conservative regarding shear stresses and led to a moderate
overestimation of the yield strength in shear of about 1.8 %. This
difference is within the range of the standard deviation of the yield
strength in shear. In general the predictions of this criterion were very
close to the ellipsis fit and the majority of the experimental results lies
within the standard deviation of the criterion, which results from both
the standard deviation of the yield strength in tension 𝜎y,t and that of
the yield strength ratio 𝜅𝜎 .

Criteria that do not account for the strength asymmetry in tension
and compression, such as the von Mises [25] criterion, are expectedly
very conservative in compression and shear. Since this kind of criteria
can also be expressed as special cases of the asymmetric criteria with,
e.g., 𝜅𝜎 = 1, the symmetric criteria seem obsolete. The asymmetric crite-
ria can also be used for varying orientations of the reinforcement fibers
by adjusting the yield strength ratio, bearing in mind that the yield
locus derived in this work is only valid for the anisotropic specimen
of this work, cf. Section 2. In terms of biaxial loading, the proposed
ellipsis scaling approach represents a very flexible formulation of the
yield locus as it is not limited to a specific material or theory.

The derived strain yield locus was compared to different formula-
tions of the von Mises equivalent strain, see Fig. 13. Similar to the stress
yield locus, the standard (symmetric) formulation provided the least
accurate results. An adaption of the Drucker–Prager stress formulation
given by

𝜀DP =
(𝜅𝜀 − 1)𝐽1 + (𝜅𝜀 + 1) (1 − 2𝜈) 𝜀vM

2𝜅𝜀 (1 − 2𝜈)
(23)

was a good improvement, but was still too conservative regarding
shear. In Eq. (23) 𝐽1 is the first invariant of the strain tensor. The low
accuracy in shear originates from the incorporation of the isotropic
relationship of 𝐸, 𝐺 and 𝜈, see Eq. (2), in the standard von Mises
formulation, which is not changed by scaling. Acceptable results can be
achieved for the biaxial case by avoiding the aforementioned isotropic
relation for the shear strains by using their anisotropic pendants 𝐸∥ and
𝐺⟂∥, when the (biaxial) von Mises strain formulation is derived from
the stress formulation:

𝜀vM,iso =
𝜎vM
𝐸

=
√

𝜀2 + 1
4 (1 + 𝜈)2

⋅ 3𝛾2 , (24)

𝜀vM,aniso =
𝜎vM
𝐸∥

=

√√√√√𝜀2 +
𝐺2
⟂∥

𝐸2
∥

⋅ 3𝛾2 . (25)

This adaptation is, however, only valid for biaxial combinations of
normal forces and torque and cannot be generalized, because that re-
quires additional knowledge of the stiffness properties in all directions.

Based on the very good fit of the Drucker–Prager criterion to
the experimental 2D stress and strain yield loci, it is expected that
this criterion also approximates the 3D yield surface of the adhesive
sufficiently in terms of common engineering applications. However,
additional experimental verification is necessary to proof its validity
in 3D stress states.

6. Conclusion

In this work, the yield surface of a structural adhesive was derived
by means of multiaxial experiments. The utilized adhesive was short
glass fiber-reinforced and is commonly used for the manufacture of
wind turbine rotor blades. Yielding was identified when the abso-
lute maximum of the second derivative of the stress–strain curve was
reached.

To be able to detect yielding during elasto-plastic stress–strain states
in torsional experiments, a practical spline-based transition approach
was developed to connect the fully elastic and fully plastic regimes.
In the approach the transition spline is iteratively updated until the
resulting calculated torque matches the experimentally determined one.

Ellipses were fitted to the yield points in uniaxial tension, compres-
sion and torsion. Based on a proposed scaling approach of these ellipses,
equivalent stresses and strains could be calculated, enabling the yield
point detection in biaxial, axial-torsional load cases. The resulting yield
points were very close to the initially fitted ellipses. In addition, the
coefficient of variation of the Young’s modulus in the equivalent stress–
strain space was very low. Both of theses findings were interpreted as
a verification of the applied methodology.
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Fig. 13. Stress and strain yield locus comparison with different yield criteria. The main figures are zoomed in sections of the whole figures shown in the respective bottom left.
The standard deviation of the respective criteria is indicated by dashed or dotted lines.

The experimentally identified stress yield locus is a very good match
to the Drucker–Prager criterion. A reliable and safe usage of this crite-
rion in biaxial (𝜎∕𝜏) load cases is provided by the low overall scatter
of the results and design-driving yield strengths. In case of the strain
yield locus an anisotropic equivalent strain formulation is required for
a sufficient fit. An adaption of the Drucker–Prager criterion to the 3D
yield surface is expected to be a valid engineering approximation, given
the excellent fit of the criterion to the 2D yield loci. However, further
experimental verification is required to validate this hypothesis.

Although the material was proven to exhibit viscoelastic behavior,
this was not accounted for in the yield surface determination. Stress
relaxation effects were therefore mostly suppressed in the continuous,
displacement-controlled experiments. Based on that, it was concluded
that the derived yield surface is a conservative approximation. Nev-
ertheless the results in this work are still expected to represent an
accurate approximation for engineering purposes, given that the un-
derlying specimens were virtually free of imperfections such as mixing
inhomogeneities or porosities. However, given the anisotropic proper-
ties of the specimens, the identified yield surface is only valid for the
fiber orientation present in the specimens of this work. The determina-
tion of the fiber orientation will be done in an upcoming publication. In
addition, the validity of the Drucker–Prager criterion will be analyzed
for specimens with different fiber orientations to verify its general
applicability to the adhesive.
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Subsequent to the static characterization, the material behavior of the adhesive is analyzed
under uniaxial fatigue loading. The data from these experiments serves as the basis for intended
(non-proportional) fatigue life predictions, as it enables the construction of a Haigh diagram
and can be used to calibrate critical plane models. Different S-N models are compared to
identify the best-fit and to derive an engineering approximation for gigacylce fatigue applications.
Accompanying stiffness degradation measurements allow to derive a detailed load level-dependent
model and a residual fatigue life prediction of run-out specimens.
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Abstract

Axial and torsional fatigue tests at different stress ratios were performed on a

structural adhesive designed for wind turbine rotor blades. By employing pre-

viously optimized specimens, fatigue properties were recorded without influ-

ences of manufacturing-induced defects such as pores. The Stüssi S–N model

was an excellent fit to the data and was combined with a Haibach extension

line to account for uncertainties in the gigacycle fatigue regime. A comparison

of the results with hand-mixed specimens revealed significant and load level-

dependent differences, indicating that manufacturing safety factors should be

applied to the slope of the S–N curve. The experiments were accompanied by

stiffness degradation measurements, which enabled an analysis of Young's and

shear modulus degradation interactions. The degradation was modeled using

power law fits, which incorporated load level-dependent fitting parameters to

allow for a full description of the stiffness reduction and a prediction of the

residual fatigue life of run-out specimens.

KEYWORD S

multiaxial fatigue, porosity, stiffness degradation, structural adhesives, wind turbine rotor
blades

1 | INTRODUCTION

In order to assure the structural reliability of a material
in cyclic loading conditions, experimental fatigue tests
have to be conducted. This way, the dependence of the
material properties on the load level and the cycles to
failure can be established. In most cases, this is done with
coupon specimens whose results are transferred to the
analysis of more complex structures. Hence, coupon level
fatigue tests are most representative for these structures if
the manufacturing and general processing of the

respective material is done in a comparable way for the
coupon specimens and the final structure.

1.1 | Fatigue in bond lines of wind
turbine rotor blades

In the manufacture of wind turbine rotor blades, two aero-
dynamic half shells and multiple shear webs are joined
using structural adhesives. On account of the size of the
separate parts, the adhesive also serves as a mitigation for
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manufacturing tolerances. Therefore, the bond line geom-
etry varies along the length of the blade, with common
thickness variations between 10 and 15 mm.1–3

In addition to challenges in the manufacturing pro-
cess, wind turbine rotor blades are exposed to very high
fatigue loads. The rotation of the rotor imposes a varying
gravitational load, which is superimposed by a stochastic
wind load leading to complex multiaxial loads over a life-
time of at least 20 years.4–6

Given the high fatigue loads of rotor blades, a reliable
characterization of the fatigue properties of the employed
materials is of utmost importance. As the reliability of
fatigue data directly impacts the applicable safety mar-
gins in the blade design, this greatly impacts the optimi-
zation potential as well. In addition, the advent of digital
twins of rotor blades requires well-known margins of the
material properties.1,7,8

1.2 | Experimental investigations of
bond line fatigue

Although the adhesive application in rotor blade
manufacturing is done using dosing machines,3 which
generally involves a vacuum-based mixing process, most
publications on the mechanical properties of rotor blade
adhesives are based on hand-mixed specimens.2,9–11

Due to high porosity levels attributed to hand-mixing,
the derived material properties are diminished and are
not representative for modern rotor blade manufacture.
In a recent publication,12 the porosity level of hand-
mixed coupon specimens was compared with machine-
mixed ones utilizing μCT scans. In a comparison with a
scan of cured adhesive inside a conveyor hose of an indus-
trial dosing and dispensing machine, it was found that the
machine-mixed specimens had a comparable porosity
level, while the quality of the hand-mixed specimens was
insufficient to represent the industrial standard. In terms
of material properties, it was proven that the ultimate static
strength in tension of hand-mixed specimens was 33% less
than that of machine-mixed specimens with negligible
porosity. The plastic strain increased by a factor of 5.28, so
that hand-mixed specimens could be classified as brittle
while machine-mixed specimens were rather ductile. At
the same time, the scatter of the static material properties
drastically decreased for machine-mixed specimens in
comparison with the hand-mixed ones; for example, the
coefficient of variation of the tensile failure strength was
1.21% for the machine-mixed specimens while it was up to
12.92% for the hand-mixed ones. Since the scatter of
fatigue tests can be expected to be much larger than in
static tests, fatigue tests with hand-mixed specimens will
lead to much more conservative and unreliable data sets.

Additionally, data on the stiffness degradation are
scarce. However, since these data enable more comprehen-
sive material modeling, they are a valuable byproduct of
fatigue tests. A reliable stiffness degradation model might
also be useful to estimate the residual fatigue life of run-out
specimens. If the degradation is non-linear, the modeling of
sequence effects in the fatigue life prediction might also be
possible.

Note that the transfer of mechanical properties of
(bulk) adhesive specimen to the joint and interface scale is
not trivial due to manufacturing related effects resulting
from the application and curing process (degree of poly-
merization, exothermicity, and residual stresses).12–15

However, testing virtually defect free coupon specimens
allows for a pristine material characterization, which in
turn enables the quantification of effects of defects such as
pores with additional (lower quality) coupon specimens or
joint scale tests. This way, safety factors can be adapted to
different manufacturing techniques, for example, in rotor
blade manufacture, where pores might still occur due to
the application process of the adhesive and reinforcement
fibers within the adhesive might be aligned differently.

1.3 | Aims and outline

Since most contributions to the analysis of rotor blade
bond line fatigue were based on hand-mixed specimens,
compare Section 1.2, the scatter of the results might be
governed by manufacturing imperfections. Therefore, it
is difficult to derive fatigue properties of the material
itself. This might also render the validation of damage
prediction models impossible, especially in case of more
complex multiaxial loading scenarios.

In order to derive more reliable fatigue properties, the
optimized specimens from a previous study12 are used in
this work. These specimens allow for a fatigue characteri-
zation in both axial and torsional loads, while being vir-
tually free of imperfections such as porosities. Separate
specimens for different load scenarios are also not
required, and possible stress concentration issues with
different specimen geometries are prevented.

Section 2 summarizes the specimen manufacturing
and testing conditions. The results of uniaxial fatigue tests
and corresponding curve fits are shown in Section 3 fol-
lowed by stiffness degradation measurements in Section 4.

2 | SPECIMENS AND FATIGUE
TEST SETUP

The manufacturing of the utilized specimens and fatigue
testing conditions are briefly explained in the following.
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FIGURE 1 Test setup for every fatigue test conducted. A Pt100 sensor is used to measure the surface temperature. In case a run-out is

declared, a residual strength test is performed using strain gauge rosettes.16 Optimization processes related to the specimen geometry and

manufacturing were presented in a previous publication.12 Dimensions in mm. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 2 Qualitative porosity comparison of the specimens used for this study. Pores are indicated in red. The specimen numbers are

given left of the respective depictions. The specimens are sorted according to the respective cycles to failure shown in Table 1. [Colour figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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2.1 | Material system and
manufacturing

The specimens used for the experiments in this work
were made of EPIKOTE™ Resin MGS™ BPR 135G3
mixed with EPIKURE™ Curing Agent MGS™ BPH
137G.12 The material is a structural adhesive and com-
monly used in the wind energy industry. It is epoxy-based
and short glass fiber-reinforced.17

The tubular and tapered geometry of the specimens,
compare Figure 1, was optimized in a parametric study
based on finite element analyses, while the manufactur-
ing employed vacuum speed mixing in combination with
3D printed mold inserts in an injection molding process.
Details concerning the manufacturing process can be
found in a dedicated paper.12

To verify the manufacturing quality regarding the
porosity and mixing homogeneity, high-resolution X-ray
microscopy (μCT scanning) was employed using a Zeiss
Xradia 410 Versa.18 The scans required for this work are
depicted in Figure 2 and show that the porosity is negligi-
ble close to the test section. It should be noted that the
scans did not allow for an analysis of the orientation of
the reinforcement fibers as the voxel size was limited to
approximately 32 μm. This will be done in a future work.
An anisotropy of the specimens was, however, confirmed
by analogy of the stiffness in axial and torsional direc-
tion.12 A primarily axial orientation of the reinforcement
fibers is likely.

2.2 | Fatigue test setup

A servohydraulic Walter + Bai LFV 100-T2000 was used
for the experiments, which has independent control of
axial and torsional loads.19 In combination with tubular
specimens, the independency of the load application

allows for versatile tests, which are not feasible with, for
example, arcan fixtures.

Since the measurement campaign of this work is based
on a polymer, which was proven to show viscoelastic
behavior,20 in situ temperature measurements were con-
ducted with Pt100 sensors attached to the surface of the
specimens as shown in Figure 1. In order not to increase
the specimens temperature too much (approximate limit:
+5 K above ambient temperature), the test frequencies
were adjusted at each load level. Simultaneously, the test
frequency adaption lowers viscoelastic effects since the
strain rate is more similar on the respective load levels
than in tests with constant test frequencies.

The stiffness degradation measurements were
inspired by Adden and Horst21 and consisted of repeated
displacement-controlled steps in axial and torsional
direction. The amount of measurement repetitions
resulted from a fixed number of cycles in between the
degradation characterization steps. It was adjusted in
such a way that the stiffness degradation could be mod-
eled with at least 50 individual measurements for each
specimen to assure a sufficient resolution of the data.
Since the respective displacements were very small and
approximately the same as in static stiffness measure-
ments, for example, corresponding to 2000 μm/m in axial
direction, these additional measurements have negligible
effect on the fatigue life. In addition, the load–
displacement curve is approximately linearly propor-
tional to the stress–strain curve at these displacement
levels. Therefore, the stiffness degradation can be approx-
imated without additional strain gauges or other mea-
surement devices, reducing the experimental effort. A
flow chart of the employed stiffness degradation mea-
surement is shown in Figure 3.

All fatigue tests were intended as load-controlled
tests. However, due to a problem with the inertia com-
pensation of the torsional load cell, torque-control was

FIGURE 3 Flow chart of the stiffness degradation measurement in both axial and torsional direction to identify E and G modulus

degradation. Degradation measurements are implemented as displacement-controlled steps and repeated after a fixed number of cycles n.

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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not possible at the usual fatigue testing frequencies.
Therefore, the torsional fatigue tests had to be performed
in displacement control instead. To be able to convert the
displacement-based results to stress-based results in a
postprocessing step, a very slow auxiliary cycle was
implemented after the stiffness degradation step; see
Figure 3. Since the displacement rate of this cycle
matched the one of the static tests, the torque measure-
ment for this cycle was reliable. Details of the conversion
will be discussed in Section 3.2.

3 | UNIAXIAL S–N CURVES

Fatigue data in this work were measured in both axial
and torsional directions at a stress ratio R¼�1, defined
as the ratio of minimum and maximum stress:

R¼ σmin

σmax
: ð1Þ

To investigate the effect of a mean stress on the fatigue
life, an additional axial S–N curve was recorded at R¼ 0.
In all cases, the stiffness degradation measurement was
included as described in Section 2.2.

3.1 | S–N models

Since the inception of fatigue tests by Wöhler,22 many S–
N curve descriptions have been proposed. The approach
by Basquin23 is among the most widely used models. It
predicts an exponential relationship between the stress
amplitude σa and the load cycles N and is given by

σa ¼ αNβ : ð2Þ

Therein, α and β are curve fitting parameters. While
the Basquin approach is popular due to its simplicity, it
also tends to be non-conservative in the low cycle fatigue
(LCF) regime and too conservative in the very high cycle
fatigue (VHCF) regime.

The non-conservatism of the Basquin approach in the
LCF regime was solved by Sendeckyj24 who proposed an
asymptotic behavior of the S–N curve towards the ulti-
mate static strength Rm expressed by

σa ¼ Rm

1�αþαNð Þβ : ð3Þ

To account for both the LCF and the VHCF issues of
the Basquin approach, different (inverse) sigmoidal-

shaped S–N curves have been proposed. One of them is
the Stüssi25 S–N formulation given by

σa ¼RmþαNβσ

1þαNβ , ð4Þ

where σ is the fatigue limit amplitude, which is often
also referred to as the endurance limit. A more recent
approach was proposed by Kohout and Věchet,26 which
can be formulated as follows:

σa ¼ σ
Nþα

Nþ γ

� �β

, ð5Þ

where γ is another curve fitting parameter.
The curve fitting parameters α,β,γ, and σ of the S–N

approaches can be obtained via a non-linear least squares
optimization. The minimization function can utilize the
stress-based formulations or the rearranged cycle-based
formulations. As each of these minimization strategies
can lead to different curve fitting parameters, the param-
eters from the best overall curve fit or the more conserva-
tive resulting S–N curve can be chosen.

Note that in this work the ultimate static strength Rm

corresponds to N ¼ 0:25 for the S–N modeling, since a
static tests can be interpreted as the first quarter of a full
cycle.

3.2 | Conversion from displacement to
load control

On account of the displacement-controlled torsional
fatigue tests, the applied torque is not constant but a col-
lective. The approximation of this collective was done via
auxiliary steps in the stiffness degradation routine, com-
pare, Figure 3. The peak values of these auxiliary cycles
matched the fatigue amplitude and allowed the construc-
tion of torque-collectives in a post-processing step; two of
those are shown on the left of Figure 4.

The mean torque-collectives of all load levels were
subsequently converted into shear stress collectives using
the relationship of torque T and shear stress τ measured
in the static tests.20 Strain rate effects in the fatigue tests
might alter the T=τ-relationship of the static tests, but
since the displacement rate of the auxiliary cycle was the
same as in the static tests, this is expected to be a valid
engineering approximation. As an increase in strain rate
usually coincides with higher peak stresses, this proce-
dure is also expected to be conservative when it is based
on the slow strain rates of static tests. However, strain
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rate effects of the adhesive are yet to be validated in
future experiments.

The mean τ-collectives were subsequently transferred
to the S–N diagram, leading to a vertical line for each
investigated load level. The linear damage accumulation
rule27 was assumed to be valid in order to fit S–N curves
to the data. Based on this assumption, an optimization
was set up, which minimized the damage difference to
the ideal value of D¼ 1 at each load level. The best-fit
results of the S–N models according to Basquin and Stüssi
are shown on the right of Figure 4. Given that the damage-
equivalent amplitude of the first load level is approximately
the mean value of the respective τ-collective seems plausi-
ble as this collective is close to being linear. Likewise, it
is reasonable that the damage-equivalent amplitude of
the second load level is within the lower third of the
respective collective, which decreases rapidly at first and
transitions into a slow linear decline.

With respect to the assumptions explained above, the
described conversion methodology is expected to be an
accurate and conservative approximation for engineering
purposes.

3.3 | Experimental results

The results of the fatigue tests are shown in Figure 5 and
Table 1. It can be observed that the Basquin S–N curve is
expectedly non-conservative in the LCF regime and too
conservative in the VHCF regime for all stress ratios and
load types. Deviations of the experimental data to the

Basquin S–N curve start from approximately 100,000 to
200,000 cycles in each case.

Both the Stüssi- and the Kohout-Věchet S–N curves
fit the experimental data very well. A deviation of these
approaches to one another is only visible in the LCF and
VHCF regime, whereas the Stüssi approach is more con-
servative in both cases and is hence interpreted as the
best-fit. The Sendeckyj S–N curve matches the Kohout–
Věchet approach in the LCF regime and is similar to the
Basquin line afterwards.

The experimental results are also summarized in
Table 1. The test frequency was varied in order to limit
internal heating of the specimens and strain rate effects.
In most cases, the temperature increase in comparison
with the ambient temperature was below 3 K. However,
some specimens reached 4–6.65 K, which was most prob-
ably caused by friction between the Pt100 and the speci-
men due to an insufficient fixture of the sensor, as other
specimens did not heat up as much in the same testing
conditions. Slight variations of the measured tempera-
tures may have been caused by minor positioning differ-
ences of the Pt100 on the tapered specimens.
Nevertheless, it is expected that the average temperature
increase during the experiments has a negligible effect on
the fatigue life. Minor variations of the stress amplitudes
within each load level resulted from very small cross-
sectional differences of the specimens in addition to min-
imal changes of the load amplitude on account of the
testing machine controller.

The S–N fitting parameters can be found in Table 2.
On account of the different S–N formulations, the

FIGURE 4 Conversion steps from displacement (rotation angle) controlled data to a τ-S–N curve. Torque collectives are generated via

auxiliary measurements, compare Figure 3, and converted to shear stress collectives via the relationship of torque and shear stress measured

in static tests.20 The shear collectives form a vertical line in the S–N diagram, which is the basis for a damage-based optimization to find the

best-fit S–N curves. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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parameters cannot be easily compared with each other.
The applied Haibach extension will be discussed in
Section 3.4.

In total, four specimens were excluded from the S–N
fits. Specimen 042 was accidentally preloaded in tension
during clamping due to very tight tolerances of the

FIGURE 5 S–N curves for tension/compression, tension/tension and torsion with corresponding load level mean values and static

strength Rm. The fatigue limit σ is based on the respective Stüssi S–N curve fit. The number of failed specimens of a load level is indicated by

n. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE 1 Summarized fatigue results for all experiments conducted.

Load type Specimen no. σa [N/mm2] τa [N/mm2] N [�] f [1/s] ΔTmax [K] ~Ef [%] ~Gf [%]

σR¼�1
a 177 49.73 � 1970 1.0 2.72 88.5 95.9

051 50.43 � 2164 1.0 2.79 88.1 96.1

183 50.33 � 2202 1.0 3.07 86.4 93.1

171 49.24 � 2587 1.0 4.22 85.3 93.3

136 50.35 � 2759 1.0 3.71 88.1 95.5

010 34.99 � 22531 3.0 0.58 91.2 96.9

114 35.23 � 53261 3.0 4.15 87.0 95.0

189 35.72 � 61858 3.0 1.00 85.4 93.6

007 34.87 � 120433 3.0 3.87 91.4 97.3

194 35.68 � 128148 3.0 4.07 85.5 95.5

203 31.82 � 263633 3.0 2.47 88.4 95.6

054 31.73 � 276747 3.0 2.61 91.9 96.9

139 31.76 � 390704 3.0 3.32 91.4 96.7

094 31.88 � 418412 3.0 3.32 91.1 98.0

174 28.79 � ∗2760000 3.0 1.94 93.7 99.5

σR¼0
a 154 25.43 � 3568 1.0 1.06 96.9 98.4

169 25.19 � 6179 1.0 0.63 95.2 97.9

207 25.82 � 9322 1.0 0.75 95.4 97.1

199 25.53 � 10606 1.0 0.93 96.5 97.4

026 25.54 � 14937 1.0 0.40 97.7 98.2

112 20.98 � 103500 3.0 1.63 98.2 100.9

193 20.92 � 104284 3.0 1.94 96.5 97.9

069 20.95 � 122507 3.0 1.52 96.1 100.0

198 20.94 � 130186 3.0 1.71 97.4 99.7

042 20.89 � +346500 3.0 0.89 96.2 98.0

106 19.82 � 204793 4.0 1.53 98.7 98.6

167 18.50 � e345000 4.0 � � �
110 18.49 � 585123 4.0 1.76 96.5 99.2

108 18.67 � 613208 4.0 2.00 97.5 �
099 18.60 � 689632 4.0 1.64 95.5 98.6

τR¼�1
a 089 � 29.48 2536 0.5 1.28 95.7 84.3

186 � 29.48 3015 0.5 1.00 94.2 85.1

123 � 29.48 3057 0.5 3.23 93.2 81.7

197 � 29.48 3383 0.5 2.19 96.0 83.5

077 � 29.48 3697 0.5 1.95 95.8 84.0

083 � 22.36 53607 1.5 2.41 94.0 90.0

179 � 22.36 55661 1.5 3.45 93.8 86.6

192 � 22.36 76596 1.5 5.46 93.8 88.1

173 � 22.36 112000 1.5 4.36 94.7 85.8

072 � 22.36 161000 1.5 2.24 96.4 90.5

084 � 20.37 f 30000 3.0 � � �
059 � 20.37 f 134000 3.0 6.65 95.6 90.5

057 � 20.44 ∗1500000 3.0 4.34 97.9 87.4
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specimen and the clamping gear. The preload was esti-
mated to 51 N/mm2, which is above the yield point of
39.32 N/mm2 and therefore led to strain hardening,20

causing the fatigue life to approximately triple compared
with the other specimens at the same load level, compare
Table 1. Specimen 059 and 084 had a significantly lower
fatigue life while also showing a fragmented fracture pat-
tern, which was very different from the usual case of a
governing 45� crack in torsion, compare Figure 6. Han-
dling errors during the manufacturing (e.g., during
demolding or grinding) are suspected to have caused pre-
cracks in these specimens. A data recording error caused
the exclusion of specimen 167. The cycle to failure of this
specimen is a worst-case estimation based on the approxi-
mate machine run time.

In four cases, the fatigue test had to be aborted, and a
run-out was declared as the total number of cycles of the
whole testing campaign was limited. All of these speci-
mens were destroyed in residual strength tests, which are

discussed in Section 4 alongside a residual fatigue life
prediction based on the stiffness degradation
measurements.

Note that the presented results may differ for other
test frequencies than the applied ones due to the visco-
elastic behavior of the adhesive20 and associated strain
rate effects.

3.4 | Engineering approach to gigacycle
fatigue

As (very) high-frequency fatigue testing machines, for
example, piezoelectric or rotary bending machines, made
experimental fatigue tests beyond 107 cycles possible
from an economical point of view, the existence of a
fatigue limit σ was discussed by several researchers.28–31

It was found that multiple materials indeed show a
plateau of fatigue strength in between 106 and 107 cycles,

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Load type Specimen no. σa [N/mm2] τa [N/mm2] N [�] f [1/s] ΔTmax [K] ~Ef [%] ~Gf [%]

119 � 19.39 1698500 3.0 4.18 100.1 91.9

166 � 17.99 ∗1480000 3.0 2.96 96.5 91.9

Note: Therein, f is the test frequency, ΔTmax is the maximum temperature difference to the ambient temperature, and ~Ef and ~Gf correspond to the relative
stiffness degradation before failure. Run-out specimens are indicated with superscript ∗. Nontypical fracture surfaces are marked by a superscript f . Specimen
042, also marked with a superscript +, was accidentally preloaded during clamping. The superscript e marks a worst-case estimate due to a data recording error.

All superscripts refer to the N column.

TABLE 2 Fitting parameters of all S–N models used in this work.

Load type Model α [�] β [�] γ [�] σ [N/mm2]
Rm

[N/mm2] Next [�]
σa,ext
[N/mm2] βext [�]

σR¼�1
a Basquin 108.3051 �0.0996 � � � � � �

Sendeckyj 0.0392 0.0997 � � 78.5026 � � �
Stüssi 0.0538 0.4022 � 26.6030 78.5026 530,000 31.0088 �0.0524

Kohout-Věchet 24.4363 �0.0996 651,716.72 28.4735 � � � �
σR¼0
a Basquin 52.5354 �0.0793 � � � � � �

Sendeckyj 0.0263 0.0789 � � 39.2513 � � �
Stüssi 0.0590 0.3367 � 14.6433 39.2513 3,860,000 16.9343 �0.0413

Kohout-Věchet 37.9438 �0.0793 2,174,478.52 16.4639 � � � �
τR¼�1
a Basquin 56.9826 �0.0819 � � � � � �

Sendeckyj 0.0412 0.0819 � � 43.9170 � � �
Stüssi 0.0515 0.3939 � 17.7151 43.9170 630,000 20.1167 �0.0427

Kohout-Věchet 22.9564 �0.0819 735,298.70 18.8014 � � � �
Note: Rm was determined in a previous publication.20 Note that α is in N/mm2 for the Basquin model and dimensionless for the others. The intersection point
of the Stüssi and Haibach line is given by Next, σa,extð Þ.
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which previously led to the declaration of a fatigue limit,
but beyond this regime, another significant decrease in
fatigue strength was observed. This behavior was charac-
terized by a duplex S–N approach, which incorporated a
S–N curve for surface-induced failure Sf and another for
internal failure initiation I f .

28 Depending on the material,
four different types can exist, which are shown in
Figure 7. Therein, the Stüssi S–N curve was chosen to
model the surface-induced failure, since it well represents
the results in this work, while the internal damage initia-
tion S–N curve is represented by a straight line (Basquin
approach). According to Shiozawa et al28 the four types
are as follows:

A. surface failure dominated fatigue life
B. surface failure up to the VHCF regime followed by a

distinct change to internal damage initiation
C. mixture of surface and internal damage initiation
D. internal failure dominated fatigue life

Although this concept was derived from experiments
with metal alloys, it is expected to be transferable to poly-
mers, as the same holds for nearly all S–N models. How-
ever, the experimental results from this work are rather
limited concerning (very) high cycle data, since there

were only five specimens in total with more than 106

cycles. Therefore, it is not known which gigacycle type is
valid for the adhesive. Hence, the Haibach extension32 to
the VHCF regime was combined with the Stüssi S–N
curve. The Haibach extension is based on an assumed
continuation of the S–N curve in the VHCF regime with
a slope

kext ¼ 2k�1, ð6Þ

where k is the slope within the high cycle fatigue
regime and the slope of the Basquin line, respectively.
Equation (6) can also be rewritten using the curve fitting
parameter β of the Basquin model resulting in

βext ¼
2
β
þ1

� ��1

: ð7Þ

Using this extension in combination with the Stüssi
approach, the very good fit of the Stüssi S–N curve can be
utilized up to the high cycle fatigue regime and a rather
conservative approach is made for VHCF. Since the tran-
sition point of the Stüssi S–N curve to the extension line
is chosen in such a way that the slope of the Stüssi S–N

FIGURE 7 Gigacycle fatigue types depicted in double logarithmic axes. Depending on the material, the fatigue life can be dominated by

surface-induced failure Sf , internal damage initiation I f , or mixtures of both phenomena. Adapted from Shiozawa et al.28 [Colour figure can

be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 6 Typical fracture patterns in the fatigue tests for all investigated load types. Specimen 084 was excluded from the analysis due

to an atypical fracture pattern, which was probably caused by precracks on account of handling errors in the manufacturing process. [Colour

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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curve matches the one of the extension line, the transi-
tion is smooth and does not require a decision on where
the extension should start in terms of a stress or cycle
threshold. The derived Stüssi–Haibach S–N curves are
included in Figure 5, and the additional parameter set is
shown in Table 2.

Note that in case future experiments reveal that the
adhesive is a type B material, there is a chance that the
Haibach extension line crosses the I f -line, which could
lead to non-conservative fatigue life predictions. How-
ever, this would most probably be the case at very small
stress amplitudes and very high cycle numbers. With the
use of proper safety factors, this risk is expected to be tol-
erable, given the alternatives of trusting the fatigue limit
theorem with limited data or using the very conservative
Basquin approach. However, further tests in the VHCF
regime are required to distinctly identify the best-fit S–N
model in a probabilistic manner, as limited data and scat-
ter at very high cycles to failure do not yet allow a final
conclusion.

3.5 | Apparent yield strength separation
points

Sigmoidal-shaped S–N models such as the ones from
Stüssi25 and Kohout and Věchet26 incorporate the ulti-
mate static strength. Motivated by the very good fit of
both models to the data, a comparison of static and
fatigue data was done for different yield strengths, which
were determined in a previous publication.20 These are
the following:

1. σy,0:2 - traditional yield strength at a plastic offset
strain of 0.2% (2000 μm/m)

2. σy - derivative-based yield strength according to
Christensen33,34

3. σy,0:01 - surrogate proportional limit at a plastic offset
strain of 0.01% (100 μm/m)

In case of the shear-based S–N curve, the respective
plastic offset strains have to be converted to the equiva-
lent stress-strain space, which was done using the experi-
mental (strain) yield locus in combination with an
elliptical scaling approach.20

The comparison of the static stress-strain curves (true
stresses and strains) and the S–N results is shown in
Figure 8. Note that the ordinate of the axial S–N curves
in Figure 8 shows the maximum stress and not the ampli-
tude; hence, the R¼ 0 curve is above the R¼�1 curve. In
addition, the strain rate in the static tests was different
from the strain rate in the S–N tests. Thus, the compari-
son is affected by the viscoelasticity of the adhesive.

However, due to the low temperature increase in the
experiments and the test frequency adaption on each load
level, compare Table 1, this influence was minimized as
much as possible.

It was found that σy,0:2 can be approximated as the
upper separation point of the Basquin- and Stüssi S–N
curves. While this approximation is quite accurate for the
axial S–N curves of this work, it is a rough estimation for
torsion. The surrogate proportional limit σy,0:01 is very
close to the apparent fatigue limit σ predicted by the
Stüssi S–N curve for both axial and torsional data at
R¼�1. However, at R¼ 0, this is not the case for the
recorded data. The derivative-based yield strength σy
might serve as a rough estimation for the lower separa-
tion point of the Basquin- and Stüssi S–N curves for axial
fatigue tests; however, this does not apply for torsion.

While these findings are not decisive enough to derive
general rules, they can still serve as useful first approxi-
mations. For instance, during the experimental determi-
nation of a S–N curve, only one load level is necessary for
a Stüssi S–N curve fit if the ultimate strength and the sur-
rogate proportional limit σy,0:01 are used as asymptotes.
This is expected to help with specimen allocation and
planning of test machine occupancy.

3.6 | Comparison with literature

Publicly available information on the coupon level
fatigue behavior of the rotor blade adhesive investigated
in this work is limited to two publications9,10 in terms of
S–N data. For a fair comparison, the specimen geometry
and stress ratio should be as similar as possible. There-
fore, Fernandez et al9 is used for a comparison, since
Sears et al10 relied on lap shear tests. To account for simi-
lar stress ratios, only the torsional fatigue data of this
work can be compared with Fernandez et al9 as both
were recorded at R¼�1. The fatigue data presented in
Fernandez et al9 were normalized using the measured
static shear strength. However, as the shear strength
was calculated based on the purely elastic torsional for-
mulae, it needs to be corrected, because the material
was proven to exhibit significant plasticity.20 The appar-
ent brittle behavior of the tests in Fernandez et al9 is
hence attributed to a high porosity level, whereas the
material surrounding the pores exhibited significant
plastic strains.20 Therefore, the purely plastic formulae
result in a more realistic estimation of the shear
strength. A correction factor of τpl ¼ 0:873 � τel was identi-
fied to account for this issue in a previous publication.20

A deduction of the correction factor and a detailed dis-
cussion on elasto-plastic shear stresses in torsion tests
can be found therein.

KUHN ET AL. 1131
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of torsional S–N results. The data set of this work is labeled τ, while data from Fernandez et al9 are labeled τel
and τpl. The latter was altered with a correction factor, which was derived in a previous publication.20 A high porosity level in the specimens

of Fernandez et al9 is interpreted as the main reason for the reduced fatigue performance in comparison with this work. [Colour figure can

be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 8 Comparison of static (true) stress–strain curves with experimental fatigue results and corresponding S–N curve fits. Static

results represent the tensile and torsion test carried out in a previous publication.20 Gray horizontal bars represent different yield point

definitions including their standard deviation. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The differences between the measurements presented
in Fernandez et al9 and this work are shown in Figure 9.
The linear elastic results stated in Fernandez et al9 are
shown in gray, while the results including the mentioned
correction are shown in black. Both versions show signif-
icantly reduced fatigue properties in comparison with the
results of this work. Possible uncertainties related to the
conversion of the displacement-controlled tests to load-
controlled tests in this work, compare Section 3.2, are not
expected to affect this, as the differences between the
results are too large. In fact, neglected strain rate effects
in the conversion, compare Section 3.2, are expected to
result in a conservative estimation of this works' S–N
curve. Therefore, it can be confirmed that the porosity
level and the underlying manufacturing methods have a
very significant impact.

The differences between both measurement cam-
paigns are also load level-dependent. A constant safety
factor to account for manufacturing defects in general is
therefore not recommendable regarding the permissible
amplitude or cycles to failure. However, a safety factor
applied to the slope of the S–N curve seems to be a rea-
sonable simplification. It must be noted that different
tempering cycles and orientations of the reinforcement
fibers can also contribute to the discussed differences in
fatigue performance. Especially the orientation of the
reinforcement fibers is likely to influence fatigue life
since it can affect microscale and mesoscale crack orien-
tations.35 More detailed analyses are required to estimate
the individual contribution of the porosity level, temper-
ing, and fiber orientation in terms of material properties
and safety factors. However, the porosity level is inter-
preted as the main reason for the differences in fatigue
performance as similar load level-dependent observations
have been made for various metallic alloys with different
levels of porosity in literature.36–38

Despite the differences in fatigue performance shown
in Figure 9, the Stüssi (or Stüssi–Haibach) S–N model fits
the data very well. The same was found by Rosemeier
and Antoniou39 and Rosemeier et al40 for other epoxy-
based resins/adhesives. However, as the VHCF scatter
remains unknown in the aforementioned publications, it
is still required to verify S–N models in this regime on a
statistical basis, compare Section 3.4.

4 | STIFFNESS DEGRADATION

The stiffness degradation measurements were done
alongside the fatigue tests according to Figure 3. Since
the degradation of the Young's and shear modulus was

measured independently of the active load type (axial or
torsional), biaxial interactions could be analyzed.

4.1 | Cycle- and load-dependent
modeling

The relative degradation is calculated as the ratio of the
current modulus, which is a function of the cycle number
n, and the initial modulus. The moduli are assumed to be
linearly proportional to the measured load-displacement
curves. This results in

E / dF
du

,G / dT
dψ

, ð8Þ

~EðnÞ ¼EðnÞ
E0

�100, ~GðnÞ ¼GðnÞ
G0

�100, ð9Þ

where E is the Young's modulus, G is the shear modulus,
F and T are axial force and torque, and u and ψ are axial
displacement and rotation.

The degradation model is set up with the normalized
cycle count ~N and normalized load level ~L given by

~N ¼ n
N
,~L¼ σa

Rm
: ð10Þ

In case of the torsional S–N tests, ~L is defined by the
ratio between the shear stress amplitude τa and the static
shear strength, respectively.

Independent of the load type, it was found that the
adhesive shows a rapid degradation of E and G during
the first 5%–10% of fatigue life followed by a slower and
approximately linear decline afterwards; see Figure 10
(black solid lines). A good fit of the recorded degradation
is provided by a power law given by

~E¼ 100�A~N
B
, ð11Þ

where A and B are curve fitting parameters. The same
model is also used for the G modulus degradation.

The overall degradation was found to be load level-
dependent. However, an extrapolation of the data is diffi-
cult on account of the limited data set. Therefore, a con-
servative approach is chosen. Concerning a stress-based
fatigue life analysis, a conservative approach represents
the assumption of a low stiffness degradation in VHCF.
This is because a stiffness degradation will lead to lower
stresses and hence longer fatigue life. Therefore, it is

KUHN ET AL. 1133
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assumed that the stiffness degradation tends to zero at
very small load amplitudes. Note, however, that in some
engineering applications, an overestimation of the stiff-
ness degradation might be a more conservative design
approach than to neglect it. The tower clearance of wind
turbine rotor blades could be such a case depending on
the rotor blade design. Therefore, the extrapolation in

this work must be treated with caution, although the con-
tribution of adhesive to the overall stiffness of a structure
will most likely be small.

Given the assumption explained above, it is further
assumed that the parameters A and B are load level-
dependent and can be described by rational functions
with a polynomial degree of 1 in the numerator and a

FIGURE 10 Modeling of the relative stiffness degradation in tension/compression (σR¼�1
a ), tension/tension (σR¼0

a ) and torsion (τR¼�1
a ).

A power law is used to model the data as a function of the normalized cycles to failure ~N . The fitting parameters of the power law (A and B)

were found to be rational functions of the normalized load level ~L. The respective functions of Að~LÞ and Bð~LÞ are shown in inserted boxes. A

comparison of the model prediction (colored) and the experimental mean (black) is given in 2D slices at each investigated load level

(~L1,~L2,~L3) showing good agreement. Fitting parameters are given in Table 3. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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polynomial degree of 2 in the denominator such as the
following:

A¼ p1~Lþp2
~L
2þq1~Lþq2

,B¼ p3~Lþp4
~L
2þq3~Lþq4

, ð12Þ

where p1 to p4 and q1 to q4 are curve fitting parame-
ters. Based on this, the overall degradation functions
depend on eight curve fitting parameters in addition to
the respective ultimate static strength Rm.

To simplify the rational function fits of A and B, load-
dependent smoothing splines were modeled in an inter-
mediate step, which connected the recorded data points
and the assumed zero degradation line at zero load. A
complete degradation curve could thus be derived for
each ~L, which was fitted with a power law according to
Equation (11). This way, a smooth relationship between
the power law fitting parameters A and B and the nor-
malized load level ~L was generated. Therefore, enough
data points were provided for the rational function fit of
A and B, which are shown in Figure 10 (2D plots with
grid) and Table 3. Given the adaptability of rational

function fits, the overall degradation model is very adapt-
able while the number of fitting parameters is still
manageable.

The overall fit of the model to the measured data can
be evaluated based on the 2D slices given in Figure 10.
These depict the mean (black) and standard deviation
(gray) of the experimental data in comparison with the
model (colored). A good fit is provided for each load type.
Since the experimental standard deviation is quite large,
the upper and lower standard deviations were also mod-
eled as offset-functions in the same way as the mean
values. This way, the residual fatigue life prediction of
run-out specimens, compare Section 4.3, includes the
possibility of an uncertainty analysis. The additional fit-
ting parameters are included in Table 3.

The degradation in the active load direction was
found to be the largest in each test setup. For instance, if
the adhesive is subjected to an axial R¼�1 load, the E
modulus is reduced to 87.5%, while the G modulus is
reduced to 95.1% on account of the axial load. This can
be interpreted as a confirmation of the anisotropic behav-
ior of the adhesive and an oriented crack growth during
the experiments. Interestingly, the degradation at an

TABLE 3 Fitting parameters of the mean stiffness degradation functions (μ) with additional parameter sets for a positive (μþ) and
negative (μ�) standard deviation offset, respectively.

A [�] B [�]

Load type Model p1 [�] p2 [�] q1 [�] q2 [�] p3 [�] p4 [�] q3 [�] q4 [�]

σR¼�1
a j ~E μþ 13.2392 �0.3163 �0.9134 0.9234 25.3665 �0.7556 100.0000 �1.2308

μ 6.2867 �0.1225 �0.8265 0.4323 �10.3208 13.7304 �99.9999 86.7407

μ� 6.9112 �0.1613 �0.7964 0.3996 22.8418 �0.8368 100.0000 �1.2227

σR¼�1
a j ~G μþ 4.6684 �0.4116 �1.0753 0.9467 �11.1194 18.1751 �100.0000 84.7842

μ 1.6602 �0.0210 �1.0089 0.4498 0.0003 0.0309 �1.3263 0.5048

μ� 2.5925 0.1159 �0.9686 0.5137 41.9786 6.6405 �26.8563 100.0000

σR¼0
a j ~E μþ 1.3670 �0.0586 �0.7755 0.3844 0.8300 �0.0236 1.5492 �0.0756

μ 3.5008 �0.0492 �0.6917 0.6369 23.4480 24.6517 33.6168 100.0000

μ� 7.1944 �0.0094 �0.7435 1.0786 28.1620 0.3035 100.0000 6.1375

σR¼0
a j ~G μþ 0.2683 �0.0908 �1.4663 0.5899 0.0517 �0.0124 �0.7269 0.1330

μ 1.9030 �0.0193 �2.5075 1.7758 0.2650 0.0017 0.0496 0.0035

μ� 100.0000 2.7864 �30.9189 43.1881 0.1571 0.0019 �0.1192 0.0445

τR¼�1
a j ~E μþ 0.9033 �0.0849 �1.1623 0.4670 �0.0721 0.0093 �0.8627 0.0705

μ 0.7141 0.0132 �1.0914 0.3829 0.0769 0.0380 �1.9315 1.0528

μ� 1.5705 �0.0010 �0.9956 0.3895 36.0028 6.5741 1.8603 100.0000

τR¼�1
a j ~G μþ 7.8089 �0.4494 �1.5464 0.9363 �0.0390 0.0329 �1.4448 0.5381

μ 7.3408 �0.2099 �1.1399 0.6338 �0.0137 0.0225 �1.3975 0.5308

μ� 7.0820 �0.1529 �0.9809 0.4960 20.2098 7.2870 �23.9835 100.0000

Note: To avoid replication errors, all digits should be used.
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active torsional R¼�1 load approximately mirrors the
degradation with an active axial load at the same stress
ratio, resulting in a G modulus reduction to 85.1% and a
E modulus reduction to 95.0% based on the active
torsional load.

In comparison, the degradation at an active axial R¼
0 load is the smallest. Since this load type also has the
smallest load amplitudes, it is concluded that the load
amplitude is governing the stiffness degradation and not
the maximum load resulting from the combination of
mean load and amplitude. Hence, a mean load reduces
the fatigue life of the adhesive but does not increase stiff-
ness degradation.

As the stiffness degradation is non-linear in each case,
these measurements might serve as a basis to include
sequence effects in the fatigue life prediction. The valida-
tion of a possibly non-linear damage accumulation can,
however, not be done with this work's uniaxial fatigue
tests. Upcoming biaxial fatigue tests will provide more
possibilities in this regard.

Further experiments are required to validate the stiff-
ness degradation model in the VHCF regime. Strain rate-
related differences of the respective load levels were min-
imized by an adaption of the test frequency in the S–N
tests, compare Section 2.2.

4.2 | Comparison with residual strength
tests

In case a run-out was declared, a residual strength test
(RST) was performed. Strain gauge rosettes, identical to
the ones used in the previously carried out static tests,20

were applied to most of the run-out specimens for these
tests. Hence, the employed force- and displacement-based
stiffness degradation measurement could be validated by
comparison of the accumulated degradation of the
fatigue test and the stiffness measurement of the RST.
The degradation identified by these methods was found
to be different by approximately ~E� ~ERST ≈ 0:5% and
~G� ~GRST ≈ 2%. In all cases, the stiffness degradation mea-
sured in the RSTs was smaller than the last measurement
in the fatigue test. Therefore, these deviations are expected
to be influenced by viscoelastic recovery effects of the
adhesive,20 because the specimen instrumentation and
preparation for the RSTs took time. This would also
explain the larger difference in torsion, since the viscoelas-
tic recovery was found to be faster in this case.20 Indepen-
dent of viscoelastic effects, the results of the employed
fatigue stiffness degradation measurement method are
close to the instrumented RSTs, confirming the validity of
the method. An influence of testing machine compliance
was not identified and therefore neglected.

In addition, the residual strength tests were compared
with regular static tests. In Figure 11, a comparison
between the static tensile test from a previous publica-
tion12,20 and the RST of run-out specimen 174 is shown
at the top. This specimen withstood 2:76 �106 cycles at a
fully reversed axial load of 28.79 N/mm2, and yet the ulti-
mate strength is about 4.0% higher than the average of
the static tensile test. At the same time, the Young's mod-
ulus decreased by 5.8%. Given the very low scatter of the
static tests and the well-controlled manufacturing process
in general,12 the strength difference is more likely to be
phenomenological than coincidence. While the stiffness
degradation is attributed to cyclic matrix softening, the
increase in strength is linked to strain hardening. Inter-
estingly, the post-fatigue strain hardening was more sig-
nificant than in the regular static tests. A potential
reorientation of the polymer chains or the reinforcement
fibers could contribute to this effect, although this is also
expected to happen in the static tests. However, due to
the matrix softening in fatigue, the reorientation could
have been more significant than in the regular static
tests. A more general interpretation is that accumulated
(small scale) damage during fatigue alleviates stress

FIGURE 11 Residual strength test for run-out specimen

174 (tested in tension/compression loading at R¼�1) and run-out

specimen 057 (tested in torsional loading at R¼�1). Static test data

were taken from previous publications.12,20 [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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concentrations,41 which in turn may allow for a higher
ultimate strength in a post-fatigue test.

Figure 11 also shows the RST of specimen 057, which
was tested in fully reversed torsion up to 1:5 �106 cycles.
In this case, the ultimate strength difference is insignifi-
cant at about 1%, while the stiffness degraded by approxi-
mately 10%. The torsional RST appears as a delayed
version of the regular static test, and a potential (addi-
tional) reorientation effect concerning the ultimate
strength was not significant.

Further experimental validation of the fiber reorienta-
tion hypothesis is necessary.

4.3 | Run-out fatigue life estimation

Based on the load level and the accumulated stiffness
degradation of the run-out specimens, a residual fatigue
life estimation is possible. Given the limited data, their
standard deviation, and the assumptions used to model
the stiffness degradation, these predictions have to be
understood as rough estimations.

The residual life estimation is schematically shown in
Figure 12 for specimen 174. The degradation functions
are evaluated at the respective load level of the run-out
specimen. Subsequently, the intersection points of the
model with the last recorded degradation value (~Ero) are
calculated. In case the measurement was noisy, a direct
power law fit of the experimental data can also be used to
extract a smoothed ~Ero value. Note that the first inter-
section point ~Nmin corresponds to the maximum of the
fatigue life prediction Nmax , because the potential mini-
mum of used cycles implies a maximum of residual cycles
to failure. The absolute cycles to failure can be found as
the inverse of the intersection points multiplied by the
run-out cycles of the specimen, for example,

Nave ¼
∗ ðNÞ
~Nave

: ð13Þ

When this is done for all intersection points, a predic-
tion horizon can be calculated, compare Figure 12. The
resulting fatigue life horizons for all run-out specimens
are shown in Figure 5 and Table 4. In case of specimen
057, no intersection point was found, as the degradation
of this specimen was even below the lower standard devi-
ation of the model. Therefore, the fatigue life prediction
was not applicable for this specimen. However, in case of
specimen 174 and 166, the predicted life span is in good
agreement with the Stüssi–Haibach S–N curve with
respect to the expected standard deviation of S–N tests. It
is emphasized that the stiffness degradation model is
independent of the S–N fits. Therefore, the agreement of
the fatigue life prediction horizons with the, for example,
Stüssi–Haibach S–N curve can be interpreted as indica-
tions of their validity.

A qualitative verification of the prediction is provided
by a comparison of the stiffness degradation model and
the scaled experimental time series. In Figure 12, this is
shown based on the mean intersection point of the stiff-
ness degradation model, so that the run-out cycles ∗ ðNÞ
of this specimen were scaled to ~Nave. A reasonable agree-
ment between the scaled experimental results and the
model was found. The mean intersection point was there-
fore highlighted by a vertical black line in the fatigue life
prediction horizon as the most probable result, compare
Figures 12 and 5.

Theoretically, this approach can be applied to both
the E and G modulus degradation measurement to gain a
broader picture of the uncertainties. However, in this
work, the stiffness degradation-based fatigue life estima-
tion is solely done using the measurement from the
active load component, as these data were in better agree-
ment with the respective models and the overall degrada-
tion was more significant.

5 | CONCLUSION

Axial and torsional fatigue tests were carried out for a
structural rotor blade adhesive at different stress ratios.

FIGURE 12 Stiffness degradation-based fatigue life estimation

of run-out specimen 174 using the ~E model and it's standard

deviation. Intersections of the last measured degradation ~Ero with

the ~E model lead to a predicted fatigue life horizon. [Colour figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 4 Stiffness degradation-based fatigue life estimation of

run-out specimens.

Specimen no. Nmin [�] Nave [�] Nmax [�]

174 4,036,622 17,420,943 34,629,862

057 � � �
166 1,480,000 8,462,946 21,467,943
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The specimens utilized for the experiments were opti-
mized in a previous study in such a way that
manufacturing-induced defects are minimized. This
resulted in significantly improved fatigue properties in
comparison to hand-mixed specimens with high porosity.
This highlights the significance of the manufacturing
process in terms of the reliability of the material proper-
ties, as low-quality specimens will lead to (very) conser-
vative estimates and potentially wrong conclusions
concerning the material modeling.

The Stüssi S–N approach was found to be an excellent fit
of the data for all investigated stress ratios and load types.
On account of recent gigacycle fatigue studies and the lack of
data for the adhesive in this regime, a conservative engineer-
ing approximation was derived including a smooth transi-
tion of the Stüssi S–N curve to the Haibach extension line.

Based on the good fit of the sigmoidal-shaped Stüssi
S–N curve and the very significant and load level-
dependent differences of the results to hand-mixed speci-
mens, a constant safety factor for manufacturing-induced
defects in terms of permissible amplitude or cycles to fail-
ure does not seem recommendable. Instead, a safety fac-
tor related to the slope of the S–N curve was identified as
a more appropriate option.

A comparison of the static (true) stress–strain curves
and the S–N data indicated that a surrogate proportional
limit at a plastic offset strain of 100 μm/m may serve as a
first approximation of the fatigue limit prediction by the
Stüssi S–N line. While this fatigue limit is not trustworthy
for gigacycle fatigue applications without sufficient exper-
imental data, this approximation can still be useful for
the allocation of specimens and testing equipment in the
high cycle fatigue regime.

The experiments were accompanied by stiffness deg-
radation measurements. It was found that the degrada-
tion of the stiffness moduli is load level-dependent and in
between 5% and 15%. A smooth function fit of the data
was generated employing a power law fit with load level-
dependent fitting parameters. The model was applied to
predict the residual fatigue life of run-out specimens. In
addition, the driving factor for stiffness degradation was
identified to be the stress amplitude, as a mean stress did
not accelerate the degradation process.
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Abstract

Biaxial tension/compression–torsion fatigue tests with varying levels of non-

proportionality were performed employing a structural adhesive designed for

wind turbine rotor blades. The cycles to failure were found to be independent

of the level of non-proportionality. It is demonstrated that numerical fatigue

life predictions via rainflow-counted equivalent stress histories are not able to

replicate these experimental observations and overestimate the fatigue life up

to a hundredfold. The tension–compression asymmetry of the adhesive

resulted in significant damage prediction differences depending on the stress

space representation of the Haigh diagram. If not properly taken care of, the

asymmetry will also lead to non-conservative results. While demonstrated with

a short fiber-reinforced adhesive, the results can be transferred to other

materials.
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Highlights

• Non-proportional fatigue tests employing a structural adhesive.

• The cycles to failure were found to be independent of the level of non-

proportionality.

• A tension–compression asymmetry significantly influences the fatigue life

prediction.

• Rainflow-counted equivalent stresses overestimate the non-proportional

fatigue life.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Fatigue damage modeling is usually based on uniaxial
experimental data. However, multiaxial fatigue loads are
very common in engineering applications. To allow for a
broader understanding of multiaxial fatigue phenomena,
these also have to be replicated in experiments. This way,
the reliability of (multiaxial) fatigue damage models can
be validated.

Among multiaxially loaded components, different
loads can be independent of each other, which can lead
to varying principal stress–strain directions. This load
state is classified as non-proportional and can cause addi-
tional uncertainties with fatigue life predictions.1,2

Depending on the material, the same load amplitude
can lead to different cycles to failure in a non-
proportional load state compared to a proportional one.
Sonsino3 showed that ductile materials tend to exhibit a
decreased fatigue life in non-proportional loads, while
brittle materials can show increased fatigue life.

Independent of the altered cycles to failure, fatigue
analyses for non-proportional loads require additional
care, because of the potentially lower damage prediction
quality of standard methods, such as the evaluation of
rainflow-counted equivalent stress histories.1,2

One way to recreate non-proportional loads in experi-
ments is to use tension/compression–torsion testing
machines with a phase shift in between the sinusoidal
normal load and the sinusoidal torsional load. Due to the
complexity of the test setup and challenging tubular spec-
imen manufacture,4 non-proportional experiments on
polymers5,6 and other materials7–10 are rather scarce in
literature and non-existent in terms of structural adhe-
sives for wind turbine rotor blades, yet.

Rotor blades of wind turbines are among the largest
and most heavily loaded components of any kind. Due to
their vast size and the stochastic nature of the wind, each
blade experiences a 3D wind field and thus a stochasti-
cally varying wind load with each rotation. This wind
load is superimposed with a gravitational load based on
the rotation of the rotor, which is approximately sinusoi-
dal and smoothed by the large inertia of the complete
rotor.

The combination of the stochastic wind load and
approximately deterministic gravitational load leads to
complex multiaxial fatigue stresses, which can exhibit
significant levels of non-proportionality depending on
the blade design and average wind speed.11,12 While these
stress states are dominated by normal stresses due to
bending in case of a high blade stiffness, modern rotor
blades tend to be more flexible to limit bending stresses.
Passive load control features such as bend–twist cou-
pling13,14 also introduce higher torsional loads in order to

limit bending loads. These developments contribute to a
more significant influence of multiaxial and non-
proportional load states.

In order to simplify the manufacturing, rotor blades of
wind turbines are typically made using two aerodynamic
half shells and shear webs, which are joined employing
structural adhesives. As pointed out in Eder et al,15,16

the complex multiaxial fatigue loads in the adhesive
joints proved to be a design driver for rotor blades.

Therefore, enhanced understanding of the influence
of multiaxial and non-proportional loads on the fatigue
life of rotor blade adhesives can help to optimize rotor
blades. This applies to the experimentally observed
fatigue life and equivalent stress-based predictions
thereof, since this methodology is frequently used in
wind energy contexts.16–21

In this work, the influences of multiaxial non-
proportional loads and tension–compression asymmetry
on the fatigue life (prediction) are demonstrated by com-
bined tension/compression–torsion experiments. The
material under investigation is a structural adhesive com-
monly used in wind turbine rotor blades. However, gen-
eral findings and discussions on the fatigue life
prediction are not limited to this particular material. Vir-
tually defect-free specimens and a large number of tests
maximize the reliability of the results.

Section 2 specifies the material system, specimen
manufacturing and test setup. The influence of non-
proportional loads on the experimental fatigue life is
shown in Section 3 followed by a discussion on the impli-
cations of a tension–compression asymmetry on the
fatigue life prediction in Section 4. A Haigh diagram is
constructed in Section 5, which is subsequently used in
the multiaxial and equivalent stress-based fatigue life pre-
diction in Section 6.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The manufacturing of the utilized specimens and fatigue
testing conditions are briefly explained in the following.

2.1 | Material system

In this work, an epoxy-based and short glass fiber-
reinforced adhesive is analyzed. As in previous
studies4,22,23 of the authors, EPIKOTE™ Resin MGS™
BPR 135G3 and EPIKURE™ Curing Agent MGS™ BPH
137G are used. The two-component structural adhesive is
commonly used in the wind energy industry. Detailed
material properties can be found in the data sheet24 and
the aforementioned studies by the authors.

3162 KUHN ET AL.
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2.2 | Specimen design and
manufacturing

The specimen design and manufacturing process were
optimized in a previous study.4 The specimen geometry is
a tapered tube, which was optimized in a finite element-
based parametric study in such a way that stress concen-
trations were minimized. Vacuum speed mixing was
combined with 3D-printed mold inserts in an injection
molding process to assure a high mixing homogeneity
and low porosity level.

Subsequent to the manufacturing, the specimen qual-
ity was analyzed employing high-resolution X-ray micros-
copy (μCT scanning) using a Zeiss Xradia 410 Versa.25

Qualitative porosity scans are shown in Figure 1 for all
specimens in this work. Similar to previous studies,4,22,23

the porosity level is negligible in the test section. Only a
small amount of pores was found at the end and outer
perimeter of the tapered section. These pores are a result
of race tracking effects, that is, slight differences of the
cross-sectional flow speed distribution during the injec-
tion process. However, these pores do not influence the
load distribution in the test section on account of their
small size and distance to the test section.

Based on the anisotropic stiffness properties derived
in a previous publication4 and additional (very) high-
resolution μCT scans, the specimens can be classified as
transversely isotropic with a large majority of fibers

aligned in axial direction. Cumulative frequency distribu-
tions of the fiber orientation are shown in Figure 2.
Therein, θ is the angle between the longitudinal axis of
the specimen and the axial orientation of the individual
fibers. On average 73.7% of all fibers within the scanned
areas exhibit an axial orientation with less than 20� devi-
ation to the longitudinal axis of the specimen. Within a
distance of 0.25mm from the inner and outer perimeter,
the fiber orientation is closer to a quasi-isotropic distribu-
tion (linear dashed lines in Figure 2). Therefore, the fiber
orientation is linked to the injection speed, which is
lower in close proximity to the mold due to friction. Due
to the excellent manufacturing quality of the specimens
and the low standard deviation of the results observed in
previous studies,4,22,23 it is expected that the fiber orienta-
tion is approximately the same in all specimens.

2.3 | Biaxial fatigue testing campaign

The biaxial (tension/compression–torsion) fatigue tests
were performed with a servohydraulic Walter + Bai LFV
100-T200026 equipped with a class 0.5 calibrated load cell.
In situ surface temperature measurements were con-
ducted using Pt100 sensors. In addition, the test fre-
quency was adjusted at each load level to limit internal
heating of the specimens and strain rate effects on the
different load levels.

FIGURE 1 Qualitative porosity comparison of the specimens used for this study. Pores are indicated in red. Specimen numbers and

load level indications are given to the left of the respective depictions. The phase shift in between the axial and torsional load components is

marked ϕ. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Two load levels were chosen in such a way that the
specimens fail in between 104 and 105 cycles. This way,
the specimens fail close to the yield point of the
material23 in terms of an equivalent stress amplitude.
The level of non-proportionality was adjusted using a
phase shift ϕ in between the axial and torsional load. A
phase shift of ϕ¼ 0� represents a completely proportional
load state and ϕ¼ 90� approximates a completely
non-proportional load state in this work. Based on the
results in Noever-Castelos et al,12 it was decided to test
intermediate states of ϕ¼ 30� and ϕ¼ 60� as these are
very common in rotor blade bond lines in contrast to
completely non-proportional states. Note that the level of
non-proportionality is also related to the blade design,
since the design decisions affect the multiaxial stress
distribution.

To assure a reliable statistical evaluation of the
results, each phase shift (0�, 30�, 60�) on each load level
was tested with six specimens leading to 36 specimens
in total.

The tests were intended to be load controlled. How-
ever, this was not possible in torsion on account of an
issue with the inertia compensation of the torsional load
cell, which was also apparent in the uniaxial tests of a
previous study.22 Therefore, only the axial component
was load controlled, and the torsional component was
displacement controlled. Both the axial and torsional
components were applied as fully reversed loads. On
account of the displacement control in torsion, the

applied shear stress is not constant, but a collective with
roughly 5% degradation. However, this did not signifi-
cantly change the level of non-proportionality as the
phase shift ϕ was still constant throughout the tests. The
maximum change in non-proportionality was estimated
at 2.96% (at Load Level 1 and ϕ¼ 60�) according to the
non-proportionality factor proposed by Meggiolaro and
de Castro.27

3 | INFLUENCE OF NON-
PROPORTIONAL LOADS

In this section, the experimental results and a classifica-
tion of these with respect to literature are described.

3.1 | Experimental results

The cycles to failure were found to be independent of
the level of non-proportionality. This is true for the
mean and the standard deviation as shown in Figure 3.
This neutral behavior must, however, not be mistaken as
a reason to neglect non-proportional effects, because
these still have a significant effect on the numerical
fatigue life prediction quality, which will be shown in
Section 6.

The results are summarized in Table 1. On account of
the low temperature increase during the experiments and

FIGURE 2 Analysis of axial fiber orientation θ within the test section of a specimen (wall thickness: 2.8mm). Cumulative frequency

distributions are provided for scan location 1 and for all scan locations combined (right). The radial slices (middle) have a width of 0.25, 2.3,

and 0.25mm, respectively. Blue color indicates a primarily axial fiber direction. The specimens can be classified as transversely isotropic

with a large majority of the fibers aligned in axial direction. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the low overall standard deviation of the cycles to failure,
it is expected that temperature-dependent effects can be
neglected. The shear stress amplitudes given in Table 1
have to be understood as damage equivalent amplitudes
of the shear stress collectives, which resulted from
the displacement-controlled torsional load; compare
Section 2.3.

Note that Specimen 027 was treated as an outlier due
to a fatigue life of more than double the average.

However, this represents a conservative decision regard-
ing the classification of a neutral material behavior in
terms of cycles to failure.

3.2 | Influence of material ductility

The influence of non-proportional loads on the fatigue
life was connected to the ductility of a material by

FIGURE 3 Frequency distributions of all biaxial fatigue tests with corresponding mean values and standard deviations. On both load

levels, the cycles to failure N are independent of the phase shift ϕ in between the axial and torsional load, that is, the level of non-

proportionality. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 1 Summarized fatigue results.

Load Level 1 (L1) Load Level 2 (L2)

σa ¼ 25:50N/mm2, τa ¼ 21:72N/mm2, f ¼ 1:0Hz σa ¼ 22:26N/mm2, τa ¼ 19:05N/mm2, f ¼ 1:5Hz

Specimen No. ϕ [�] N [-] ΔTmax [K] Specimen No. ϕ [�] N [-] ΔTmax [K]

028 0 15,238 2.12 190 0 46,790 4.22

200 0 16,905 2.57 102 0 63,182 4.15

152 0 16,941 2.88 016 0 66,571 6.95

047 0 20,467 2.88 127 0 80,437 4.01

074 0 21,154 2.37 013 0 91,302 3.20

175 0 28,378 3.37 032 0 102,700 4.52

195 30 11,665 1.63 137 30 48,134 5.04

156 30 15,550 1.99 181 30 52,560 4.46

088 30 16,053 � 168 30 64,048 4.54

038 30 17,529 1.81 044 30 81,620 2.68

131 30 21,312 2.56 031 30 92,000 2.84

157 30 22,927 1.92 023 30 100,900 3.35

109 60 15,425 2.28 185 60 48,795 2.54

008 60 18,134 2.34 143 60 65,153 2.98

095 60 18,820 2.15 082 60 67,440 0.90

196 60 19,437 2.87 049 60 91,699 3.25

163 60 22,943 3.70 004 60 98,402 3.75

079 60 22,996 2.15 027 60 208,500 2.18

Note: Therein, f is the test frequency, ΔTmax is the maximum temperature difference to the ambient temperature. A Pt100 sensor failed during the test of
Specimen 088 and loosened in case of Specimen 016, increasing ΔTmax on account of friction.
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Sonsino.3 It is stated there that the non-proportional
fatigue life tends to decrease for ductile materials, while
it tends to increase for brittle materials in comparison to
the proportional fatigue life. A neutral behavior in terms
of fatigue life was observed in case of moderate ductility
and brittleness, respectively. The level of ductility can be
estimated by the yield strength ratio κτ given by

κτ ¼ τy
σy,t

, ð1Þ

where τy and σy,t are the yield strengths in shear and ten-
sion. According to Wächter et al,28 a fully brittle material
is characterized by κτ ¼ 1, while either κτ ¼ 0:5 or κτ ¼
1=

ffiffiffi
3

p
classifies a fully ductile material. These ratios also

reflect different equivalent stress hypotheses, that is,
Rankine29 (κτ ¼ 1), Tresca30 (κτ ¼ 0:5), and von Mises31

κτ ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
3

p� �
.

The adoption of the yield strength ratio as a metric
for ductility is supported by a discussion on the yield
locus of the adhesive presented in a previous publica-
tion.23 Therein, the Drucker–Prager32 criterion was
identified as a significantly better fit for rather ductile
(machine-mixed) specimens in comparison to the von
Mises–Schleicher33 criterion, which was proposed for
rather brittle (hand-mixed) specimens by other
authors.34,35 Since the Drucker–Prager criterion is more
conservative in shear, its yield strength ratio (κτ ¼ 0:76) is
lower than that of the von Mises–Schleicher criterion
(κτ ¼ 0:83). The applicability of the yield strength ratio as
a measure of ductility for the adhesive was thus validated
by experiments. Figure 4 visually summarizes the
influence of non-proportional loads in combination
with the ductility definition explained above. Due to the

multiaxiality of the respective S–N curves, an equivalent
amplitude σa is required. The yield strength ratio of the
adhesive (κτ ¼ 0:76) puts it in a neutral category. Given
the fatigue results of this study, the observations by
Sonsino3 can be confirmed. Since material properties of
polymers, for example, the ductility, typically exhibit a
strong temperature dependence,36 the influence of non-
proportional loads will also be temperature dependent.
High temperatures will increase ductility and therefore
lead to a reduction of the non-proportional fatigue life
observed at room temperature. This effect was also
shown by Sonsino.3 Therefore, a temperature related
safety factor regarding the permissible cycles to failure
seems appropriate to account for different operational
temperatures in the field. The magnitude of this safety
factor is still to be determined by experiments.

Concerning two-component, fiber-reinforced (rotor
blade) adhesives or polymers, the non-proportional
effects on the fatigue life will generally be coupled to the
fiber distribution and orientation that is achieved in the
manufacturing process; compare Section 2.2, because
these parameters affect the ductility of the material. This
also holds for the curing cycle.

3.3 | Fracture surface analysis

The ratio of normal and shear stresses in the experiments
was estimated in such a way that their damage contribu-
tion is approximately equal in the proportional load case.
This is reflected by the main crack orientation of the
biaxial tests shown in Figure 5, which was found to be
the approximate mean of uniaxial fatigue tests22 in fully
reversed axial and torsional loading, respectively.

FIGURE 4 Idealized influence of ductility on the S–N behavior (equivalent amplitude vs. cylces to failure) with respect to the level of

non-proportionality. High ductility is associated with decreased fatigue life under non-proportional loads, while brittle materials tend to

show increased fatigue life in the same conditions. A measure of ductility is given by κτ , the ratio of the yield strength in shear and tension.

Since ductility is usually a function of temperature T, different behavior can be provoked. Fiber-reinforced adhesive was observed to be

neutral at ambient temperature. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The main crack orientation was also independent of
the level of non-proportionality, that is, the phase shift.
This supports the findings regarding the neutral behavior
of the adhesive with respect to the cycles to failure,
because an altered main crack orientation could indicate
a change in the damage mechanism. Simultaneously this
highlights the reliability of the manufacturing process,4

as different fiber orientations can introduce different
micro- and meso-scale crack orientations.37

4 | TENSION–COMPRESSION
ASYMMETRY

The adhesive investigated in this work exhibits a strong
tension–compression asymmetry, which can be expressed
in terms of an axial yield strength ratio given by

κσ ¼ jσy,cj
σy,t

, ð2Þ

where σy,c is the yield strength in compression and σy,t is
the yield strength in tension. The ratio was found to be
2.07 in a previous study.23 As a result of this asymmetry,
compression stresses are significantly reduced in the
equivalent stress space ℝeqv, that is, the equivalent value
of a compression stress is divided by 2.07 in this case.
Therefore, the stress ratio R (ratio between minimum
and maximum stress) in the engineering stress space ℝeng

is different from the stress ratio R in the equivalent stress
space ℝeqv. This effect is visualized in Figure 6 (top).

Applying the strength asymmetry of the adhesive to a
fully reversed, sinusoidal unit load in ℝeng results in a
0.26N/mm2 mean load (peak to peak mean) and a reduc-
tion of the stress ratio to R¼�0:48 in ℝeqv. A fully

reversed stress ratio in ℝeqv can be achieved if the stress
ratio in ℝeng resembles the tension–compression asym-
metry, that is, R¼ σc=σt ¼�2:07. Less complicated con-
versions are found for pulsating stress ratios. In case of a
pulsating load in compression (C-C, e.g., R¼�∞), the
entire load history is compressed leading to smaller
amplitudes and mean values in ℝeqv. However, in this
case the stress ratio remains constant. A pulsating load in
tension (T-T, e.g., R¼ 0) is not altered at all after the con-
version to ℝeqv, since tension stresses already resemble
equivalent stresses.

The scaling rules explained above were also trans-
ferred to a Haigh diagram at the bottom of Figure 6.
Pulsating loads in tension are not scaled, leaving the posi-
tions of the respective S–N lines in the Haigh diagram
unchanged. In case of alternating loads, the stress ratio is
changed and hence also the position of the respective
S–N lines. For pulsating compressive loads, the stress
ratio remains constant. However, as the stress values get
scaled, the position in the Haigh diagram also changes,
transforming a shifted Haigh diagram in ℝeng into a sym-
metric one in ℝeqv.

An experimental verification of the tension–
compression asymmetry in fatigue is also shown in
Figure 7. Therein, the force displacement hysteresis of a
uniaxial R¼�1 tension–compression test22 is shown for
different ratios between the actual cycles n and the cycles
to failure N . A stiffness degradation is found in the
tension quadrant, while virtually no change is observed
in the compression quadrant. Thus, a tension stress is
proven to exhibit more damage, that is, material degrada-
tion, than a compression stress of the same magnitude.

Given that the biaxial (tension/compression–torsion)
experiments in this work were done at R¼�1 in ℝeng,
the aforementioned scaling problem in ℝeqv affects the

FIGURE 5 Approximate orientation of fracture surfaces. The main crack orientation in the biaxial fatigue tests (σ–τ) is approximately

the mean of the uniaxial fatigue tests22 in tension/compression (σ) and torsion (τ). This observation is independent of the phase shift and

level of non-proportionality, respectively, shown by three specimens from each load level with 0�, 30�, and 60� phase shifts; compare

Table 1. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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re-calculation of the tests. Hence, a Haigh diagram is
required and will be derived in the following.

It should be noted that a tension–compression asym-
metry is found for a large variety of polymers38–42 and
other materials.43,44 Therefore, this effect is not unique
to the adhesive investigated in this work. In literature,
however, implications of the asymmetry on the (equiva-
lent) stress-based fatigue life prediction are hardly
considered. This might lead to non-conservative fatigue
life predictions, because stresses in ℝeqv are compared to
S–N lines, which are represented in the wrong stress
space (ℝeng).

5 | HAIGH DIAGRAM

Based on the uniaxial fatigue results recorded in a previ-
ous study,22 a Haigh diagram is constructed in the follow-
ing including a recently proposed S–N formulation.

FIGURE 7 Force displacement hysteresis of specimen

177 tested in fully reversed (uniaxial) tension–compression loading

demonstrating a tension–compression asymmetry. Test conducted

in Kuhn et al.22 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.

com]

FIGURE 6 Implications of a tension–compression asymmetry for fatigue. Negative stresses will be compressed after using an equivalent

stress formulation in case jσy,cj> σy,t. This leads to a shift of the mean value, scaled amplitude, and a different stress ratio in the equivalent

stress space ℝeqv depending on the stress ratio in the engineering stress space ℝeng and also affects the constant fatigue life interpolation

(CFLi). The depicted yield locus was found to be representative for the adhesive in a previous study23 and is excellently represented by the

Drucker–Prager criterion. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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5.1 | Stüssi–Haibach S–N approach

The Stüssi–Haibach S–N approach is a combination of
the sigmoidal-shaped Stüssi45 S–N curve and the Haibach
extension line46,47 in the very high cycle fatigue (VHCF)
regime and was proposed in a previous publication.22

Regarding the adhesive, this approach represents an
excellent fit of the S–N data with an engineering
approximation for VHCF, as there is not enough data to
verify a fatigue limit. Since the Haibach extension line is
modeled as a tangent of the Stüssi S–N curve, a smooth
transition between the models is established avoiding the
necessity of an arbitrary transition point to be specified
by the user. The model is thus easy to use and leads to
consistent results. In case VHCF data are available,
the slope of the extension line can also be adapted to
provide the best overall fit. The approach is visualized in
Figure 8.

In mathematical form, the Stüssi–Haibach S–N
approach is given by

σa ¼
RmþαNβσ∞
1þαNβ N <Next,

αextNβext N ≥Next:

8<
: ð3Þ

Therein, Next is the transition cycle number. In case
N <Next, the Stüssi equation is used, where Rm is the ulti-
mate (tensile) strength, α and β are curve fitting parame-
ters, and σ∞ represents the (presumed) fatigue limit. If
N ≥Next, a linear extension line is used according to the
Basquin48 S–N model, where αext and βext are curve
fitting parameters. In the original proposal of the Stüssi–
Haibach approach,22 the slope of the extension line is
found according to Haibach46,47 via

βext ¼
2
β
þ1

� ��1

, ð4Þ

where β is the slope of the Basquin line fitted to the data
in between the low cycle fatigue (LCF) and VHCF
regime; compare Figure 8 (dashed line).

Afterwards, the extension line is modeled as a tangent
to the Stüssi S–N curve, which was previously fitted to all
available data up to the VHCF regime. This way, the
remaining variables αext and Next can be found. However,
if VHCF data is available, the extension line should be
fitted to these data instead of using Equation (4) to allow
for a better overall fit of the data; compare Figure 8
(Stüssi–Haibach derivates).

In case the S–N curve has a distinct plateau in the
VHCF regime and a drop in fatigue strength beyond
that, a combination of the Stüssi S–N curve with the
Sendeckyj49 S–N curve might also provide a good
approximation of the overall fatigue behavior. Shiozawa
et al50 among others51,52 found evidence of such
behavior, highlighting the importance of gigacycle fatigue
tests.

5.2 | Constant fatigue life (CFL) model

Mean stress effects on the fatigue life of a material can be
visualized in a Haigh diagram by connecting the
available S–N curves with respect to points of CFL.
Depending on the material or the quantity of S–N curves,
different connection line models were proposed.

The linear Goodman53 line is among the most widely
used CFL models and can be expressed by

σa
σR¼�1
a

þ σm
Rm

¼ 1: ð5Þ

Therein, σa and σm represent an arbitrary stress
amplitude and mean stress, while σR¼�1

a is the stress
amplitude of a fully reversed load with zero mean
and Rm is the ultimate tensile strength. In case S–N
data for a stress ratio R≠ �1 is available, the

FIGURE 8 Stüssi–Haibach approach and derivates thereof. Depending on the availability of data in the VHCF regime, different

(tangential) extension line slopes can be chosen. The depiction is based on uniaxial tension/compression data from a previous study.22

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Goodman approach can be adapted to a piecewise linear
interpolation. For simplicity, the piecewise linear
approach is chosen for all comparisons and analyses in
this work. In addition, the measured S–N curves are
used without any statistical modification. The Haigh
diagrams are therefore based on P50 Stüssi–Haibach S–N
curves.

5.3 | Model generation and discussion

In Kuhn et al,22 two axial S–N curves were recorded at
R¼�1 and R¼ 0. Wentingmann et al23 determined the
tensile strength Rm, which corresponds to R¼ 1.

The resulting Haigh diagram in ℝeng is shown at the
top of Figure 9. It was assumed that maximum ampli-
tudes are found at R¼ σc=σt and that the yield strength
ratio κσ ¼ 2:07 is still valid for the ultimate strength ratio.
By converting the diagram to ℝeqv, the tension-based
results R¼ ½0,1� remain unchanged, whereas the S–N
curve at R¼�1 is transformed according to the tension–
compression asymmetry; compare Section 4. Therefore,
the experimental R range in ℝeqv is limited to
R¼ ½�0:48,0,1�. As a result, a gap in between R¼�0:48
and R¼�1 in ℝeqv exists, since experimental data for
R¼�1 are not available. Two possibilities were consid-
ered to circumvent the R-gap, which are shown at the
bottom of Figure 9.

In the first approach, the connection lines in between
R¼�0:48 and R¼ 0 are linearly extrapolated. This
assumption is based on the overall linearization of the
CFL lines in ℝeqv in between the measured (and trans-
formed) S–N curves. On account of that, the difference of
the piecewise linear connection lines to global linear con-
nection lines (traditional Goodman approach) is small for
the recorded data in ℝeqv. Therefore, a piecewise linear
extrapolation seems to be a reasonable engineering
approximation. The linearization effect is also visualized
in the mid of Figure 9, where the Haigh diagrams in ℝeng

and ℝeqv are compared. In ℝeqv, the connection lines in
between R¼�0:48 and R¼ 0 (in red) are almost a perfect
linear continuation of the connection lines between R¼ 0
and R¼ 1.

The second approach is based on a conversion of a
shear S–N curve, which was also recorded at R¼�1 in
Kuhn et al,22 to ℝeqv using the Drucker–Prager criterion.
By employing Drucker–Prager, shear stresses are
transformed to equivalent tension values. This conver-
sion is independent of the sign of the respective
shear stress, because there is no strength asymmetry in
shear. Assuming that the Drucker–Prager criterion
can be used in fatigue, the transformation of the shear
S–N curve to ℝeqv will therefore result in an

equivalent R¼�1 curve. This approach is called
τeqv-method in the following.

In comparison, the τeqv-method leads to more
conservative results than the linear extrapolation in the
LCF regime up to approximately 104 cycles. With cycles
above 105, the τeqv-method leads to more optimistic pre-
dictions than the linear extrapolation. However, as the
Drucker–Prager equivalent stress formulation is strictly
speaking only valid until the yield point and does not
account for any plasticity effects, the large LCF differ-
ences are not representative. A clear conclusion on which
approach is superior can only be drawn if additional data
at R¼ σc=σt becomes available, as these data will be
scaled to R¼�1 in the same manner as the axial S–N
lines in this work.

The differences of the CFL connection lines in ℝeng

and ℝeqv are shown in the mid section of Figure 9.
Regardless of the extrapolation approach, the differences
are significant with respect to alternating load cases
(R<0). In addition, the ℝeqv CFL lines are found below
the ℝeng CFL lines. This indicates that stress-based
fatigue analyses of materials that exhibit a tension–
compression asymmetry require a Haigh diagram in ℝeqv

to avoid non-conservative fatigue life predictions in com-
bination with asymmetric yield criteria such as the
Drucker–Prager criterion.

6 | MULTIAXIAL FATIGUE LIFE
PREDICTIONS

In this section, different invariant-based fatigue life
predictions are compared with the experimental results.
The procedure consists of the following steps in each
case:

1. Calculation of an equivalent stress history σeqvðtÞ
2. Rainflow count of the equivalent stress history to

identify amplitudes and associated mean values for
each cycle ni

3. Evaluation of permissible cycles Ni via a Haigh
diagram

4. Linear damage accumulation54

The damage of each cycle is calculated as the ratio of
the identified cycles and the permissible cycles to failure
for the respective amplitude and mean value, that is,

D¼
X
i

ni

Ni
: ð6Þ

This and similar procedures have been used exten-
sively in literature16–21,55 for multiaxial fatigue life
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predictions. However, influences of non-proportional
loads, tension–compression asymmetry, and the sign of
the equivalent stress are often neglected.17,20,21 Therefore,

these influences will be analyzed in the following to
demonstrate their effects on the fatigue life prediction
based on different equivalent stress approaches.

FIGURE 9 Haigh diagram in ℝeng (top) in comparison to Haigh diagrams in ℝeqv (bottom). On the bottom left, linear extrapolations of

the piecewise (pw) connection lines are modeled to overcome the gap in between R¼�0:48 and R¼�1 in ℝeqv. On the bottom right this is

done employing a shear S–N curve, which was converted to ℝeqv using the Drucker–Prager criterion. The mid section shows a comparison

of the ℝeng and ℝeqv diagrams, revealing significant differences regardless of the extrapolation approach in ℝeqv. Experimentally measured

(exp.-based) S–N curves are indicated by black R-markers; gray R-markers are for visualization purposes. R¼�0:48 is depicted as R¼�0:5.

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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6.1 | Equivalent stress formulations

Wentingmann et al23 found that the yield locus of the
investigated adhesive can be described with the Drucker–
Prager criterion, which is expressed by

σDP ¼ðκσ �1ÞI1þðκσ þ1ÞσvM
2κσ

: ð7Þ

Therein, I1 is the first invariant of the stress tensor, κσ
is the strength ratio given in Equation (2), and σvM is the
well known von Mises31 stress.

For the fatigue life prediction, the Drucker–Prager
yield criterion will be used as an example for an
equivalent stress formulation, which accounts for a
tension–compression asymmetry, that is, an asymmetric
yield locus. The von Mises yield criterion is used to
evaluate the fatigue life when the tension–compression
asymmetry is neglected and a symmetric yield locus is
relied on. In both cases, the sign of the equivalent stress
is determined via the sign of the largest absolute principle
stress:

σeqv,s ¼
signðσ1Þ �σeqv jσ1j≥ jσ3j,
signðσ3Þ �σeqv jσ1j< jσ3j:

�
ð8Þ

Signed criteria are indicated with a subscript s in the
following. Note that the aforementioned sign correction
does not work in case of pure torsion.

All equivalent stresses are a function of time t in this
work. The phase shift ϕ, used to provoke a non-
proportional stress state in the biaxial (σ-τ) experiments,
is therefore recreated mathematically by

σzðtÞ¼ σa sin 2πf tþϕð Þ, ð9Þ

τzηðtÞ¼ τa sin 2πf tð Þ, ð10Þ

where subscript a indicates the respective stress ampli-
tudes and f represents the (test) frequency, which are
both noted in Table 1, σz is the axial stress and τzη is the
shear stress from torsion (at the outer perimeter of the
specimen).

6.2 | Hybrid equivalent stress

As shown in Section 5.3, the stress space of the Haigh
diagram should be adapted to the equivalent stress
formulation used, that is, asymmetric criteria require a

Haigh diagram in ℝeqv and symmetric criteria can be
related to a Haigh diagram in ℝeng.

However, a hybrid formulation of asymmetric equiva-
lent stress criteria allows for the use of the Haigh diagram
in ℝeng again. This hybrid formulation is generated when
the conversion of compressive normal stresses is sup-
pressed. This way, asymmetric criteria work in a similar
way as their symmetric counterparts, that is, the shear
stresses are converted to ℝeqv and all normal stresses are
treated as tensile stresses, which do not need to be con-
verted separately. The only difference between a hybrid
formulation of an asymmetric yield criterion and a stan-
dard symmetric one is thus the shear stress sensitivity,
that is, the respective yield strength ratio κτ; compare
Section 3.2. Therefore, the tension–compression asymme-
try is shifted from the equivalent stress criterion to the
ℝeng Haigh diagram. This is visually summarized in
Figure 10.

In a biaxial tension/compression–torsion context, the
hybrid formulation is achieved by allowing only positive
normal stresses as input parameters to the equivalent
stress formulation. For the Drucker–Prager criterion, this
yields

FIGURE 10 Conversion of a sinusoidal σ unit load with the

standard and hybrid formulation of the Drucker-Prager criterion.

The standard version leads to a compressed negative half wave, a

mean stress and requires an equivalent (symmetric) Haigh diagram.

The hybrid version allows to use a conventional (but asymmetric)

Haigh diagram in ℝeng as the negative half wave is not compressed.

Both versions account for a tension–compression asymmetry, S–N
data availability is thus decisive. [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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σDP,hyb ¼
ðκσ �1Þjσzjþðκσ þ1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ2z þ3τ2zη

q
2κσ

: ð11Þ

The sign of the hybrid equivalent stress is restored as
the sign of the absolute largest principle stress; compare
Section 6.1.

The benefit of the hybrid formulation is that it offers
the choice of using the Haigh diagram in ℝeng or ℝeqv.
This is especially useful in cases where the load state is
precisely known, so that interpolations and extrapola-
tions within the respective Haigh diagram can be mini-
mized. In this work, for instance, the ℝeng Haigh diagram
is more useful as this version includes data at R¼�1,
which is equal to the ℝeng stress ratio of the biaxial tests,
thus enabling a direct comparison with a single S–N
curve.

6.3 | Influences of non-proportional
loads

Considering that the level of non-proportionality was
found not to alter the cycles to failure for the investigated
adhesive, an ideal damage prediction model will result in
CFL independent of the level of non-proportionality. In
this regard, the consistency of the damage prediction is
more important than values close to the ideal of D¼ 1
as a constant value might be adaptable to D¼ 1 via
calibration factors.

As mentioned in the previous section, the (signed)
hybrid formulation of the Drucker–Prager criterion
enables a direct comparison of the biaxial data (resulting
equivalent stresses) with a single S–N curve (tension–
compression at R¼�1 in ℝeng). This comparison is

shown in Figure 11. Using the proposed hybrid formula-
tion of the Drucker–Prager criterion, the resulting
equivalent stress amplitude matches very well with the
uniaxial S–N curve for the proportional load case
(ϕ¼ 0�). This can be interpreted as a confirmation that
equivalent stress hypotheses can be used for multiaxial
fatigue analyses. However, this solely applies to the pro-
portional load case as the predicted amplitudes do not
match the S–N curve for the non-proportional (out-of-
phase) load cases. Since the amplitude predictions of the
signed hybrid Drucker–Prager criterion for the out-
of-phase configurations (ϕ¼ 30�, ϕ¼ 60�) are found
below the S–N curve in Figure 11, the horizontal distance
to the S–N curve indicates a longer fatigue life than
observed by experiments as the specimens failed within
the gray scatter bands.

The equivalent amplitude decline results from the
phase shift in between the normal and shear stress his-
tory, because the maxima of the stress components do
not overlap anymore. The decline of the equivalent
amplitude with increasing phase shift is also illustrated
in Figure 12 (bottom) for the signed and unsigned ver-
sions of the hybrid Drucker–Prager criterion. While the
principal stress-based sign correction works fine for the
proportional load case, it leads to a discontinuous time
series if a phase shift and therefore a non-proportional
load case is present; compare Figure 12 (black lines,
bottom). Even though this discontinuous time series is
not physical, it leads to significantly larger amplitudes
compared to the unsigned version shown in red. In fact,
the unsigned formulation rapidly gets to a level that can
be considered as insignificant in terms of fatigue damage.
In addition, the mean value seems to increase for the
unsigned equivalent stress, which is wrong as there is no
mean value in the applied axial or torsional load in the
experiments.

FIGURE 11 Comparison of uniaxial tension–compression S–N curves (ℝeng) from a previous publication22 with equivalent amplitude

estimations for the biaxial fatigue data using the signed hybrid formulation of the Drucker–Prager criterion, Equation (11). Good agreement

of the amplitude estimations with the S–N curves is found for proportional load cases (ϕ¼ 0�), while non-proportional load cases do not

match. Thus, the (horizontal) distance to the S–N curves indicates a longer fatigue life than experimentally observed (gray scatter band).

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The differences in damage prediction quality of the
signed and unsigned hybrid Drucker–Prager criterion are
shown at the top of Figure 12. The decrease in accumu-
lated damage D is clearly visible for an increasing phase
shift for both versions and mirrors the mentioned ampli-
tude decline. However, the signed version generates good
results for (very) low phase shifts, whereas the unsigned
version is significantly non-conservative at all times.

6.4 | Comparison of modeling
approaches

The accumulated damage of all analyzed equivalent
stress formulations, Haigh diagram types, and phase
shifts is shown in Table 2. Regardless of the equivalent
stress formulation, Haigh diagram type, or load level,
increasing levels of non-proportionality led to (rapidly)

TABLE 2 Linearly accumulated damage (D) predictions for both load levels including different Haigh diagram types (cf. Figure 9) and

equivalent stress criteria at different levels of non-proportionality and phase shift, respectively.

L1 L2

Haigh diagram Eqv. stress ϕ¼ 0� ϕ¼ 30� ϕ¼ 60� ϕ¼ 90� ϕ¼ 0� ϕ¼ 30� ϕ¼ 60� ϕ¼ 90�

ℝeng σDP,hyb 0.210 0.005 0.000 0.000 0. 091 0.000 0.000 0.000

σDP,hyb,s 1.023 0.723 0.212 0.011 0.942 0.599 0.102 0.003

σDP 0.105 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.045 0.002 0.000 0.000

σDP,s 0.563 0.391 0.116 0.008 0.429 0.262 0.044 0.002

σvM 1.009 0.081 0.000 0.000 0.677 0.012 0.000 0.000

σvM,s 3.283 2.338 1.094 0.491 3.508 2.471 1.012 0.366

ℝeqv,lin σDP 0.105 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.045 0.002 0.000 0.000

σDP,s 1.804 1.365 0.592 0.125 1.985 1.422 0.494 0.066

σvM 1.009 0.081 0.000 0.000 0.677 0.012 0.000 0.000

σvM,s 9.582 7.311 3.979 2.124 13.289 10.163 5.389 2.658

ℝeqv,τ σDP 0.105 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.045 0.002 0.000 0.000

σDP,s 2.470 1.830 0.764 0.143 2.348 1.651 0.541 0.041

σvM 1.009 0.081 0.000 0.000 0.677 0.012 0.000 0.000

σvM,s 65.905 38.923 13.682 5.122 41.758 27.699 11.285 4.394

FIGURE 12 Predicted damage of the signed and unsigned versions of the hybrid Drucker–Prager criterion in relation to the level of

non-proportionality, that is, the phase shift ϕ in between the axial and torsional load (top). High levels of non-proportionality lead to large

differences of the damage predictions and the experimental results (top, dashed line). Exemplary equivalent stress histories demonstrate the

influence of a phase shift on amplitude and mean value (bottom). The declining amplitude is the root cause for bad damage predictions in

this case. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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decreasing damage predictions. In a fully non-
proportional case, the damage can be two orders of mag-
nitude lower, even in case a good match was found for a
proportional load case; compare σDP,hyb,s in Table 2.
Therefore, applications and validations of this and similar
fatigue damage prediction procedures for, for example,
rotor blade adhesive joints17,20,21 should be interpreted as
solutions, which are limited to proportional load states.
Hence, a more robust method such as the critical plane
approach1,2,56–58 is required for accurate multiaxial
fatigue damage predictions given that the level of non-
proportionality is not zero in rotor blades of wind
turbines12 and other structures. Although demonstrated
with a structural adhesive, these findings can also be
transferred to other materials since the root cause for the
decreasing damage prediction quality is the amplitude
underestimation in non-proportional cases, which is
linked to equivalent stress criteria in general.

It is worth noting that all unsigned criteria predict the
same damage for all Haigh diagram types in case of
proportional loading (ϕ¼ 0�), for example, the von Mises
criterion predicts D0:677 at L2 in each case. This is
because unsigned criteria lead to a stress ratio of R¼ 0
at ϕ¼ 0�, that is, a minimum value of exactly zero;
compare Figure 12 (bottom, left). This stress ratio is not
affected by a tension–compression asymmetry as
shown in Figures 6 and 9. Therefore, the High diagram
type is not affecting the damage prediction in this case.
Apart from that, even small levels of non-proportionality
will lead to a drastic decrease in damage prediction
quality, resulting in a very unreliable behavior of these
criteria.

Based on the differences of the Haigh diagram in ℝeng

and ℝeqv shown in Figure 9, the predicted damage of
signed criteria is larger when the ℝeqv types are used. The
influences of non-proportional loads are also less pro-
nounced in case of the ℝeqv Haigh diagram. For instance,
the factor in between the fully proportional and fully
non-proportional case using the signed Drucker-Prager
criterion is 74 for the ℝeng variant at L1 and 14 for the
ℝeqv,lin variant.

As pointed out in Section 6.2, the difference of a
hybrid version of an asymmetric yield criterion and a
symmetric one is solely the shear stress sensitivity. The
influence of this sensitivity can be observed by comparing
the results of the signed hybrid Drucker–Prager and
signed von Mises criterion in Table 2, where the latter
predicts a damage that is significantly larger.

Note that the experiments did not include data at
ϕ¼ 90�. Therefore, the results presented above are
extrapolated in this regard. However, it is expected that
this represents a valid engineering approximation given
the validated neutral S–N behavior up to ϕ¼ 60�.

6.5 | Discussion of modeling influences

CFL connection line types different from the piecewise
linear approach will lead to different results for each
equivalent stress hypothesis and phase shift. However,
the general trend of a decreasing damage prediction
quality with increasing levels of non-proportionality is
independent of the connection line type and therefore
persists.

The influence of non-proportional loads is dependent
on a variety of parameters such as the load level, the
ratio of normal to shear stresses and their individual
stress ratio. The load level dependence is related to the
decrease in equivalent amplitude with increasing non-
proportionality, compare Figure 12 (bottom), and the use
of the Stüssi–Haibach S–N approach, which introduces
non-linear sections in the S–N diagram, compare
Figure 8. The ratio of normal and shear stresses in con-
junction with their individual stress ratio affects the max-
imum level of non-proportionality. High mean loads in
combination with small amplitudes usually lead to
smaller levels of maximum non-proportionality and
therefore also reduce influences on the damage predic-
tion quality. Nevertheless, non-proportional loads need
to be accounted for in any case for a safe structural
design.

7 | CONCLUSION

Biaxial (tension/compression–torsion) fatigue tests with
varying levels of non-proportionality were conducted
employing a structural adhesive. It was found that non-
proportional loads did not change the cycles to failure,
categorizing the adhesive as a neutral material. This cate-
gorization matches recent findings where the non-
proportional S–N behavior was connected to the ductility
of a material.

An excellent specimen quality and a high number of
tests increased the reliability of the results in this work,
as effects of defects (pores, etc.) were negligible and the
overall scatter was small.

Due to a strong tension–compression asymmetry of
the investigated adhesive, implications thereof on the
fatigue life prediction were analyzed. Significant differ-
ences were found comparing a Haigh diagram in the
engineering and the equivalent stress space, whereat the
CFL connection lines in the equivalent stress space were
found below the ones from the engineering stress space.
Therefore, a Haigh diagram in the equivalent stress
space should be used in conjunction with equivalent
stress criteria that account for a tension–compression
asymmetry, for example, the Drucker–Prager criterion,
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to avoid non-conservative fatigue life predictions. Alter-
natively, a hybrid formulation of an asymmetric yield
criterion allows the usage of a Haigh diagram in the
engineering stress space again. This formulation was
derived for the Drucker–Prager criterion in this work.
As both proposals account for a tension–compression
asymmetry, uncertainties with interpolations and
extrapolations in the respective Haigh diagram can be
minimized by choosing one of the aforementioned
approaches.

An analysis of several equivalent stress criteria and
Haigh diagram types was carried out concerning effects
of non-proportional loads on the fatigue life prediction.
The stress-based fatigue life prediction methodology
resembled the state of the art in wind energy contexts.
However, even in cases where a good match of the
numerical prediction and experimental observation was
achieved for a proportional load state, the prediction
quality rapidly decreased for increasing levels of non-
proportionality. As a result, fatigue life over-predictions
by two orders of magnitude were found to be common
for the test setup of this work. Thus, more robust
methods are required to assure a reliable fatigue life pre-
diction under non-proportional loads, which will be
addressed in an upcoming publication.
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6 Non-proportional fatigue life predic-
tion without critical plane analysis
– The forced proportional interference

approach

The gained knowledge of all previous analyses is combined into a final comparison of non-
proportional fatigue life prediction models. A detailed analysis of the critical plane methodology
is carried out and its robustness is found to be based on its asynchronous behavior. Based on
that, a new approach for the non-proportional fatigue life prediction is proposed and validated
for the experimental results.
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6.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, common CP algorithms are used for fatigue life predictions of the short
fiber-reinforced structural adhesive to showcase their damage prediction quality for different
levels of non-proportionality based on recent biaxial fatigue experiments [198]. In addition,
the experimental results gave rise to the idea of a re-proportionalization of a stress history to
make use of the good fatigue life predictions of invariant-based approaches in proportional load
cases [198] and the neutral behavior of the adhesive under non-proportional loads. This way, a
computationally efficient and easy-to-use fatigue life estimation for non-proportional load cases
could be achievable, which is why this idea is explored in the following.

6.2 Multiaxial fatigue analyses

The state of the art of equivalent stress-based multiaxial fatigue analyses is described in the
following with an emphasis on limitations and drawbacks of the respective approaches.

6.2.1 Level of non-proportionality

The level of non-proportionality fnp is a decisive factor to identify an appropriate method for
the fatigue life estimation, i.e., global equivalent stresses in case of approximately proportional
load cases and the CP approach for non-proportional load cases.

Several authors [24, 60, 90, 199, 200] have proposed fnp versions to categorize the level of
non-proportionality based on the stress history. While the methodologies to calculate fnp vary,
the interpretation of the factor is usually the same, i.e., a fully proportional load state is found
for fnp = 0 and a fully non-proportional case is characterized by fnp = 1. In this work, the factor
proposed by Meggiolaro and de Castro [200] is relied on.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the dependency of fnp of several variables. In case of a fully reversed
load, the level of non-proportionality can also be assessed in terms of a phase shift ϕ in between
the normal and shear stress time series, cf. Figure 6.1 (upper left), when the normal stress and
the shear stress have the same frequency. A fully proportional load case is found for ϕ = 0◦

and a fully non-proportional case is declared at ϕ = 90◦. However, fnp is a more general way
to indicate the level of non-proportionality, because at stress ratios different from R = −1, a
phase shift of ϕ = 90◦ does not necessarily indicate a fully non-proportional load state anymore.
In fact, a fully non-proportional load case (fnp = 1) is found only for alternating loads and the
tension-compression (T-C) regime in the Haigh diagram, respectively, cf. Figure 6.1 (lower left).
However, fnp can still reach 0.58 in pulsating load conditions (T-T, C-C), which is enough to
significantly distort the damage prediction quality in fatigue analyses [198]. Note that Figure 6.1
was limited to equal stress ratios for normal stresses (Rσ) and shear stresses (Rτ ) for illustration
purposes, i.e., Rσ = Rτ = R. In addition, the ratio between normal and shear stress amplitudes,
i.e., σa/τa, also affects the (maximum) level of non-proportionality, cf. Figure 6.1 (right). A
fully non-proportional load case is found only in case σa/τa =

√
3 for the employed fnp factor

(Meggiolaro and de Castro [200]). However, fnp is still significant at other amplitude ratios.
While a non-proportionality factor is a good option to choose an appropriate fatigue life

estimation method, it is not able to distinguish between high or low load levels. Therefore, its
screening use case in fatigue analyses is limited with respect to computational efficiency, because
it will advise to use the computationally intense CP approach in locations with high fnp even
though the damage potential is low.

In terms of wind turbine rotor blades, Noever et al [72] found that fnp can reach very high
values (> 0.85) for the adhesive joints. However, the mean is generally lower (≈ 0.4) and
dependent on the blade design and wind speed, since the multiaxial stress state is dependent on
these variables.
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Figure 6.1: Level of non-proportionality fnp as a function of the phase shift ϕ (upper left), the stress ratio
between normal and shear stresses denoted by Rσ and Rτ (lower left) and the amplitude ratio between
normal and shear stresses σa/τa (right). Equal frequencies used in all cases (fσ = fτ ).

6.2.2 Overview: proportional loading

A proportional load case allows for a simplified analysis via a global equivalent stress, i.e., an
invariant-based approach, which is indicated in Figure 6.2 by gray circular markers.

In the beginning, the entire stress history can (optionally) be filtered, e.g., using the multiaxial
racetrack filter [78, 201] (MRF) to increase the computational efficiency of subsequent algorithms.
A global equivalent stress criterion such as Drucker-Prager [202] or von Mises [203] is employed
to reduce the 6D history to an equivalent 1D stress history. This equivalent history is used
to identify load cycles via a uniaxial rainflow count [204]. A Haigh Diagram comprising, e.g.,
piecewise linear CFL interpolation lines is required to account for mean stress effects. The
damage of each load cycle i can be estimated as the ratio of the identified cycles in the rainflow
count ni and permissible cycles to failure Ni from the Haigh diagram. The combined damage of
all cycles D is calculated using the linear damage accumulation hypothesis [119], i.e.,

D =
∑
i

ni
Ni

. (6.1)

This methodology is limited to proportional load cases as shown, e.g., in a previous publica-
tion [198]. However, each sub-algorithm is well understood and optimized for computational
efficiency.

6.2.3 Overview: non-proportional loading

In the more general case of non-proportional loading, the CP approach represents a physically
meaningful way to estimate the fatigue life. The required algorithms are indicated in Figure 6.2
by blue circular markers.

In the CP approach, a material point is dissected into a large number of planes, whereat the
most damaged plane is generally referred to as the critical plane [9]. Therefore, all algorithms
listed in the following have to be evaluated on each potential critical plane. Hence, adaptive
algorithms for the critical plane identification were proposed by several authors [121–123] to
reduce the computational effort.
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Figure 6.2: Synopsis of stress-based multiaxial fatigue
approaches. Depicted methods and icons are exemplary.
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In the first step, the global stress tensor is projected onto a candidate plane, resulting in
two shear stresses (τnu, τnv) and one normal stress (σnn) after multiplication of the stress tensor
with the normal vector n and the respective in-plane vectors u and v. Analog to the global
equivalent stress approach, the CP stress history can optionally be filtered using, e.g., the MRF.
Subsequently, it must be decided if the fatigue evaluation should be based on shear or normal
stresses. Since this is mainly a decision driven by experience, the properties of the investigated
material and the load case, it is certainly a complication in comparison to the global equivalent
stress approach where no such distinction is required.

Depending on the chosen approach, a multiaxial rainflow count is employed, whereat the
chosen stress component is counted actively in a main channel and the other one is processed
in parallel in an auxiliary channel. In case of a shear stress-based approach, this means that,
e.g., the modified Wang-Brown algorithm [83] (CP version) is used to identify cycles in the 2D
shear stress history and the normal stress history is indexed according to the shear stress cycles.
Since the shear stress cycles are still 2D, they need to be converted to an equivalent amplitude
(and mean) in both the shear- and normal stress-based approach. Multiple enclosing surface
methods to calculate the equivalent shear stress amplitude have been proposed [87–91, 205–208],
whereat the polar moment of inertia method [91] (PMOI) is one of the more recent proposals,
which accounts for the entire shape of the shear stress path without generalizing its shape by a
simplified geometry (minimum ball [87], rectangle [88], minimum ellipsis [89], etc.).

Subsequent to the multiaxial rainflow count, a CP equivalent stress criterion is employed.
Although the adoption of most CP criteria to fatigue life estimations do not explicitly include
a mean stress correction via a Haigh diagram, its inclusion to the analysis routine is expected
to result in more reliable fatigue life predictions. Therefore, this correction is applied for the
identified shear and normal stress cycles to convert them to a corresponding zero mean value.
This way, mean stresses are accounted for and the conventional fatigue formulations of the CP
criteria do not have to be changed. Similar to the global equivalent stress approach, the damage
is accumulated linearly [119], cf. Eq. 6.1. Thereafter, the most damaged plane is declared as the
critical plane and used for the fatigue life prediction.

Although the methods within the CP approach are based on solid engineering approximations
and physics, their validation is more difficult than in the global equivalent stress approach.
Even in case sufficient experimental data is available, the interaction of the multiaxial rainflow
count, equivalent shear stress criteria (PMOI, etc.) and CP damage criteria (including their
calibration - Findley [92], Papuga [96], etc.) will lead to a complicated validation process.

6.2.4 Signed equivalent stresses

Global equivalent stress criteria conventionally include quadratic terms, so that additional
methods are required to restore the correct sign. Most commonly this is done employing the sign
of the first invariant of the stress tensor or the sign of the absolute largest principal stress. While
this yields good results for proportional load cases, it leads to discontinuous stress histories in
case of non-proportional loads [198]. These discontinuities also alter the frequency content of the
equivalent signal in comparison to the input signals. Moreover, the aforementioned methods do
not work in case of pure shear. Nevertheless, the sign correction of global equivalent stress criteria
is based on the sign of the absolute largest principal stress in this work for comparison purposes.
More elaborate sign correction approaches were proposed in literature [74, 209], but are not
considered here. Since the cycle identification in the CP approach happens before the equivalent
stress criteria are used, a sign correction is not necessary. Instead, the resulting equivalent CP
stresses already resemble equivalent amplitudes, which can be used in S-N diagrams to estimate
their damage contributions. Therefore, CP criteria also do not result in a continuous time series
as their global equivalent stress counterparts, but rather in a series of damaging events with time
steps that are different from the original stress history, i.e., the original sampling rate.
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6.2.5 Time dependencies

In case of global equivalent stress criteria, the components of the global stress tensor are converted
to an equivalent stress in each time step. This translates to a synchronous conversion, which is
afterwards evaluated in a uniaxial rainflow count.

On the other hand, CP criteria operate asynchronously, which can be derived from Figure 6.3.
When the biaxial stress state taken from a previous publication [198] is projected onto a potential
critical plane, this consequently results in a CP stress history that consists of two shear stress
histories and a normal stress history. Assuming that a shear-based approach is chosen, a half
cycle is identified as the time frame including the two most distant points on the 2D shear stress
history. As indicated in Figure 6.3, the maximum of the normal stress, occurring in the same
time frame as the entire shear stress (half) cycle, is not at the same position (in time) as the τnu
shear stress maximum. In fact, the normal stress maximum is closer to the minimum of the 2D
shear stress history (in this case: point with the smallest distance to the origin).
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Figure 6.3: Time shift in between shear stress and normal stress maxima after projecting a biaxial stress
state from experiments [198] onto a plane. By combining the shear and normal stress maxima/amplitudes of
the identified cycle, critical plane criteria predict an asynchronous equivalent stress.

Despite of this, CP criteria such as the Findley criterion demand a direct superposition
of the (combined) shear stress amplitude and the maximum normal stress, cf. Eq. 6.6. This
corresponds to an asynchronous worst case approach, which is a reason why this approach leads
to more consistent results with respect to the level of non-proportionality. In contrast, the global
approach fails to do so, because it is a synchronous method, which leads to a distorted equivalent
stress signal [198].
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6.3 A new approach to non-proportional fatigue analyses

Based on the asynchronous behavior of CP criteria, cf. Section 6.2.5, and the recorded experi-
mental results, cf. Section P4-3.1, a new way to mimic the asynchronous (worst case) approach
of the CP method on a global stress level (invariant-based) is explored in the following for phase
shift-induced non-proportional load cases.

6.3.1 Basis: The LiWI approach

The linear wave interference equivalent stress hypothesis (LiWI) [209] is based on a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the input stress components. It is able to generate an equivalent signal with
the same frequency content as the original signal components and retains the correct sign without
further corrections. The included FFT results in an estimation of the amplitude σ̂(fn) and phase
shift ϕ̂(fn) of every frequency fn contained in the original signal, i.e., the stress components.

The LiWI approach is summarized in Figure 6.4 by the example of a von Mises equivalent
stress and a plane stress state. With the FFT-decomposition of the input stress components,
the equivalent stress is calculated for each identified frequency independently, e.g., σ̂vM(f3). The
resulting mono-frequent equivalent signals are subsequently summed up to a resulting signal,
which corresponds to an inverse FFT (iFFT):

σvM,LiWI(t) =
∑
n

σ̂vM(fn) · cos(2πfnt+ ϕ̂vM(fn)) . (6.2)

While the calculation of the respective amplitude of each mono-frequent equivalent signal
σ̂vM(fn) is done by employing the equivalent stress formulation (von Mises) with the respective
stress amplitudes, e.g., σ̂vM(f1) = f(σ̂x(f1), σ̂y(f1), τ̂xy(f1)), the determination of the equivalent
phase shift ϕ̂vM(fn) is not trivial [209]. In fact, the phase shift estimation is currently limiting
the LiWI approach to a plane stress application due to its complexity. However, for this stress
state the method results in a continuous signal, which is clearly more physically meaningful than
the discontinuous signal resulting from a common (principal stress-based) sign correction, cf.
Figure 6.4.
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The correct sign of the LiWI signal is a byproduct of the FFT-based analysis, wherein only
the amplitudes and phase shifts are processed. The sign is therefore added in the iFFT step via
multiplication with the corresponding cosine term.

6.3.2 Forced proportional interference

As explained in Section 6.2.5, the asynchronous behavior of the CP criteria is interpreted as a
main reason for their robust fatigue life prediction quality. This behavior can be replicated for
phase shift-induced non-proportional load cases by simplifying the LiWI approach in such a way
that the phase shift estimation is neglected completely, cf. Figure 6.4. By neglecting the phase
shift of each mono-frequent equivalent signal, a proportional load case is emulated leading to
forced proportional interference (FPI), which is independent of the level of non-proportionality.
Therefore, the resulting signal mimics critical plane criteria in this regard and the iFFT in
context of a von Mises equivalent stress becomes:

σvM,FPI(t) = σ̂vM(f0) +
∑
i

σ̂vM(fi) · cos(2πfit) . (6.3)

Note that the sign of a potential mean stress will be contained in the phase at f = 0 for each
stress component, i.e., ϕ̂(f0) = 0 for a positive mean stress and ϕ̂(f0) = π for a negative mean
stress. Therefore, the equivalent mean stress σ̂vM(f0) marks the only exception to the procedure
and the sign of σ̂vM(f0) is calculated based on the sign of the absolute largest principal stress
resulting from all existent mean stress components.

While the LiWI approach is currently limited to the plane stress application due to the
rather complex determination of the phase angle, the FPI approach can be applied to any stress
state and independently of the phase shift-induced level of non-proportionality. It is therefore
represented as a new branch in Figure 6.2 (gray-shaded areas).

The FPI approach can also be used in a CP analysis to include an estimation of the fracture
initiation plane. While this comes at a high computational cost on account of the iterative CP
identification, the involved algorithms (uniaxial rainflow count, etc.) are easier to validate and
most likely execute significantly faster than their multiaxial counterparts.

In addition, both the LiWI and the FPI approach are not limited to the von Mises equivalent
stress. Adaptions of the LiWI approach to, e.g., the Tresca [210] and Rankine [211] criterion
can be found in Schmidt and Pandiya [209]. In case of the FPI method, the (mono-frequent)
evaluation can be done with any equivalent stress criterion, since it is not limited by any phase
shift estimations, demonstrating its versatility.

Note that the shear and normal stress amplitudes (and mean values) of mixed frequency
signals, such as those depicted in Figure 6.4, have to incorporate equal ratios for all contained
frequencies in order not to cause additional non-proportionalities, i.e., σ̂x(fi)/τ̂xy(fi) = const.
A straightforward way to check the applicability of the FPI approach in its current from is
thus a check of the non-proportionality factor fnp of the resulting stress history (6D) with zero
phase shift. In case fnp ≊ 0, the FPI approach can be applied. Otherwise additional sources of
non-proportionality are present in the original stress history. Possible enhancements of the FPI
approach for other sources of non-proportionality will be discussed in Section 6.5.4.

6.3.3 Fatigue life prediction concept

The FPI approach will lead to a re-proportionalization of a phase-shifted stress history. The
predicted fatigue life will therefore stay constant if the level of non-proportionality is altered by
changing phase shifts. This characteristic resembles a neutral material behavior regarding the
cycles to failure at different levels of non-proportionality, cf. Figure P4-4, and therefore matches
the experimentally observed behavior of the adhesive.
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In case the fatigue life needs to be predicted for such a neutral material, the FPI flow chart in
Figure 6.2 can be followed without any adaptation. However, if ductile (τy/σy = 0.5) or brittle
(τy/σy = 1) materials are analyzed, the cycles to failure at high levels of non-proportionality
will be different from the cycles to failure in proportional load states. In general, it can be
expected that a high ductility tends to reduce the cycles to failure and brittle behavior tends to
increase the cycles to failure in a non-proportional load state in comparison to a proportional
load state [23], cf. Figure P4-4. Therefore, this shift of the cycles to failure must be captured
experimentally to derive a correction factor ξnp for the fatigue life estimation. This factor can be
incorporated in the fatigue analysis routine in the damage accumulation step:

D =
∑
i

ni
Ni

· ξnp,i(fnp, κτ , T ) . (6.4)

Herein, ni and Ni are (still) the identified cycles from a cycle counting algorithm and the
permissible cycles to failure from a uniaxial S-N curve (or Haigh diagram), respectively. To include
complex interrelations, ξnp should be modeled as a function of the level of non-proportionality
(cf. Figure 6.1), the ductility of the respective material, and the temperature.

To replicate the S-N behavior shown in Figure P4-4, the correction factor will generally
exhibit the following magnitudes:

ξnp


> 1 , ductile

= 1 , neutral

< 1 , brittle .

(6.5)

This way, the FPI approach shifts the dependency of the cycles to failure of the level of
non-proportionality to a rather simple and experimentally determined correction factor. This
simplifies comprehension and interpretation of the results, as this behavior is not (indirectly)
hidden in the CP subroutines anymore, which will be discussed further in Section 6.5.

6.4 Implementation of methods

Brief summaries of the implementation of the methods shown in Figure 6.2 are given in the
following as a basis for the fatigue life predictions in Section 6.5.

6.4.1 Global equivalent stress criteria

The Drucker-Prager [202] equivalent stress criterion was identified as the best option for the
adhesive in Section P2-5.3. Hereafter, the Drucker-Prager criterion was extended to a hybrid
version in Section P4-6.2, which allows to use a Haigh Diagram in the engineering stress space
Reng without discarding effects of the strong tension-compression asymmetry of the adhesive.

Due to the good results achieved with the hybrid formulation for proportional load cases, the
hybrid formulation is also used here for the global equivalent stress approach, cf. Figure 6.2. As
stated in Section 6.2.4, the sign of equivalent stress criteria is corrected using the sign of the
absolute largest principal stress.

To use the hybrid Drucker-Prager criterion in the FPI approach, I1 is calculated in a similar
way as shown in Figure 6.4. First, the normal stress components are dissected via a FFT analysis.
Subsequently, the mono-frequent parts of I1 are calculated as the sum of the respective stress
components. The iFFT leads to the final result of I1. The phase shift is neglected along the
way (with the exception of potential mean values) according to the FPI approach. Finally, the
re-proportionalized histories of σvM and I1 are combined, cf. Section P4-6.2. Note that the FPI
approach will automatically result in the hybrid version of the Drucker-Prager criterion as the
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amplitudes in the FFT are always positive (with the exception of a potentially negative mean
stress at f = 0). A sign correction is also unnecessary in this case, because of the cosine terms in
the iFFT, cf. Section 6.3.1.

6.4.2 Critical plane equivalent stress criteria

In terms of the critical plane approach, the Findley [92] and Papuga PCr [96] criteria are used
as representatives for an equivalent shear stress-based and an equivalent normal stress-based
analysis, respectively.

The equivalent stress according to the Findley criterion [92, 97] can be expressed as

σF = aF · τa + bF · σnn,max . (6.6)

Therein, τa is the shear stress amplitude resulting from an enclosing surface conversion of a full
(or half) cycle, which was identified in the multiaxial rainflow count. The maximum normal stress
occurring during that particular cycle is called σnn,max, while aF and bF are material parameters.
The calibration of aF and bF is done using the following expressions [97]

aF = 2
√
κ∞ − 1 , bF = 2− κ∞, (6.7)

where κ∞ is the ratio between the fatigue limit for a fully reversed axial load (σR=−1
∞ ) and the

fatigue limit for fully reversed torsion (τR=−1
∞ ).

The Papuga PCr [96] criterion is given by

σPCr =

√√√√acτ2a + bc

(
σa +

τR=−1∞
σR=0∞

· σm
)
. (6.8)

Similar to the Findley criterion, the shear stress amplitude τa is calculated using an enclosing
surface method. Normal stress amplitude and mean value are denoted by σa and σm. The
material parameters ac and bc are calibrated using the following formulae

ac =
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(6.9)

The fatigue limits necessary for the calibration of the Findley and Papuga PCr criterion were
estimated in Section P3-3.3. However, since the recorded S-N data were limited in the very high
cycle fatigue (VHCF) regime, the critical plane evaluation will include a sensitivity analysis
regarding the calibration parameters.

As mentioned, the FPI approach can also be utilized within a CP analysis. In this case, the
critical plane stress history is treated in the same way as the stress components of the global
stress tensor, cf. Figure 6.4. Therefore, only the stress inputs are changed to σnn, τnu and τnv in
comparison to the global FPI version and no additional enclosing surface algorithms or other
auxiliary methods are required.
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6.4.3 Enclosing surface methods

To showcase the influence of different enclosing surface methods on the fatigue life prediction,
three concepts are utilized in this work. The PMOI [91] is chosen as a physically-based method
that accounts for the actual shape of the 2D shear stress path. In contrast, the minimum ball (MB)
method [87] is used as a representative for simplified geometry projections. Additionally, the
root mean square (RMS) approach [205] is implemented. The latter accounts for the outer
shape of the 2D shear stress path, but neglects inner path segments. Therefore, the RMS
method can be interpreted as a compromise between the PMOI and MB. Details concerning
the implementation of the methods can be found in the aforementioned publications and in
de Castro and Meggiolaro [9].

Note that the results of enclosing surface methods are usually different for half- or full cycles.
While full cycles can be hard to detect for CP projections of random stress histories, their
detection is trivial for constant amplitude stress histories. Since the experimental campaign,
that this work is based on, employed constant amplitude stress histories, all enclosing surface
methods will be evaluated based on full cycles.

6.4.4 Haigh diagram & S-N curves

Although a Haigh diagram is necessary for general multiaxial fatigue life predictions, it is not
required here since the comparison of the fatigue methodologies is based on a constant amplitude
experimental campaign at R = −1 for both the axial and torsional load.

In case of the critical plane approach, the projection of the stress tensor to a candidate
plane is a linear transformation. Therefore, a mean-free stress history remains as such on any
investigated plane. Hence, a uniaxial S-N curve at R = −1 is sufficient for the stress-based
CP approach. The hybrid formulation of the Drucker-Prager criterion also simplifies the S-N
requirements for the global approaches, as only the uniaxial tension-compression S-N curve at
R = −1 is required [198].

All required S-N curves were determined in Section P3-3.3 and were modeled using the
Stüssi-Haibach S-N model [197, 198], which consists of a combination of the sigmoidal-shaped
Stüssi [212] S-N curve and a Haibach [10, 213] extension line. No statistical manipulation of the
S-N curves was carried out. Therefore, the analyses are based on P50 Stüssi-Haibach S-N curves.

6.4.5 Filtering & damage sphere discretization

As pointed out in Section 6.2, the MRF filter can be used to increase the computational efficiency.
In this work, however, the filter is not used in order to focus on the comparison of the fatigue
life prediction methods with as little bias as possible from supporting algorithms. For the same
reason, an adaptive algorithm for the critical plane identification is not used. Instead, the damage
(half-) sphere is discretized using equal area increments with a width of 1◦ according to Weber
et al [77] leading to 20630 planes in total. Thus, each critical plane criterion is evaluated in
the same way and based on a very fine discretization to avoid any distortions of the fatigue life
prediction on account of a too coarse critical plane search.

6.5 Comparison to experiments

In the following, state of the art CP methods and the FPI approach, cf. Figure 6.2, are compared
to the experimental results from Section P4-3.1.
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6.5.1 Damage prediction quality

A comparison of the aforementioned multiaxial fatigue approaches is shown in Figure 6.5 based
on load level 1 of the experimental campaign, cf. Section P4-3.1. The accumulated damage
D of the respective methods is illustrated as a function of the phase shift ϕ, i.e., the level of
non-proportionality. Note that a logarithmic scale was used on the y-axis to enhance visibility.
The depicted damage ratio is given by

ΛD =
D(ϕ = 0◦)
D(ϕ = 90◦)

. (6.10)

A ratio ΛD < 1 represents a conservative fatigue life prediction, while ΛD > 1 marks a non-
conservative prediction and ΛD = 1 corresponds to a neutral behavior.

The influence of different enclosing surface methods (PMOI, RMS, MB) in the critical plane
approach is illustrated in Figure 6.5 among different calibrations of the material parameters
of the Findley and Papuga PCr criterion. The respective literature calibrations according to
Eq. 6.7 and Eq. 6.9 are shown as dotted lines. An additional calibration was carried out, aiming
at an ideal damage of D ≊ 1 at failure in a proportional load case (ϕ = 0◦). Although, the
resulting damage is significantly different for these calibrations, the fatigue limits only had to be
adjusted by ± 12 % and ± 1 % for the Findley and Papuga PCr criteria, respectively. Given the
general uncertainty of experimental fatigue limit estimations, this is considered to be a (very)
small deviation and can also be interpreted as a confirmation of the Stüssi S-N model, which
was used to predict the (presumed) fatigue limits in Section P3-3.3. However, it also showcases
the sensitivity of the criteria as small deviations of the calibration inputs can lead to significant
differences in the damage prediction. An overview of the calibration parameters is provided in
Table 6.1. Due to the constant amplitude fatigue tests with fully reversed loads, the mean value
in Eq. 6.8 is zero. Therefore, the fatigue limit in tension at R = 0 (σR=0

∞ ) is irrelevant in this
work and was not part of the sensitivity study. Note, however, that σR=0

∞ can also be extracted
from Section P3-3.3.

It is emphasized that the comparison is based on the observed neutral S-N behavior of
the adhesive, cf. Figure P4-4. Assumptions on the damaging behavior of certain levels of
non-proportionality inherent to the used methods will therefore be visible in the D(ϕ) functions.
For instance, the PMOI tends to result in increasing equivalent shear amplitudes with increasing
levels of non-proportionality for the biaxial constant amplitude load case replicated in this
work, which translated into an increase of damage in most cases. This increase overestimates
the damage for a neutral material and is therefore found to be conservative. In case ductile
materials are analyzed, which generally exhibit a shorter fatigue life in non-proportional load
cases in comparison to proportional ones, cf. Figure P4-4, the predictions of the PMOI may

Table 6.1: Calibration of material parameters for the critical plane models.
The fatigue limits were extracted from a previous publication [198].

Parameter Unit Literature D(ϕ = 0◦) ≊ 1
calibration Findley Papuga PCr

σR=−1
∞ N/mm2 26.60 23.41 26.44
τR=−1
∞ N/mm2 17.72 19.85 17.83
aF − 1.416 0.847 −
bF − 0.499 0.821 −
ac − 2.078 − 2.004
bc N/mm2 14.268 − 21.850
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Figure 6.5: Accumulated damage D (logarithmic y-axis scale) as a function of phase shift ϕ, i.e., the
level of non-proportionality, for all multiaxial fatigue approaches in Figure 6.2 and based on load level 1
of the experimental campaign. An ideal prediction leads to a constant damage of D = 1 according to the
experimental results (top). In case of the critical plane analyses (Findley, Papuga), the influence of the chosen
enclosing surface method (PMOI, RMS, MB) is depicted. Similarly, the influence of the material parameter
calibrations are shown, where dotted lines mark the literature calibration and solid lines mark a calibration
that leads to an ideal damage for a proportional load, i.e., D(ϕ = 0◦) ≊ 1. The signed, hybrid Drucker-Prager
criterion is used for the critical plane-based FPI approach, the global equivalent stress method and the global
FPI approach. The damage ratio ΛD (Eq. 6.10) separates conservative from non-conservative methods.
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lead to more accurate results. In contrast, both the RMS and MB method led to decreasing
equivalent shear amplitudes and therefore also to a decrease in damage with increasing levels
of non-proportionality. Therefore, these methods can be interpreted to (partly) rely on brittle
material behavior, which tends to show increased fatigue life in non-proportional load cases, cf.
Figure P4-4. The differences of the MB- and RMS-based damage predictions were negligible for
this work’s load case.

Overall, the damage prediction quality of all investigated CP criteria is excellent in direct
comparison to the global equivalent stress approach. This is reflected by a substantially improved
damage ratio ΛD of the CP criteria. While ΛD is 96.39 for the global equivalent stress approach,
it ranges between 0.62 and 1.97 for the CP approaches with the literature-based calibration
and between 0.65 and 1.43 with the D(ϕ = 0◦) ≊ 1 calibration. Therefore, the capability of the
CP approach to generate reliable fatigue life predictions in non-proportional load cases for the
investigated adhesive was proven in this work.

Regarding the FPI approach, the results are even better than the CP results for the analyzed
load case. Its ideal damage ratio ΛD = 1 corresponds to a neutral behavior of the subroutines
(eqv. stress criteria etc.) with respect to the level of non-proportionality. This is because
the non-proportional damage dependence is entirely shifted to different sets of (biaxial) S-N
curves and the corresponding correction factor ξnp, cf. Eqs. 6.4-6.5. On that basis, the FPI
approach represents an easy-to-use alternative to the traditional critical plane approach for phase
shift-induced non-proportional loads.

Note that the damage prediction quality of the FPI approach is connected to the choice of
the equivalent stress criterion. Therefore, deviations of the predictions to the ideal of D = 1
at failure reflect the capability of the chosen criterion to model equivalent stresses for the
respective material and its applicability to multiaxial fatigue analyses. In this work, the hybrid
Drucker-Prager criterion led to very good results for both the global FPI approach and its CP
variant. In addition, idealizations such as the linear damage accumulation affect the fatigue life
prediction of all analyzed methods.

6.5.2 Fracture surface prediction

An often mentioned benefit of the critical plane approach is the prediction of the fracture
initiation plane alongside the fatigue life analysis. Since the fracture initiation plane could not
be experimentally detected, the observed fracture surfaces have to be used as an approximation.

In Section P4-3.3, the fracture surfaces were found to be approximately equal for all levels of
non-proportionality for the investigated adhesive. This was interpreted as a validation of the
neutral S-N behavior, because the damage mechanism did not change.

Figure 6.6 shows a photograph of the fracture surface of specimen 095 as a representative for
all other tested specimens. The fracture surface of this specimen is approximately 27.5◦ in the
yz-plane (z-axis represents axial direction). This observation was compared to the predictions of
the Findley and Papuga PCr criteria (RMS-based D(ϕ = 0) ≊ 1 calibrations) and the CP-verison
of the FPI approach. The failure plane angle ψf is found as the minimum angle of the critical
plane projected to the xz- and yz-plane, respectively.

None of the investigated criteria is able to predict the experimentally observed fracture
surface at all levels of non-proportionality, even though the Findley and Papuga PCr criterion
were calibrated to an ideal damage of D ≊ 1 for a proportional load case. The damage spheres
also appear qualitatively similar, despite of the different approaches. Only for the proportional
load case, the estimation of the fracture initiation plane was rather close to the observed fracture
surface orientation. Therefore, the information loss of the global FPI approach, which does not
include a prediction of the fracture initiation plane, is rather small for this work’s load case.

Note that the transversely isotropic behavior of the specimens might have influenced the
prediction of the fracture initiation plane.
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Figure 6.6: Experimental fracture surface of specimen 095 in comparison to critical plane predictions of the
RMS-based and D(ϕ = 0◦) ≊ 1 calibrated Findley and Papuga PCr criteria in addition to the CP-based FPI
approach.

6.5.3 FPI: Computational efficiency & ease of use

Computational efficiency is a term, which is rarely connected with non-proportional fatigue
analyses. However, in addition to the good damage predictions of the global FPI approach, it
executes significantly faster than CP analyses. Differences in computation times will of course
always depend on the code implementation and hardware. However, in most cases the FPI
approach will be just as fast as a state of the art global equivalent stress analysis, since the
time required for the FFT is comparable to a principal stress-based sign correction, which is not
needed in the FPI approach.

With the current hardware and code implementation, the computation time to evaluate a
single plane in the CP approach was 60 times higher than the complete evaluation of the FPI
approach. The time for a complete CP analysis is approximately scaled by the computation
time for a single plane and is therefore several orders of magnitude higher than that of the FPI
approach. Note that the main reason for the slow performance of the CP analysis is the usage of
the multiaxial rainflow count, cf. Section 1.2.1 and 6.2.3. However, to achieve equal speed levels
for the entire analysis, the evaluation of a single plane will need to be orders of magnitude faster.
The feasibility of this is extremely unlikely, because of the similarities in the damage evaluation
of the approaches, cf. Figure 6.2. For instance, a multiaxial rainflow count on a plane has to
follow the same engineering principles as the uniaxial one in the FPI approach. Therefore, it can
be expected that the computation time of the FPI approach will always be substantially lower
than that of CP applications.

Due to its computational efficiency, the FPI approach can also be used as a screening method
in conjunction with an analysis of a non-proportionality factor fnp. This way, users of validated
CP tool chains can limit the analysis to regions of high non-proportionality, which simultaneously
exhibit a high damage potential, e.g., to estimate the fracture initiation plane alongside the
fatigue life prediction. This distinction is not possible using solely a non-proportionality factor,
because fnp does not differentiate between high or low load levels, cf. Section 6.2.1.
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Given the complicated dependencies of the level of non-proportionality, the same fnp can be
found for shear- or normal stress-dominated conditions, cf. Figure 6.1. The decision whether to
use a shear- or normal stress-based CP approach therefore requires an additional algorithm. The
CP version of the FPI approach alleviates this problem as such a distinction is not necessary.
Additionally, the global FPI approach can be used for any phase shift-induced level of non-
proportionality, cf. Figure 6.2, so that the aforementioned choices become irrelevant.

In case an asymmetric yield criterion such as the Drucker-Prager criterion is used, the FPI
approach also leads to a hybrid version of the particular criterion, meaning that an asymmetric
yield criterion can be used in conjunction with Haigh diagrams in the engineering stress space
Reng. Since the use of Haigh diagrams in the equivalent stress space Reqv would normally
be required for asymmetric yield criteria and the fact that Reqv Haigh diagrams are hardly
considered in literature [198], this is a great benefit of the FPI approach and minimizes the risk
of non-conservative fatigue life predictions.

Due to the fact that the FFT is a widely used and optimized algorithm in many software
packages, the implementation and usage of the FPI approach is rather simple.

6.5.4 FPI: Limitations & Possibilities

It has to be noted that the current version of the FPI approach is limited to phase shift-
induced non-proportional stress histories. Other sources of non-proportionality such as different
frequencies or stress ratios of normal and shear stresses were not considered in this work. However,
the included FFT dissection of the stress components leads to a versatile setup, which can be
enhanced for other load cases. An adaption to frequency-induced non-proportional stress histories
might, for instance, be possible with a damage equivalent transformation of certain frequencies,
which than (again) results in a worst case estimation. Analogously, different stress ratios might
be incorporated into the FPI approach via a damage equivalent adaption using a Haigh diagram.
Since these hypotheses can not be validated with the current experimental data, this will be
addressed in the future.

As mentioned, the FPI approach can also be used as a screening method in conjunction with
a non-proportionality factor in order to limit necessary evaluations of the critical plane approach
to locations with both a high damage potential and a high level of non-proportionality. Therefore,
future enhancements of the FPI approach do not necessarily need to include accurate fatigue life
predictions, since an efficient estimation of the worst case damage potential will already provide
a great benefit for screening purposes. This screening capability can also be applied to accelerate
the identification of the critical plane, as the evaluation of candidate planes can be limited to
those with a high damage potential.

In its current form, the FPI approach can only replace the critical plane approach for a rather
limited set of load cases, i.e., phase-shifted stress histories. However, in these cases the approach
provides a variety of benefits. It is thus shared with the research community in this early stage
to foster and accelerate further developments.

6.6 Concluding Remarks

Different sets of fatigue life prediction algorithms were compared to the biaxial (tension/com-
pression-torsion) fatigue experiments with different levels of non-proportionality on a structural
adhesive. Critical plane-based algorithms were found to provide good fatigue life predictions for
different levels of non-proportionality, while the traditional global equivalent stress approach
(invariant-based approach) led to very non-conservative predictions.

Even though the critical plane approach led to reliable fatigue life predictions, the computation
time is substantial and limits widespread application. Since the cycles to failure of the investigated
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adhesive were found to be independent of the phase shift-induced level of non-proportionality,
a new computationally efficient way for non-proportional fatigue life predictions was explored.
Based on an FFT of a given stress history, this approach leads to a re-proportionalized equivalent
stress history as the phase shift of the stress components is set to zero in the equivalent stress
calculation. In comparison to the traditional critical plane approach, this forced proportional
interference (FPI) approach leads to a variety of benefits:

1. The re-proportionalized equivalent stress history results in constant fatigue life predictions
independent of the (phase shift-induced) level of non-proportionality. Thus, the fatigue life
dependence on the level of non-proportionality is shifted to an S-N-based correction factor,
which enables easier comprehension and interpretation of the results, as this dependence is
not hidden in subroutines, e.g., enclosing surface methods in the critical plane analysis.

2. The computational efficiency is comparable to a state of the art equivalent stress analysis
that is confined to proportional load cases. However, due to the FPI’s applicability to any
(phase shift-induced) level of non-proportionality, it is orders of magnitude faster than the
otherwise required critical plane approach.

3. The usage of the FFT within the FPI approach directly leads to a signed equivalent stress
without further corrections and contains the same frequency content as the original stress
history.

4. The FPI approach can be used for any material when the equivalent stress criterion is
chosen accordingly (von Mises, Drucker-Prager, etc.). This choice simultaneously is the only
input parameter required, aside from S-N curves, which are essential for any stress-based
fatigue analysis.

5. The FPI approach is easier to validate than critical plane methods, since it is coupled with
well known uniaxial algorithms for fatigue analyses, e.g., the uniaxial rainflow count.

6. In case asymmetric yield criteria (Drucker-Prager, etc.) are chosen, the FPI approach will
lead to a hybrid version of the respective criterion. This means that asymmetric criteria
can be used with Haigh diagrams in the engineering stress space without loss of information
or non-conservative results due to a tension-compression asymmetry.

7. Coupled with an estimation of the level of non-proportionality, the FPI approach can be
utilized as an efficient screening method to decide where a critical plane analysis might
be necessary. In addition, this screening capability can also be utilized to accelerate the
critical plane identification. Hence, the FPI approach is also a useful tool for users with
validated critical plane tool chains.

Given the excellent results of the FPI approach in this work, the critical plane approach
seems obsolete for the investigated load case, where a phase shift was used to provoke a non-
proportional load state. Nevertheless, further experimental validation of the new approach in
more complex load cases is necessary, which also include sources of non-proportionality that are
different from phase-shifted loads, i.e., different frequencies of normal and shear stresses, which
were not accounted for, yet. However, in every case where an equivalent stress criterion was
successfully validated for a proportional load state and where a phase shift is the main reason
for a non-proportional load state, a reasonable engineering approximation of the fatigue life
including all the aforementioned benefits can be expected employing the FPI approach.
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7 Conclusion and Outlook

In this final chapter, the achievements of this thesis are summarized and evaluated with respect
to the overall objective. New research questions that result from these new insights are presented
as an outlook for future projects.

7.1 Conclusion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
7.2 Outlook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
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7.1 Conclusion

With the overall objective of this thesis defined as:

Accurate and computationally efficient fatigue life prediction under multiax-
ial, non-proportional loads by example of a fiber-reinforced rotor blade adhesive,

the state of the art had to be improved in different areas of research. Therefore, five work
packages were defined to achieve this goal as the succession of multiple milestones, which are
discussed in the following with respect to their contribution to the overall objective.

1) Specimen Optimization. A high manufacturing quality is difficult to achieve with two-
component and highly viscous rotor blade adhesives, as every manufacturing step can introduce
defects such as mixing inhomogeneities and pores or may lead to a randomization of the orientation
of the reinforcement fibers. This is especially true for the manufacture of specimens that are
intended for multiaxial tests, since these tests require a more complex specimen geometry and
thus increase the potential for manufacturing-induced defects. Therefore, the ideal of a virtually
defect-free adhesive specimen which is suitable for multiaxial tests was not achieved before.
However, this kind of idealized specimen is required to be able to reliably distinguish the effects
of non-proportional loads from other influences, such as defects or stress concentrations.

In an effort to create an ideal multiaxial specimen, a finite element (FE)-based parametric
study was carried out to minimize stress concentrations that are induced by the tapered and
tubular specimen geometry. Subsequently, a detailed manufacturing optimization was employed.
As a first step of that, the mixing quality was optimized using a planetary centrifugal vacuum
mixer. The ideal setup was found via a maximization of the color homogeneity of the mixtures.
Secondly, the injection process was significantly improved by means of 3D printing. A customized
mixing adapter allowed to mix the adhesive directly in the cartridge that was used for the
mold injection process. A (manual) transfer of the mixture from a mixing cup to the injection
device was thus unnecessary and the high quality of the mixture was maintained. Additional 3D
printed injection nozzles and mold inserts allowed to transfer of the mixture into the molds. The
resulting virtually defect-free specimen quality was verified by means of µCT scans and enabled
the first (publicly available) characterization of the neat material.

The specimen manufacturing quality was compared to simplified (hand-mixed) specimen and
revealed substantial differences in strength, stiffness and ductility on account of different porosity
levels. In fact, the adhesive was previously characterized as brittle, while the neat behavior is
rather ductile. An additional sample from an industrial dosing and dispensing machine for rotor
blade manufacture also showed that the porosity level of the optimized specimens is comparable
to the industrial mixing quality. At the same time, the coefficient of variation of all measured
material properties was approximately an order of magnitude smaller compared to hand-mixed
specimens. This is also referred to a very similar and predominantly axial orientation of the
reinforcement fibers in each specimen.

In essence, the applied optimization techniques were based on established technologies, i.e.,
FE-based structural optimization, vacuum mixing, 3D printing and µCT scanning. However, it
is the combination of these technologies that was unique, enabled virtually defect-free specimens
and a precise material modeling in the following.

2) Yield Locus Determination. Yield criteria are typically used to calculate equivalent
stresses and strains for multiaxial load states and therefore represent an important step in the
material characterization. On account of high porosity levels in specimens used in yield locus
determinations of the adhesive in literature, the proposed yield criteria do not represent the
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neat behavior of the material. Additional modeling simplifications such as the assumption of
a brittle behavior and the associated usage of purely elastic shear stress formulae introduced
further inaccuracies. In fact, fracture stresses were used to model the equivalent stress-strain
formulations and yield stresses were not stated at all. Given the overall objective of this thesis
to accurately predict the fatigue life under non-proportional loads, these inaccuracies were
unacceptable, so that the yield locus was derived based on the previously optimized specimens.

The identification of the yield point of a material is traditionally associated with an arbitrary
plastic offset strain, i.e., 0.2 %. While this definition works fine for simple tension tests, it
fails for the torsion test since the offset strain needs to be an equivalent strain (εt ̸= γ). This
leads to the paradox situation that the yield criterion needs to be known to determine the yield
criterion itself. The same applies for the compression test if the investigated material exhibits a
tension-compression asymmetry, which is common for polymers and a variety of other materials
(εt ̸= εc). In addition, the shear stress-strain curve, required for this kind of evaluation, needs to
be modeled in such a way that the elasto-plastic transition is accurately described.

In order to solve these modeling problems, a new elasto-plastic shear stress estimation was
proposed that iteratively adapts the stress-strain curve to minimize the difference of the resulting
numerical torque to the measured one of the experiment. Thus, wall-thickness effects are also
covered by this approach as the outer perimeter of the tubular specimens can plasticize while
the inner perimeter can still exhibit elastic strains. Additionally, the yield point was determined
via a derivative-based approach, so that the yield point could be estimated for uniaxial tests
without an a priori knowledge of the yield criterion. However, its application to biaxial tests
required a new method that is capable to predict equivalent stresses and strains based solely
on the previously found uniaxial yield points. A scaling approach of an initial ellipsis fit to the
experimental results was thus developed. Based on these new developments, the yield locus of
the adhesive was found without bias of an a priori chosen equivalent stress-strain formulation
while correctly accounting for the plasticity of the material.

The Drucker-Prager criterion was identified to be the best-fit model to the experimental
yield locus. This criterion is significantly more conservative in shear (7.9 %) than previously
suggested yield criteria and hence reduces the risk to over-predict the capacity of the material to
withstand shear stresses. At the same time, the Drucker-Prager criterion accounts for the strong
tension-compression asymmetry of the material. A situation previously found unacceptable
(accuracy of yield locus) for the overall objective of this thesis was thus significantly improved
and lead to new modeling approaches (elasto-plastic shear stresses & ellipsis scaling for equivalent
stresses and strains), which are applicable for any kind of material. Hence, the basis to continue
with (uniaxial) fatigue experiments was established.

3) Uniaxial Fatigue Tests. In order to conduct stress-based and non-proportional fatigue
life predictions, S-N curves are required to construct a Haigh diagram and to calibrate critical
plane models. While some S-N curves of the adhesive were published by other authors, these
were (again) associated with large uncertainties due to a high porosity level in the specimens. In
general, it can be expected that the standard deviation in fatigue tests is larger than in static
tests, because even small-scale defects of the specimens can significantly alter the cycles to failure.
Similar to the static material characterization, the corresponding fatigue characterization of the
adhesive was thus not accurate enough for this work’s overall objective, because a large scatter
of the S-N curves might render the influence of non-proportional loads inconclusive.

Two axial S-N curves at R = −1 and R = 0 were recorded in addition to a torsional S-N
curve at R = −1. The sigmoidal-shaped Stüssi S-N model was found to provide the best-fit of
the experimental data for all S-N curves. However, as the tests were limited to a maximum of
≈ 106 cycles for each specimen at the lowest load level, an engineering approach for gigacycle
fatigue was necessary, since rotor blades of wind turbines are typically subjected to > 108 cycles.
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Therefore, the Stüssi model was combined with a Haibach extension line (≈ double the slope of
the Basquin S-N approach) in such a way that the extension line is tangential to the Stüssi S-N
curve. This way, the new Stüssi-Haibach S-N model provides a very good fit of the experimental
data and transitions into a reasonable engineering approximation for the gigacycle fatigue regime
without the need to specify an arbitrary transition point of the Haibach extension line.

The Stüssi and Stüssi-Haibach S-N models were also found to provide a good fit of fatigue
data of the adhesive in literature. A direct comparison of this work’s results to literature revealed
substantial differences of the cycles to failure and demonstrated a significant load level-dependent
influence of pores. In addition, a surrogate proportional limit at a plastic offset of 0.01 % was
found to be a reasonable indication of the fatigue limit that is predicted by the Stüssi S-N model.
While this finding needs further validation, it provides useful information for the allocation of
specimens and testing equipment in S-N tests.

All conducted S-N tests were accompanied by stiffness degradation measurements. The
stiffness degradation was found to be load level-dependent and was modeled accordingly with
load level-dependent power law functions. The model was applied to predict the residual fatigue
life of run-out specimens. These predictions indicated the validity of the Stüssi S-N model.

Similar to the static material characterization, the uniaxial fatigue characterization was
conducted based on the necessity of high accuracy data to fulfill the overall objective of this
thesis. While the comparison of the new data to literature demonstrated that the data quality was
significantly improved, a new S-N and stiffness degradation model were proposed. Based on the
achieved results, the chance to identify the influence of non-proportional loads was substantially
improved and thus targeted in the next step.

4) Non-Proportional Fatigue Tests. Non-proportional loads are able to alter the cycles
to failure of a material in comparison to a corresponding proportional load. In addition, non-
proportional load states can distort the numerical fatigue life prediction as, e.g., the implicitly
assumed consistency of the principal stress/strain orientation in (rainflow-counted) equivalent
stress-based approaches is not guaranteed anymore. On account of the required high-quality
data from virtually defect-free specimens and the more complex test setup, non-proportional
loads were not experimentally analyzed for rotor blade adhesives, yet.

By subjecting the adhesive to biaxial (tension/compression-torsion) loads with different
phase shifts in between the axial and torsional load, the influence of non-proportional loads on
the cycles to failure were investigated experimentally. It was found that the adhesive can be
characterized as a neutral material, meaning that the cycles to failure or the fracture surface
orientation were independent of the level of non-proportionality. This observation is in-line with
recently published results in literature, that linked the ductility of a material to the change
of fatigue life under non-proportional loads. This finding is, however, not a reason to neglect
non-proportional loads in the fatigue life prediction. On the contrary, it is demonstrated that
the usage of rainflow-counted equivalent stresses in non-proportional conditions can lead to an
over-prediction of the fatigue life by up to two orders of magnitude, even though a good prediction
is found for a proportional load state. Therefore, the current state of the art of multiaxial fatigue
life predictions for rotor blade bond lines (rainflow-counted equivalent stresses) was proven to be
significantly non-conservative for the non-proportional conditions present during operation of a
wind turbine. The main reason for the bad prediction quality of this methodology in this case is
that the stress amplitude decreases with increasing level of non-proportionality. The signal shape
is also altered, so that an equivalent (signed) sinusoidal signal translates into a down-scaled
rectangular signal when the level of non-proportionality is increased via a phase shift.
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In addition, the effects of a tension-compression asymmetry on the fatigue life prediction were
studied, because these were hardly considered in literature so far. In case such an asymmetry
is present, the Haigh diagram needs to be adopted to the equivalent stress space to avoid
non-conservative predictions. This is because the S-N curves in the Haigh diagram get scaled
and re-positioned as the stress ratio changes in the equivalent stress space in the presence of a
tension-compression asymmetry. If this is not accounted for and an asymmetric yield criterion is
used in the fatigue life prediction (e.g. Drucker-Prager), the stress space of the equivalent stress
formulation does not match the Haigh diagram, which in turn leads to false fatigue life predictions.
To circumvent this source of error, a hybrid version of the asymmetric Drucker-Prager criterion
was developed, which can be used with the traditional engineering stress space representation of
the Haigh diagram again. Depending on the available S-N data, this hybrid version allows the
choice of the Haigh diagram representation and thus helps to minimize the number of necessary
interpolations. Although these findings were derived from experiments on the adhesive, they are
not confined to this material, since a tension-compression asymmetry is found for a large variety
of materials.

This non-proportional experimental campaign was the first ever conducted for a rotor blade
adhesive and established new insights to its multiaxial fatigue behavior. Likewise, these results
represented the last experimental milestone required for a detailed comparison of non-proportional
fatigue life prediction methods.

5) Multiaxial Fatigue Life Prediction. With the proof that non-proportional loads signif-
icantly distort the fatigue analyses of rotor blade adhesives for the current state of the art
methodology (rainflow-counted, global equivalent stresses), a detailed comparison with more
sophisticated methods is necessary. Therefore, the critical plane (CP) approach was applied and
calibrated with the experimental data. It was found to result in substantially better fatigue
life predictions for the analyzed fiber-reinforced adhesive. Although the applied calibration and
algorithms could be used for fatigue analyses of rotor blade bond lines, the vast computational
effort of the CP approach makes it impractical for structural optimization processes despite
its accuracy. Hence, a new method was explored based on the experimental insight that the
adhesive exhibited a neutral behavior regarding the level of non-proportionality.

The robustness of the CP approach in non-proportional load cases was linked to its asyn-
chronous prediction of equivalent stresses. For instance, the widely adopted Findley criterion
demands a superposition of the shear stress amplitude with the maximum of the normal stress
for each identified multiaxial cycle. These stresses, however, do not necessarily appear at the
same time, so that the superposition of them leads to a worst-case analogy. Different levels
of non-proportionality, that may lead to an increased time shift in between the shear stress
amplitude and the normal stress maximum during a particular cycle, are therefore hardly rele-
vant concerning the magnitude of the equivalent stress and might only lead to a different CP
orientation. Interestingly, this worst case analogy of the CP approach can be emulated for the
global equivalent stress approach for phase shift-induced non-proportional loads using a FFT.
In this case, a re-proportionalized equivalent stress can be calculated based on the amplitude,
frequency and phase content of each stress component. A forced proportional interference (FPI)
of the stress component signals is generated. With that, the equivalent stress is independent of
the phase shift-induced level of non-proportionality and therefore mimics the CP approach in
this regard. Due to the neutral behavior of the investigated adhesive in non-proportional loads,
the FPI approach is in excellent agreement with experimental observations, while the CP results
were less accurate. In case a ductile or brittle material is analyzed, a correction factor is required
that accounts for the change of the cycles to failure in non-proportional conditions.
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A major benefit of the FPI approach is that it is just as computationally efficient as a global
equivalent stress approach without being confined to proportional load states. In contrast to the
CP approach this means several orders of magnitude less in computation time. In addition, the
FPI approach does not incorporate any assumptions on the material behavior other than the
S-N correction factor or the chosen equivalent stress formulation (e.g. Drucker-Prager). This
greatly eases the interpretation of the results and the FPI’s applicability to other materials in
comparison to the CP approach, where, e.g., the enclosing surface methods indirectly assume
brittle or ductile material behavior. Other issues such as a sign correction of the equivalent
stresses are solved by incorporation of the FFT in the FPI approach automatically. Despite the
promising results, the FPI approach needs further validation in more complex loading conditions,
which also introduce other sources of non-proportionality than phase-shifted loads, cf. Figure 1.1.
However, every time an equivalent stress formulation was successfully validated for a proportional
load state, the FPI approach will lead to a reasonable engineering approximation of the fatigue
life in (predominantly phase shift-induced) non-proportional conditions. Moreover, the FPI
approach can be utilized as a fast screening method, so that users of already validated CP
approaches can still save computational time, as only high-interest regions with a high level
of non-proportionality and a high damage potential need to be analyzed. This distinction was
previously not possible, as low damage areas can still exhibit a high level of non-proportionality.
In addition, the screening capability can also accelerate the critical plane identification.

It is emphasized that the FPI approach represents a versatile concept for multiaxial and
non-proportional fatigue analyses and is not simply a new failure criterion. In fact, the FPI
approach can be used with any equivalent stress formulation and is hence also applicable for any
material. The overall objective of this thesis to accurately and efficiently predict the fatigue life
under multiaxial non-proportional loads was thus achieved without confinement to a specific
material. The key achievements of the thesis are summarized in the following.

Achievements

• Calibrated critical plane algorithms for non-proportional fatigue life predic-
tions of rotor blade bond lines

• Proposal of an accurate, efficient, versatile and easy-to-use concept for non-
proportional fatigue analyses (FPI approach)

• Derivation of several material-independent methods such as an elasto-plastic
shear stress estimation, an elliptical yield locus scaling approach, a new
S-N model (Stüssi-Haibach) for gigacycle fatigue, a novel load-dependent
stiffness-degradation model and a hybrid formulation of the Drucker-Prager
yield criterion to account for scaling issues of the Haigh diagram related to
a tension-compression asymmetry

• Blueprint for the manufacture of virtually defect-free specimens from a two-
component material (resin + hardener) suitable for multiaxial experiments

• First characterization of neat fiber-reinforced rotor blade adhesive in static
and fatigue loading conditions including different levels of non-proportionality
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7.2 Outlook

As with every research, improvements in a particular research area lead to a different perspective
and new questions that build upon the gained insights. Therefore, new questions and research
opportunities, which are based on this work, are discussed in the following.

Further evaluation of this work’s experiments

On account of the extensive experimental work, not all data have been evaluated, yet. Among
potential other future uses of the data, three opportunities for further research were identified:

1) Multiaxial Stiffness Degradation Model. As with the uniaxial fatigue tests, the biaxial
fatigue tests were accompanied by stiffness degradation measurements. Therefore, the influence
of non-proportional loads on the stiffness degradation can be investigated. In addition, it can be
checked if a superposition of the uniaxial degradation behavior is sufficient to approximate the
more complex biaxial degradation. Potentially, a multiaxial stiffness degradation model can be
derived and used for more accurate fatigue modeling in the future. This way, sequence effects
could be modeled, which were not covered so far.

2) Analysis of Pores using Digital Twins. Aside from the defect-free specimens, a small
number of specimens with slight imperfections, i.e., a single pore close to the test section, were
tested. These dummy-specimens were predominantly used for machine setup tests. Therefore,
the data acquisition was on the same level as with the regular tests. In addition, these specimens
were also µCT scanned, so that it is possible to generate digital twin models of the specimens
including the exact geometry of the pores, cf. Figure 7.1. The same applies for the high porosity
level of the hand-mixed reference specimens. If such digital twin models can be validated with
experimental data, any stochastic variation of pores can be modeled. With that, the impact of
the level of porosity on the material properties can be approximated. Such a model would be of
great value for the evaluation of manufacturing-induced defects and the transfer of coupon level
data to more complex components.

Figure 7.1: Digital repre-
sentation, i.e., digital twin,
of a test in this work.

What is the exact impact of
pores on the material prop-
erties? The implementa-
tion of measured pore ge-
ometries from dummy- and
hand-mixed specimens into
FE-models might allow to
answer this question.
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3) Hardening Rule. With the yield locus determination, the Drucker-Prager criterion was
identified as the best-fit yield criterion. However, the experiments also allow for a more detailed
analysis concerning the development of the (initial) yield surface with increasing plastic strains,
i.e., a (biaxial) hardening rule.

Open questions for new research projects

In addition to the opportunity to further evaluate the already recorded data, there are additional
questions and applications that arise from this work. Some of these may require new research
projects due to their complexity.

1) Fatigue Life Prediction of Rotor Blade Bond Lines. To demonstrate the influence of
non-proportional loads, e.g., for the bond lines of wind turbine rotor blades, the calibrated CP
approach should be compared to the standard global equivalent stress approach using normal
operation loads from an aeroelastic simulation.

2) Gigacycle Fatigue & Probabilistics. Due to the extreme number of fatigue load cycles of
rotor blades, gigacyle fatigue tests [214–218] need to be conducted on a coupon level to maximize
the structural optimization potential and to validate S-N models, such as the Stüssi-Haibach
approach proposed in this work. Based on these additional tests, probabilistic models should be
applied to derive probabilistic S-N curves, i.e., P-S-N curves [219–224]. The neutral behavior of
the adhesive under non-proportional loads also provides additional information on the scatter of
the S-N curves, since 18 specimens on each biaxial load level led to a very good statistical basis.

3) Level of Non-Proportionality in Blade Tests. As mentioned in Section 1.2.3, biaxial
fatigue tests of rotor blades have already been developed, cf. Figure 7.2, and provide a significant
improvement in comparison to standard uniaxial tests. However, the level of non-proportionality
of these tests was not quantified. Therefore, it is not yet clear how realistic the load states in
these tests are compared to real (non-proportional) operational loads.

8 Section 2.1 Rotor Blade Manufacture

Figure 7.2: Bi-
axial Blade Test-
ing at Fraunhofer
IWES with a con-
trolled elliptical tip
displacement. ©#16

What kind of level of
non-proportionality
can be achieved
with this or similar
setups?
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This problem also leads to the question how the chosen load introduction method and the
associated finite element modeling affects the level of non-proportionality in wind turbine (rotor
blade) simulations. A detailed analysis in this regard is necessary. However, a conclusion might
only be possible by comparison to in-field strain measurements of true operational loads when
these are combined with detailed wind-field measurements.

4) More Complex Load Scenarios. Although the tests in this work already incorporated
a rather complex and non-proportional biaxial (tension/compression-torsion) load, the FPI
approach needs further validation in even more complex load scenarios. Multiaxial (non-
proportional) block or even randomized tests could establish a final conclusion on the validity of
the approach. In addition, other ways to provoke a non-proportional stress state, cf. Figure 1.1,
should be tested. A hexapod test setup can provide additional degrees of freedom in this regard,
as it can transfer virtually any multiaxial and also non-proportional load to a specimen. This
applies to both the coupon and the sub-component level. For instance, a vertical hexapod
load introduction would enable multiaxial and non-proportional tests of beam structures, cf.
Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Proposal
for a hexapod beam test.

Realistic multiaxial non-
proportional fatigue loads
could be tested with this
setup. What are the
design requirements for
such a test?

5) Influence of Reinforcement Fiber Orientation. The manufactured adhesive specimens
were confirmed to be transversely isotropic with a large majority of the fibers aligned in axial di-
rection. Therefore, the derived material properties are confined to this fiber orientation. Different
specimen geometries or an altered specimen manufacturing process will enable to quantify the in-
fluence of the orientation of the reinforcement fibers on the material properties. Semi-automated
adhesive application devices such as the Variable Glue Applicator, cf. Figure 1.14, may also
enable to adjust the orientation of the reinforcement fibers during rotor blade manufacture. A
thorough investigation on this matter may improve the prediction of the material properties of
rotor blade bond lines significantly.

6) Viscoelastic Material Model. The adhesive was identified to exhibit viscoelastic behavior,
cf. Section P2-5.2. However, detailed experiments necessary to model these effects [225–230]
were out of scope for this work. Therefore, the fatigue life prediction in this work did not account
for viscoelastic effects. Strain rate changes, which might be apparent in, e.g., the bond lines of
rotor blades during operation, are thus not accounted for with the current modeling approach.
Additionally, temperature effects [228, 230, 231] were not analyzed, which also contribute to a
change of the non-proportional material behavior due to a change of the ductility, cf. Figure P4-4.
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7) Characterization of Adhesion Properties. The bulk adhesive specimen of this work
enabled a detailed characterization of the cohesive material behavior. However, the adhesion
properties were not analyzed, which might be necessary to accurately model fatigue degradation
of more complex components. Test on butt-joints, which, e.g., connect two glass-fiber tubes,
could provide a suitable test setup for biaxial (tension/compression-torsion) tests in static and
(non-proportional) fatigue loads.

8) Coupling of Modeling Approaches. In this thesis, fatigue damage was calculated based
on stress-based continuum mechanics approaches. Fracture mechanics-based approaches have
not been considered although they are commonly used, e.g., for the trailing edge bond line
[172, 232, 233]. A coupling of (non-proportional) continuum damage mechanics and fracture
mechanics, as suggested in [20], might enable a more sophisticated fatigue modeling in case a
damage tolerant (blade) design is targeted.

9) Material Data Base. Because rotor blades are composed of many different materials, ideally
each material should be investigated concerning effects of non–proportional loads. A classification
of wind energy-related materials according to Figure P4-4 would provide a great benefit for the
structural optimization of the blades. Of course this also holds for the respective classification
of other engineering materials for other industries, cf. Figure 1.2. Once such a data base is set
up, the confidence level of a ductility-based sorting of materials (regarding non-proportional
effects on the cycles to failure) might be high enough to reduce the experimental effort for new
materials.
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